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1. INTRODUCTION 
Many controlled experiments and observational studies are associated with or­
dered categorical responses rather than numerical responses. One example is a bioas-
say involving groups of laboratory animals that are subjected to various dosages of a 
toxin. The responses reflecting the effect of the toxin could be categorized as no ef­
fect, mild effect, severe effect, or death. A second example would be an observational 
study where factors associated with education level are of interest. In this situation 
the response indicating the education level of a randomly selected individual could be 
categorized as less than high school, high school, or a college education. The purpose 
of such studies is to quantify the relationships between certain explanatory factors 
and the probabilities of the response categories. 
Expressing the log odds of observing a particular response category or lower as a 
linear model provides a convenient way of estimating these relationships. A common 
way to specify such a model is to first define as the probability of observing 
the response for a subject characterized by a set of covariates falling in the 1-th 
category. If there are c ordered categories and a total of I different combinations of 
the covariates represented in the sample, the model is 
log I p I = ; = l(l)c- 1, i = 1(1)1. (1) 
2 
This model is usually called a logistic regression model. Note the clear interpretation 
of the regression vector /3; x'^(3 is the effect on the log odds associated with an 
individual characterized by a?^-. The 0j are usually referred to as boundary or cut 
points. The natural ordering of the categories requires —oo = 9q < < ... < 0^_i < 
$c = oo. The regression parameters in (3 and the boundary points 9j are unknown, 
and as a result, are to be estimated. 
Some of the earliest literature discussing logistic regression is dated in the 1940s 
and 1950s. Berkson (1944 and 1953) applies logistic regression to bioassay. Dyke and 
Patterson (1952) discuss modeling logits in a factorial design. Most of the early work 
is limited to the simplest case where the responses are binary. A thorough treatment 
of logistic regression models for binary response data is found in Cox (1970). 
Walker and Duncan (1967) discuss the logistic regression model in the context of 
an arbitrary number of ordered response categories and present an efficient estima­
tion technique. Agresti (1984) includes this model as part of a more comprehensive 
exposition on the analysis of ordered categorical data. Maddala (1983) incorporates 
logistic regression with censored and threshold data analysis. McCullagh (1980) in­
cludes the logistic regression model as part of a general class of models for ordinal 
data. 
A curious observation is the regularity with which authors neglect to note that 
the logistic regression model in (1) can be derived from a latent variable approach. 
Although (1) can be a sensible model to write down it is important to understand 
its development from the latent variable approach. Noting that is the 
cumulative probability of observing an event in one of the first j categories under 
3 
conditions specified by x^, from (1) 
j  
Z P u  = (1 + exp{-(0 - + (2)  
1=1 
Note that the right hand side of (2) is the distribution function for a logistic random 
variable with mean equal to evaluated at 9j. From (2) it is immediately seen 
that 
Pij  = (1 + exp{-(9j  + aîj/3)})~l - (1 + exp{-(^j_i + x ' - /3)})~ '^ .  (3) 
Equation (3) states that the probability of observing the response associated with a 
subject characterized by the set of covariates falling in the j-th category is equal 
to the probability assigned to the interval {0j_i,9j) by the distribution function 
of a logistic random variable with mean equal to -a5j-/3. If this random variable is 
denoted then the interpretation given to (3) implies that the response for a subject 
characterized by x^ is observed to fall in the j-th category when 
dj- l  < Zi  < 6j .  (4) 
If Y-i = Zi + then a response falling in the j-th category is observed when 
+ ®'-/3 < Yj < 9j + x'if3, (5) 
where has the standard logistic distribution function 
F(yi) = (1 + exp{-i/j-})~^ (6) 
Clearly then, starting with the latent random variable Zi  and with (4), (5) and (6), 
the logistic regression model in (1) is easily derived. 
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The origins of the logistic distribution function can be traced back to Verhulst 
(1838)1. This 19th century Belgian, who was interested in modeling human popula­
tion growth, believed a postulate set forth in an insightful essay written by Thomas 
Robert Malthus in 1798 and reprinted in Kormondy (1965). A simplification of this 
postulate is paraphrased here. Young thriving local populations will typically grow 
in geometric proportions. After some number of years of geometric growth, the sus­
taining resources become stressed by the now dense population. When this occurs 
the growth rate will begin to decrease and continue to do so until the total popula­
tion asymptotes towards a maximum sustainable level. Verhulst recognized that this 
phenomenon can by characterized by the following differential equation, 
^  _  ( F - L ) { U - F )  
d t  U - L  '  -
where F  represents population size, t  is time, and U  and L  are constants such that 
L  <  U .  Equation (7) is interpreted as the instantaneous change in population size 
dF 
at time t .  is proportional to the excess in population over an initial level (I) 
m u l tiplied by the deficiency in population relative to a final asymptotic level {U). To 
solve (7), first isolate the two differentials 
{F -  L){U -  F) "  (G) 
which can be simplified by decomposing the partial fraction 
dF{{F -  Z,)-l + ( ( / -  F)-l) =  d t .  (9) 
Integrating (9) gives 
log(F — L)  — log{U — F)  = t .  (10) 
1 Translated from French to English by Lawrence Wilson and reprinted in Kor­
mondy (1965). 
Isolating F in (10) gives Verhulst's logistic equation 
The graph of ( 11) is the familiar sigmoidal curve with lower asymptote, L,  ai  t  = —oo 
and upper asymptote, U, at i = oo which characterizes population growth under 
limiting conditions. Taking L = 0 and U = 1 simplifies (11) to the distribution 
function of a logistic random variable with mean equal to zero and variance equal to 
7r2/3. 
At present, successful implementation of the logistic regression model has been 
limited to the case where the responses are assumed independent. The primary goal of 
this dissertation is to develop a logistic regression model that will allow for correlated 
categorical responses. The need for such a model is readily seen when considering 
the following situations. First, consider a bioassay situation where the tumorigenicity 
associated with a certain toxin is under evaluation. The responses might be recorded 
as none, mild, or severve tumorigenicity. Suppose the researcher is interested in the 
response to the toxin by particular organs, say the liver, lungs and spleen. Inde­
pendence between the test animals may be a reasonable assumption, but certainly 
the responses for the different organs within a single animal are not necessarily inde­
pendent. Another situation might come from a clinical trial where siblings are used. 
Suppose two different treatments are administered to sibling pairs suffering from the 
same disease and the goal of the study is to determine if there is a difference in 
the cure rates associated with the treatments. The response might be none, partial, 
or total improvement. In this case, independence between sibling pairs is a reason­
able assumption, but due to genetic and environmental factors, independence within 
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sibling pairs is not. 
Regression models for correlated categorical responses do appear in the literature. 
Rosner (1984) developed a model based on the beta binomial compound distribution 
and applied it to ophthalmological data. The essence of this model can be explained 
in the context of Rosner's illustration where the presence or absence of disease is 
recorded for the left and right eyes on each of the randomly selected subjects. The 
beta binomial model is based on the assumption that the probability of contracting 
the disease in either eye is a random variable that is distributed among the individuals 
in the population according to the beta probability function. Given an individual, 
who is now assigned a probability, then the occurrence of disease in the left eye is 
assumed to be independent from the occurrence of disease in the right eye. Under this 
model, the association in responses is present in large samples since individuals with 
a high probability will tend to show disease in both eyes, while individuals with a low 
probability will tend to show no disease. This type of model may be appropriate when 
the goal of the study is to predict the probability of disease in the left(right) eye given 
the status of the right (left) eye. Numerous extensions and generalizations of Rosner's 
model have been proposed. See, for example, Prentice (1986), Qu et al. (1987), and 
Connolly and Liang (1988). Prentice (1988) pointed out that maximum likelihood 
estimation for most beta binomial type models is computationally prohibitive. 
Models related to the Rosner model are mixture and conditional models. With 
mixture models a random subject effect term is introduced into the logistic regression 
equation, which is usually assumed to have a Gaussian distribution. Given an individ­
ual subject, the multivariate categorical responses (possibly repeated measures) are 
I 
independent, whereas unconditionally, the within subject responses are correlated. 
Again, there are computational difficulties in that evaluation of multivariate normal 
distribution functions is necessary. 
Conditional models are appropriate when one is modeling longitudinal binary 
outcomes; specifically, when predicting the conditional expectation of the next bi­
nary response variable given the outcomes of all previous responses as well as the 
values of the covariates. This type of model is developed in Bonney (1987). The 
basic strategy is to decompose the joint probability of the serially dependent binary 
outcomes into a product of successive conditional probabilities. By assuming each 
conditional probability is univariate logistic, the resulting decomposition is appropri­
ately referred to as a regressive logistic model. Bonney presents a parameterization 
where the resulting likelihood function can be maximized with the use of existing 
computer programs developed for the logistic regression model with independent ob­
servations. For contributions to related work, see Zeger and Liang (1986), Liang and 
Zeger (1986), and Zeger, Liang and Albert (1988). 
The approach taken in this dissertation is fundamentally different from the mix­
ture and conditional models. It will be assumed that the correlated responses are a 
realization of a multivariate response taken from a single subject, where the within 
subject correlation structure is unknown. A multivariate latent random variable is 
assumed to underly the categorical responses. The likelihood function arises upon in­
dependent sampling of the subjects. The critical aspect of this approach is the choice 
of the distribution of the multivariate latent random variable. The multivariate logis­
tic distributions considered in the dissertation have univariate logistic distributions 
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for the univariate margins and a non-restrictive correlation structure. Maximizing the 
likelihood function then becomes tantamount to fitting univariate logistic regression 
models to each margin while allowing for within subject correlation. This results in 
the regression parameters associated with each trait having the same log odds inter­
pretation as the logistic regression parameters in (1). The alternative mixture and 
conditional models do not possess this feature. 
There are two other major advantages associated with the multivariate latent 
variable approach. First, it allows for the modeling of multiple ordered categorical 
responses just as easily as the simplest binary response case. Most of the models 
developed for correlated categorical responses have been limited to the binary case. 
Secondly, as will be seen in subsequent chapters, the former approach permits straight­
forward and efficient computation of maximum likelihood estimates, whereas mixture 
models, such as Rosner's beta binomial model, have been hindered by computational 
difficulties. 
As previously suggested, the approach taken in this dissertation requires the 
underlying latent random variable to have a multivariate distribution with logis­
tic marginal distributions such that the correlation structure is not too restrictive. 
Therefore, much of the effort is devoted to specification of possible suitable distribu­
tions. Two new bivariate logistic distributions are presented and based on a bivariate 
uniform distribution presented by Cook and Johnson (1986). A bivariate logistic 
regression model, based on the first of these distributions, is developed and it is illus­
trated with several applications. In addition, a new multivariate uniform distribution 
is derived and is used to specify a multivariate logistic distribution. Development and 
9 
implementation of a multivariate logistic regression model based on this distribution 
looks promising and can be the topic of future research. 
1.1 Explanation of Dissertation Format 
The alternative format was used in writing this dissertation. The main body con­
sists of four sections, where each section is a separate statistical journal style paper. 
In the first paper, which appears as Chapter 2, a new bivariate logistic distribution is 
derived and the basic properties are investigated. An application of this distribution 
is demonstrated with the analysis of bivariate ordered categorical data. In the second 
paper (Chapter 3), a bivariate logistic multiple regression model is developed and 
illustrated that makes use of the distribution introduced in the first paper. A gener­
alization of one of Gumbel's bivariate logistic distributions is given in the third paper 
(Chapter 4). A new multivariate uniform distribution is derived in the fourth and 
final paper (Chapter 5), and the correlation structure is examined. An illustration 
of the use of this distribution is made with the specification of a multivariate logis­
tic distribution function. All sections, tables and figures are numbered sequentially 
within each paper after the chapter number. For example, the fifth section of the 
first paper (Chapter 2) is numbered 2.5, and the fourth table in the second paper 
(Chapter 3) is numbered 3.4. The equations are numbered with Arabic numbering 
beginning with the number one in each chapter. 
10 
2. A BIVARIATE LOGISTIC DISTRIBUTION WITH 
APPLICATIONS TO CATEGORICAL RESPONSES 
2.1 Summary 
A continuous bivariate distribution is developed such that each marginal distri­
bution is a logistic distribution. The correlation coefficient can range between —37r~^ 
and one. A parameterization of this distribution is presented so that the correlation 
coefficient can be expressed as a function of a single dependency parameter. Appli­
cations of this distribution to bivariate ordered categorical data are illustrated with 
clinical trial data and with field data collected on bird coloring. 
2.2 Introduction 
Gumbel (1961) introduced two bivariate distributions, each with standardized 
logistic marginal distributions. The first has joint distribution function 
F(a;i,a;2) = (1 + exp{-aji} + exp{-a;2})~^ (1) 
It is easy to show that the correlation coefficient associated with (1) is equal to 
0.5. The second of Gumbel's distributions is a special case of the Farlie-Gumbel-
11 
Morgenstern distribution and has the joint distribution function 
= [(l + exp{-®l})(l+exp{-îC2})]""^ X 
[1 + a exp{-zi - Z2}(1 + exp{-a;i})~^(l + exp{-Z2})"^], 
|ck| < 1- (2) 
The correlation coefficient associated with (2) is equal to 3a7r~^, and therefore 
c a n  r a n g e  b e t w e e n  — a n d  
Satterthwaite and Hutchinson (1978) introduced a generalization of (1) with 
distribution function 
F(xi,a;2) = (1 + exp{-si} + exp{-a;2})~®, a > 0, (3) 
where a is a shape parameter. The resulting correlation coefficient is 
p{a)  = C(2,a)(C(2,a) + 7rVlr^ (4) 
where 
00 
C(2,a) = ^  (m + Q)"  .  
m=0 
An advantage of incorporating the shape parameter a is that the correlation coeffi­
cient can range between zero and one. However, the marginal distribution functions 
associated with (3) are not logistic; rather, they are generalized logistic distribution 
functions 
F{xi) = (1 +exp{-a;J)~", a > 0, i = 1,2, (5) 
derived by Dubey (1969). 
A reparameterization of a bivariate distribution presented by Clayton (1978) 
was discussed by Oakes (1982) in the form of a bivariate survivor function, and 
12 
reintroduced by Cook and Johnson (1981) as the bivariate distribution function 
where ui and «2 have uniform (0,1) distributions. This can be used to specify bivari­
ate distributions with arbitrary marginal distribution functions Fi{xi) by equating 
F^{x^) to ui in (6). This formulation allows for correlations between zero and one. 
Cook and Johnson (1986) presented a generalization of (6) that allows for some 
negative correlation. With respect to uniform (0,1) marginals, the distribution func­
tion is 
where a > 0 and —1 < w < 1 jointly determine the strength of dependence between 
«2 and U2- This distribution can be used to specify bivariate distributions with 
arbitrary marginal distributions in exactly the same manner as with (6). 
Cook and Johnson ( 1986) examine a bivariate distribution with normal marginal 
distributions obtained by applying inverse normal probability transforms to ttj and 
«2 in (7). The resulting distribution has a correlation coefficient (expressable as a 
function of a and w) that can range between and one. It is observed that this 
distribution generally has non-elliptical contours of constant density whose shapes 
depend on a and w. Further details are presented by Johnson (1987). 
Giui ,u2)  = ^ + « 2 "  a > 0 ,  (6) 
_l)-a 
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In this article, (7) is used to specify a bivariate distribution such that each 
marginal distribution is a logistic distribution. The resulting correlation coefficient 
will be shown to range between —37r~^ and one. In fitting this model to bivariate 
ordered categorical data, the presence of both a and u> can cause algorithms for 
maximizing the likelihood function to become numerically unstable. This problem is 
resolved by a reformulation of the bivariate logistic distribution that expresses a and w 
as functions of a single dependency parameter in such a way that the range of possible 
correlation coefficients is not reduced. An accurate approximation is provided for the 
relationship between the correlation coefficient and the dependency parameter. 
2.3 A Bivariate Logistic Distribution 
A bivariate distribution with logistic marginal distributions is obtained from (7) 
by replacing with 
= (1 +exp{-(a;^ (8) 
the logistic distribution function with mean //j and variance (7r<Tj)^/3. The basic 
properties of this bivariate distribution are obtained by examination of the standard­
ized case where = 0 and (7^ = 1, for i = 1,2. The resulting standardized bivariate 
logistic distribution function is 
= (1 + w)[(l + exp{-a;i})'^ + (1 + exp{-a;2})" -1 1]-" 
+ u; [2(1 + exp{-a;i})^ ^ + 2(1+exp{-x2})'^ -3] -a  
- w [2(1 +exp{-ri})^ + (1 + exp{-.T2})" -2]-•a  
- u; [(1 + expl-aj]^})*^ ^ + 2(1 + exp{-x2})'^ -2]-•a  » 
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a > 0, —1 < w < 1, —00 < XI < oo,  i  = 1,2. (9) 
The joint density function for (9) is 
/ ( ® 1 ) ® 2 )  =  — - a : 2 } [ ( l + e x p { - x i } ) ( l +  e x p { - a ; 2 } ) ] ^ ^ " " ' ^ ^ / "  
X [(1 +w)((l +exp{-zi})°^ +(1+ exp{-a;2})" ^ - 1)~<^~2 
+ 4a; (2(1 + exp{-®i})® + 2(1 + exp{-x2})" -
- 2w (2(1 + exp{-zi})°^ + (1 + exp{-a;2})" ^ - 2)"""^ 
- 2w ((1 + exp{-zi})^ + 2(1 + exp{-Z2})^ ^ - 2)""'^'"^]. (10) 
2.3.1 Basic properties 
Since the marginal distributions associated with (9) are standardized logistic 
distributions, the marginal means are zero and the marginal vaiances are %^/3. The 
correlation coefficient is a function of both a and w, and its properties are now derived. 
Derivation of the maximum allowable correlation follows immediately from Cook 
and Johnson (1986). For any permissible value of w, as a approaches zero, (7) de­
generates to H{ui, U2) = min(«j,«2)' Therefore, (9) degenerates to the case where 
equals X2 with probability one. Clearly then, (9) has a maximum correlation 
approaching unity as a approaches zero regardless of the value of w. 
For any given permissible value of w, the minimum correlation occurs as a —> 00. 
In Older to determine this value, an expression for lima^oo cor(.Y][,%2) i® necessary. 
Since £'(A'j) = E(X2) = 0 and sup^, £'((A'jA''2)^) is finite, then 
00 00 
cov(Xi,A'2) = ^11%. j  j  xix2f{x i ,x2)dxidx2 
—00 —00 
15 
oo oo 
= / / J^^xix2f{x i ,x2)dxidx2 
—oo —oo 
oo 
= ^ n^=l / (11) 
— oo 
where /^(œ.j) is the density function of the marginal distribution of X j .  The last 
equality in (11) follows from Cook and Johnson (1986). 
Now, 
oo oo 
—oo —oo 
oo 
= J  2(exp{-(}(l -t- exp{-(})"^(/L (12) 
— 00 
Since 2exp{—(}(1 + exp{—i})~^ is a proper density function, (12) is a mean that 
can be evaluated from the moment generating function, 
oo 
Mi{9)  = J  2exp{-(l - ^ )(}(1 + exp{-(})"^(fL 
— oo 
Substituting v = (1 + exp{<})~^, 
Mt{0)  = 2y r(^-^)-^(l 
0 
= (g + l)/)((l-g),(g + l)), (13) 
1 oo 1 
where/?(o,6) = r(a)r(fe)(r(a + 6)) with r(a) = J ^ exp{—It follows 
0 
that 
= 1. (14) 
so that lima—^oo coi>(.Yj, A'2) = w. Consequently, the minimum value for 
cov(A''i, A''2) is —1, and the minimum correlation is —37r~^. 
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For a = 1, the density function reduces to 
/(®1>®2) = 2exp{-a!i-0:2} X [(l+w)(exp{-a:i} + exp{-®2} + l) ^ 
+ 4c<;(2exp{-xi} + 2exp{-x2} + 1)"'^ 
— 2u;(2exp{-xi} + exp{—«2} + 1)"^ 
- 2a;(exp{-x]^} + 2exp{-.T2} + 1)~^] (15) 
and a closed form expression for the moment generating function exists. For this 
particular case, 
00 00 
== J  /  exp{<ixi  + f2®2}/(®l '®2)<=^®l ' '^2 '  (16)  
—00—00 
and (16) is a sum of four integrals, each of the form 
00 00 
— c(w)a^l 6^2 r( 1 •+• + ^2)^(1 — fj)r(l — ^2)' 
It follows that (16) is 
r(l + «1 + «2)^(1 - <i)r(l + (2)[(l+W + w(2^1+^+^ - 2^1 - 2^2)], (17) 
—00—00 
X [aexp{—xj} + 6exp{-®2} + l]~^dxidx2' 
Substituting t'l = a exp{—and ^2 = 6exp{—0:2} yields 
and 
E(.Y2%2) = 6 + (log2)^w. 
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Therefore, the correlation associated with (9) when a = 1 is 
p = .b  + ( log2)^37r~^u; .  
For other values of a between 0 and oo, the correlation is a very complicated 
expression involving products of binomial expansions. In lieu of a closed form expres­
sion, simulated values of the correlation coefficient were calculated for selected values 
of a and w. The algorithm suggested by Cook and Johnson (1986) for generating bi-
variate deviates with distribution function (7) was used. For each (a,w) combination, 
100,000 pairs of deviates were generated and were transformed into psuedo-random 
deviates with distribution function (9). Pearson correlation coefficients were calcu­
lated from the resulting psuedo-random deviates. The results of this simulation are 
given in Table 2.1. The rows corresponding to a = 0, a = 1, and a = oo are exact 
analytic calculations. The row corresponding to a = 1 provides a means to check 
the accuracy of the simulated values. For that row the largest discrepancy between 
the simulated correlations and the analytic calculations is .005. A general gradient 
is demonstrated in that larger values of the correlation coefficient correspond to in­
creasing values of w and decreasing values of a. The correlation is close to zero when 
a is large and w is near zero. 
Independence between .Yj and X2 occurs when w = 0 and a approaches 00. 
This is clear because in that case lima—>00 /(®i»®2) — /l(®l)/2(®2)' 
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Table 2.1: Correlation coefficients for selected values of a and w 
w 
a -1.00 -0.75 -0.50 -0.25 0.00 0.25 0.50 0.75 1,00 
0.0 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000 1,000 1.000 1.000 1.000 
0.2 0.805 0.816 0.824 0.833 0.846 0.855 0.866 0.875 0.885 
0.3 0.723 0.738 0.750 0.765 0.781 0.797 0.810 0.825 0.841 
0.4 0.653 0.671 0.689 0.712 0.724 0.743 0.764 0.780 0.798 
0.5 0.586 0.612 0.633 0.657 0.677 0.698 0.722 0.743 0.764 
0.6 0.530 0.557 0.580 0.610 0.632 0.658 0.684 0.712 0.739 
0.7 0.477 0.506 0.540 0.562 0.596 0.620 0.652 0.681 0.707 
0.8 0.429 0.459 0.498 0.534 0.562 0.588 0.623 0.655 0.688 
0.9 0.388 0.428 0.458 0.492 0.528 0.559 0.590 0.631 0.665 
1.0 0,354 0.390 0.427 0.463 0.500 0.537 0.573 0.610 0.646 
1.2 0,288 0.332 0.371 0.412 0.449 0.494 0.535 0.574 0.616 
1.4 0.233 0.278 0.316 0.369 0.410 0.459 0.496 0.542 0.590 
1.6 0,190 0.230 0.281 0.327 0.373 0.420 0.466 0.518 0.566 
1.8 0.150 0.201 0.244 0.295 0.341 0.395 0.443 0.495 0.545 
2.0 0.112 0.166 0.218 0.269 0.316 0.372 0,424 0.478 0.531 
2.5 0,045 0.105 0.159 0.213 0.269 0.317 0.378 0.436 0.490 
3.0 -0,004 0.055 0.119 0.174 0.236 0.295 0.353 0,411 0.461 
4.0 -0.066 -0.011 0.061 0.127 0.187 0.245 0.311 0,372 0.436 
10.0 -0.203 -0.132 -0.066 0.006 0.083 0.147 0.225 0,286 0,355 
20.0 -0.255 
o
 
oo o
 -0.109 -0.037 0.044 0.112 0.184 0,260 0,335 
40.0 -0.274 -0.207 -0.132 -0.056 0.025 0.099 0.169 0,245 0,319 
00 -0.304 -0.228 -0.152 -0.076 0.000 0.076 0.152 0.228 0.304 
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The conditional density of given Xg is easily obtained by dividing (10) by 
/2(®2)' Integration yields the conditional distribution function 
X {(1 + a;)[(l + exp{-a:i})'^ + (1 + exp{-a:2})'^ _ l]-("+l) 
+ 2u>[2(l + exp{-a;i})® + 2(1 + exp{-z2})^ _ 3]-("+l) 
- w[2(l + exp{-a;^})^ 4- (1 + exp{-Z2})°' _ 
- 2u;[(l + exp{-®i})*^ + 2(1 + exp{-a;2})'^ ^ 
a > 0, —1 < w < 1, —oo < xj < oo. 
Clearly, the conditional mean and variance depend on q and w, but convenient closed 
form expressions do not exist. 
2.4 One Parameter Model 
The functional relationship between the correlation coefficient and the parame­
ters a and w can be viewed as a surface in 3-dimensional Euclidean space. Table 2.1 
reveals the monotone nature of this surface. Specifying a particular value of the 
correlation (p) corresponds to intersecting this surface with a hyperplane. This in­
tersect ion corresponds to  inf ini te ly  many (a ,w) pairs  yielding a  single  value of  p.  
Extensive examination of the shapes of the density surfaces indicates they do not 
change dramatically as the (a,w) pair traverses along an intersecting contour. This 
suggests that a and w can be expressed as functions of a single parameter in a way 
that the full range of possible correlation values is maintained while the array of 
shapes that the bivariate density can assume is not severely restricted. 
2.4.1 A single dependency parameter 
A function for the parameter w must be restricted to the interval [—1,1]. 
The function 
w(A) = (1 - exp{-A})(l + exp{-A})~^, -oo < A < oo, (18) 
is a continuous monotone function that increases from —1 to 1 as A increases from 
— oo to oo, and passes through zero at A = 0. Given (18) a suitable continuous 
monotone function for a is 
a(A) = 40((exp{-2.5A} - l)(exp{-2.5A} + 1)"^ + 1). (19) 
This function decreases from 80 to zero as A increases from — oo to oo. The multiplier 
40, which determines the upper bound of 80 for a, is arbitrary but an upper bound 
must be set to prevent computational overflow. As A increases from —oo to oo, (18) 
and (19) provide a and w values that correspond to values of p ranging from near 
—3;r~^ to one. Recall independence between Xi and Xg occurs when w = 0 and 
a — oo. When A = 0, then w = 0 and a = 40, and this coincides with symmetrical 
contours of constant density (see Figure 2.2c) and with a value of p equaling .025. 
Therefore, (9), (18), and (19) provide a parameterization such that A'j and X2 should 
be sufficiently close to independence for most practical purposes when A = 0. With 
a and w tied together in this fashion, A becomes the sole dependency parameter 
providing a one-to-one correspondence with the correlation coefficient. 
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2.4.2 Approximating the correlation 
Simulated values of the correlation coefficient for 101 evenly spaced values of 
A between —5 and 5 suggests that the correlation is a smooth monotone increasing 
function of A. The simulated correlation values are displayed in Figure 2.1 along with 
the curve for the approximation provided by the formula 
p( \ )  = -CI  + (c i  + aiA + a2A^)exp{a3A} 
1 + (ci + ajA + a2A2)exp{a3A} 
(cj = 37r~^, a-^ — —.2131, ag = .0930, ag = 1.3739). This approximation fits the 
simulated values very well, and it achieves the upper and lower bounds of the true 
correlation, i.e., lim;^^^ p{\) = 1 and lim;^_^_gjj p{\) - -3x~^. As previously 
stated, the true correlation is close to zero when A = 0, and (20) provides a value of 
zero for the approximated correlation in that case. 
Figures 2.2a through 2.2d show contours of constant density (10) for various 
values of A. The distributions have been standardized so that marginal means and 
variances are zero and one, respectively. Clearly these are in general non-elliptical 
contours. Figure 2.2a corresponds to a large value of A (which coincides with a 
correlation of .9) and a peaked density surface while Figure 2.2d corresponds to a 
large negative value of A (which coincides with a correlation of - .3) and a less peaked 
density surface. There is a striking similarity between the contour plot in Figure 2.2b 
for A = 1.5326 and p = .5 and the contour plot associated with the first of Gumbel's 
bivariate logistic distributions (which also has a correlation equal to .5). Figure 2.2c 
provides contours for A = 0 and corresponds to the case where and X2 are 
nearly independent. A surface graph of density (10) corresponding to A = 1.5326 
and p = .5 is given in Figure 2.3. 
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Figure 2.1: Graph of simulated values of p and the fitted curve ^(A) 
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Figure 2.2: Contours of constant density for selected values of A 
m m  
Figure 2.3: Graph of density surface for p = .5 
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2.4.3 Correlation approximation with w = 0 
The special case of (9) when w = 0 can be viewed as a particular member of a 
family of bivariate distributions that can be traced to Clayton (1978). In this case, a 
is the single dependency parameter and the correlation is expressible as a function of 
a. Under this parameterization, the correlation can range between zero and one. To 
obtain an approximating function for the correlation, a was expressed as the function 
of A in (19) and simulated values of the correlation were calculated for selected values 
of  A.  The fol lowing funct ion was then f i t  to  the s imulated values  of  p,  
o(X) = (ci + aiA)exp{a2A} 
' l + (ci+aiA)exp{a2A} ^ ^ 
(cj = .01, = —.0014, 02 = 2.7938). As in the case of (20), (21) fits the simulated 
values very well and achieves the upper and lower bounds of the true correlation when 
a; = 0; i.e., lim;^_^ ^(A) = 1 and lim;^^,^^ p(A) = 0. 
2.4.4 Estimation 
The application of the bivariate logistic distribution based on (9), (18) and (19) 
generally requires the estimation of the parameters Standard 
maximum likelihood estimation procedures can be applied and for sufficiently large 
sample sizes inferences can be based on the asymptotic normality of the maximum 
likelihood estimators. Approximation (20) provides an estimator for the correlation 
and a means of applying the delta method to approximate the limiting normal dis­
tribution of that estimator. Approximation (21) serves the same role for the special 
case when w is assumed to be zero. 
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2.5 Application to Bivariate Categorical Data 
The use of the univariate logistic distribution as an underlying distribution for or­
dered categorical responses have been widely studied. A classic exposition is found in 
Cox ( 1970). More recent discussions are given by Maddala ( 1983), and Agresti ( 1984). 
It is natural to use the bivariate logistic distribution (9) as an underlying distribution 
for bivariate ordered categorical responses. Using the single dependency parameter 
model from Section 2.4, the strength of association between two ordered categorical 
variables can be examined by the estimation of the dependency parameter A. Corre­
lations between two categorical variables arise, for example, when the two variables 
correspond to two measurements taken on each of the observed experimental units. 
This could arise by taking measurements of two different traits or measurements of 
the same trait taken at different times. 
In this application the actual value of the bivariate logistic random variable 
is not observed. Instead, Xj is recorded as being in one of r distinct 
ordered categories and .Vg recorded as being in one of another set of s distinct 
ordered categories. Then the responses for a sample of N units can be displayed as 
counts in an r x 5 contingency table with ordered row and column categories. Let 
nij denote the observed number of units in the category corresponding to the i-th 
T s  
row and j-th column of the contingency table; then T] re;,- = N. 
i=lj=l 
Consider the bivariate logistic distribution function based on (9), (18) and (19) 
and denote the boundaries of the categories for A'j by eg < cj < C2 < .... < < 
cr and the boundaries of the categories for Xg by c/q < < c?2 < .... < dg_i < ds-
Here, cq = c/q = —oo and cj- = = oo, but the other boundary values need not 
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be known. Then, the probability that a random response falls into the category 
corresponding to the i-th row and j-th column of the contingency table is 
Pij = (22) 
where, vi  = (c^- — /ti)<rj~^ and Wj = {dj  — f t2)(r2^ .  
If the N bivariate responses are independent, the kernel of the log-likelihood function 
is 
^(^) = S E (23) 
1=1 j=l 
where 6' = (;ii,/i2,<Ti,o"2,A,cj,....,c^_l,(il,....,(i^_]^). Differences in the two sets 
of boundary values, however, cannot be completely distinguished from differences 
in the means and variances. Consequently, the log-likelihood function achieves its 
maximum for infinitely many sets of parameter values and hence, â is an unidentified 
parameter as defined in Kendall and Stuart (1967). This problem can be remedied 
by including additional restrictions in the model. As an illustration, consider the case 
where the boundaries are unknown but the same boundaries are used for each logistic 
variable; i.e., r = s and Cj- = for i = 0(1)5. Full identification is achieved with the 
following s + 2 parameters 
= (/f2 - <t> = <72(71 9i  = {ci  -  i  = l(l)(s - 1). (24) 
The interpretations of the parameters are clear; 9^,  i  = l(l)(a - 1) are categorical 
boundaries for standardized values of the first logistic variable, 77 is a standardized 
mean shift parameter, and (f> is the ratio of standard deviations. This parameterization 
is referred to as a mean shift model. In order to estimate all 5 + 2 parameters in (24), 
there must be at least three categories for each categorical variable. 
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Using (24) the log-likelihood given by (23) is defined with 
Plj  = 
+ (25) 
and 
Another way to achieve full identification is with a parameterization that assumes 
the boundaries for the two logistic random variables are unknown and different, and 
uses the parameters A, On,..., ^125—> ^(g-l)2' ^^ere 
^il = (^ i  * = l(l)(r - 1), &j2 = {dj  -/<2)'^2~^' J  =  "  1) (26) 
are category boundaries for standardized values of the first and second logistic vari­
ables, respectively. Under this parameterization, the smallest table that will allow 
unrestricted estimation is 2 x 3 (or equivalently, 3x2). 
Once a parameterization is chosen so that full identification is achieved, then 
(23) can be maximized with respect to 6 using a standard computational procedure. 
This is easily done by using the Fisher scoring iterative method which does not 
necessitate the calculation of second partial derivatives of the log-likelihood function. 
See Kennedy and Gentle (1980) and Rao (1973) for further details. 
2.6 Illustration 
Two illustrations of the use of (9) are given in this section. The first data to 
be analyzed come from a clinical study of 524 patients suffering allergy symptoms 
from ragweed. To aide in the determination of the effectiveness of the treatment 
it was necessary to compare the degree of decongestant usage before and after the 
trial within the treatment and placebo groups. Decongestant usage was classified by 
clinical technicians into four distinct ordered categories (none, intermittent, regular, 
full dosage). Two observations were recorded for each patient, one at the beginning 
and one at the end of the trial. It will be determined to what extent decongestant 
usage changed during the trial. 
The data for the treatment group are shown in Table 2.2. The mean shift model 
was fit to these data via maximum likelihood estimation. The fully parameterized 
model contains six parameters, Bj, j = 1(1)3, rj, and 0 which are defined in Sec­
tion 2.5, and A, the dependency parameter. The estimates are given in Table 2.3. 
The estimate for p is obtained from (20) and the corresponding standard error is 
obtained via the delta method. 
As suggested by the estimated value of p,  there appears to be moderate corre­
lation between decongestant uasage at the beginning and the end of the trial. The 
estimated value of rj suggests that the average decongestant usage increased during 
the trial. The estimated value for 4> indicates a substantial decrease in the variation 
in decongestant usage among subjects by the end of the trial. It is interesting to note 
that when the mean shift model was fit to these data with 4> restricted to one, a large 
negative estimate of ij was obtained. However, the likelihood ratio test rejected this 
model in favor of the unrestricted model. 
Comparison of the observed counts with the estimates of the expected counts, 
shown in Table 2.4, supports the adequacy of the bivariate logistic model. The 
Pearson chi-square test statistic is A'^ = 9.8 on 9 degrees of freedom. The log-
likelihood ratio test statistic is = 8.6 also on 9 degrees of freedom. Neither 
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statistic indicates that the model is inadequate. 
The data for the placebo group are shown in Table 2.5. These data yield model 
parameters estimates, shown in Table 2.6, that are very similar to the estimates for 
the treatment group. It appears the average decongestant usage increased during the 
trial while the variation in usage decreased. The small estimated value of p suggests 
that the level of decongestant usage at the end of the trial is essentially unrelated to 
the level of decongestant usage at the beginning. Comparison of the expected counts 
to the observed counts for the placebo group again supports the adequacy of the 
bivariate logistic model. 
The field ornithological data in Table 2.8 were previously analyzed by Anderson 
and Pemberton (1985). These data consist of color ratings of the upper and lower 
mandibles for each of 90 blackbirds. Each rating used the same ordered scale ranging 
from mostly black towards mostly yellow, where category one means mostly black 
and category five means mostly yellow. 
Issues of interest include a comparison of the color distributions of the upper and 
lower mandibles and an assessment of the level of agreement in mandible coloring at 
the individual bird level. 
The mean shift model was fit to these data and the maximum likelihood estimates 
are shown in Table 2.9. Asymptotic tests of hypotheses for 7/ and </> indicate that the 
marginal distributions are essentially the same for the upper and lower mandible 
coloring. The large value of the correlation suggests that the coloring for the upper 
and lower mandibles change from black to yellow simultaneously. 
Anderson and Pemberton fit a model to these data using an underlying bivariate 
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normal distribution, and parameterization (26). This parameterization could have 
been used with the bivariate logistic model, but it does not permit a method for 
direct comparison of the means and variances of the color distributions of the upper 
and lower mandibles. In any case, inferences about the correlation are basically the 
same. 
Comparison of the actual counts to the expected counts shown in Table 2.10 
suggests the mean shift model with the bivariate logistic distribution as the link 
function fits the data adequately. The Pearson chi-square test statistic is = 13.2 
and the likelihood ratio test statistic is = 16.1. Both of these statistics are 
associated with 17 degrees of freedom. 
Table 2.2: Treatment group decongestant us­
age 
Pre-trial 
usage 
Post-trial usage 
None Interm. Reg. Full 
None 237 46 6 2 291 
Interm. 26 9 2 0 37 
Reg. 13 4 2 1 20 
Full 20 6 2 3 31 
296 65 12 6 379 
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Table 2.3: Maximum likelihood estimates of 
the bivariate logistic model parame­
ters for the treatment group decon­
gestant data 
^1 ^2 ^3 n P 
m.l.e. 1.19 1.88 2.40 .67 .41 .37 
std. err. .12 .15 .18 .16 .07 .13 
Table 2.4: Estimates of expected counts for the 
treatment group decongestant data 
Pre-trial Post-trial usage 
usage None Interm. Reg. Full 
None 237.7 41.7 8.1 3.3 290.7 
Interm. 26.0 9.3 2.1 0.9 38.1 
Reg. 12.2 4.9 1.1 0.5 18.7 
Full 19.8 8.7 2.1 0.9 31.5 
295.6 64.7 13.4 5.5 379 
Table 2.5; Placebo group decongestant usage 
Pre-trial Post-trial usage 
usage None Interm. Reg. Full 
None 91 20 2 3 116 
Interm. 8 5 1 0 14 
Reg. 4 0 0 0 4 
Full 9 2 0 0 11 
112 27 3 3 145 
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Table 2.6: Maximum likelihood estimates of 
the bivariate logistic model param­
eters for the placebo group decon­
gestant data 
4 ^2 ^3 V <i> P 
m.l.e. 1.39 2.17 2.49 .88 .41 .06 
std. err. .21 .27 .31 .28 .12 .17 
Table 2.7: Estimates of expected counts for the 
placebo group decongestant data 
Pre-trial Post-trial usage 
usage None Interm. Reg. Full 
None 90.6 20.8 2.5 2.2 116.0 
Interm. 10.5 2.9 0.4 0.3 14.2 
Reg. 2.8 0.8 0.1 0.1 3.7 
Full 8.1 2.4 0.3 0.3 11.1 
112.0 26.9 3.2 2.9 145 
Table 2.8: Blackbird coloring data 
Lower Upper mandible 
mandible One Two Three Four Five 
One 43 3 0 0 0 46 
Two 7 6 0 1 0 14 
Three 1 6 4 1 0 12 
Four 1 2 2 6 0 11 
Five 0 0 0 3 4 7 
52 17 6 11 4 90 
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Table 2.9: Maximum likelihood estimates of the bi­
variate logistic model parameters for the 
ornithological data 
^2 H 04 n P 
m.l.e. .03 .64 1.15 2.42 -.21 .89 .91 
std. err. .21 .21 .23 .36 .14 .14 .02 
Table 2.10: Estimates of expected counts for the or­
nithological data 
Lower Upper mandible 
mandible One Two Three Four Five 
One 44.2 1.2 0.1 0.0 0.0 45.7 
Two 5.7 5.9 1.2 0.5 0.1 13.3 
Three 0.9 4.2 2.7 1.5 0.2 9.4 
Four 0.3 2.4 4.0 6.0 1.6 14.3 
Five 0.0 0.3 0.9 3.5 2.6 7.3 
52.1 14.0 8.9 11.5 4.4 90 
2.7 Discussion 
This paper presents a bivariate distribution function in which the marginal dis­
tribution functions are logistic. The contours of constant density are, in general, non-
elliptical. A parameteriaztion is presented such that the shape of the contours depend 
on a single parameter which governs the strength of dependence. It is seen that the 
correlation coefficient arising from this distribution can range between — Stt"^ and 
one. 
The bivariate logistic distribution presented in this paper is specified by applying 
the appropriate inverse probability transformations to the bivariate uniform distri­
bution presented by Cook and Johnson (1986). In their article, the authors apply 
inverse normal probability transformations to their bivariate uniform distribution in 
order to obtain a bivariate normal distribution with non-elliptical contours of con­
stant density. The contours associated with the bivariate normal distribution are 
very similar to those associated with the bivariate logistic distribution. The range of 
possible correlations is slightly wider for the bivariate normal distribution. 
Cook and Johnson illustrate the use of their bivariate normal distribution by 
fitting it to continuous bivariate data. A similar analysis can be done with the 
bivariate logistic distribution. Both of these distributions can also be used to model 
bivariate ordered categorical data. With the bivariate logistic distribution serving 
as the link function, maximization of the multinomial likelihood function for ordered 
categorical data is achieved by a direct application of Fisher's scoring method. The 
existence of a closed form expression for the link function facilitated this task. If the 
bivariate normal distribution were to be used as the link function in this situation, 
numerical integration routines would be necessary to approximate the multinomial 
probabilities. 
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3. A BIVARIATE LOGISTIC REGRESSION MODEL 
3.1 Summary 
A bivaiiate logistic multiple regression model is presented which can be used to 
analyze bivariate ordered categorical responses and allows for correlation within the 
bivariate pairs. The concomitant information can be in the form of either discrete 
or continuous explanatory variables. This is a latent variable approach to modeling 
categorical responses and is based upon the partitioning of a bivariate logistic distri­
bution. This distribution has a correlation coefficient that can range from — 37r~^ to 
one. A particular parameterization of this distribution is used so that the zero cor­
relation case coincides with the independence case. Maximum likelihood estimation 
is used to obtain model parameter estimates. Since zero is contained in the interior 
of the range of the correlation, then a likelihood ratio test can be used to test for the 
independence case. Applications of this model are illustrated by an analysis of field 
data on bird coloring and an analysis of the classification of criminal accusations. 
3.2 Introduction 
Bivariate ordered categorical data, often referred to as two-way contingency ta­
bles with ordered categories, with potentially non-zero correlation within the bivariate 
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pairs arise in many situations. In clinical trials, for example, two different categorical 
traits may be observed on each subject or pre- and post-trial measurements of a 
single trait may be taken on each subject. In other situations correlated responses 
may arise from social or genetic relationships between subjects or from biological 
relationships between traits measured on individual subjects. 
A bivariate logistic multiple regression model is presented in this article for an­
alyzing such data. This model is based on the partitioning of a bivariate logistic 
distribution with a distribution function that has a closed form expression and is ev­
erywhere differentiable. Consequently, maximum likelihood estimation can be easily 
and efficiently accomplished with a direct application of a Fisher scoring algorithm. 
The regression parameters are easily interpretable since the bivariate logistic distri­
bution has a logistic distribution for each univariate margin so that univariate logistic 
regression models are simultaneously fit to each margin. Estimation of the underly­
ing correlation coefficient enables one to assess the strength of association within the 
bivariate categorical responses. 
Alternative parametric methods for analyzing this type of data have been pre­
sented. One popular approach is based on the use of the bivariate normal distribution 
as the underlying distribution. Much has been written on this subject this century 
beginning with Pearson (1904). Goodman (1981) provides an extensive list of more 
recent references. Much of the recent literature focuses on the computational diffi­
culties that are inherent with the maximization of the resulting likelihood function. 
The lack of a closed form expression for the bivariate normal distribution function 
necessitates the use of numerical integration algorithms, thereby making it computa­
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tionally intensive to obtain maximum likelihood estimates of the model parameters, 
especially when considering several concomitant variables. Approximations to maxi­
mum likelihood estimation have been considered. Anderson and Pemberton (1985), 
for example, present a computationally feasible method to model multivariate cat­
egorical responses. An illustration of this method is presented with the analysis of 
bird coloring data, which are reanalyzed in the present discussion. 
An alternative approach to the analysis of correlated categorical responses is a 
mixture model. One type of mixture model introduces within subject correlation by 
the assumed presence of a random subject effect. The magnitude of the corresponding 
variance determines the strength of the within subject correlation which can range 
between zero and one. A second type of mixture model is the beta binomial model 
discussed by Rosner (1984) which has been substantially generalized by Prentice 
(1986), Qu et al. (1987), and Connolly and Liang (1988), among others. Both 
model types have been limited to the binary response case and, as pointed out by 
Prentice (1988), implementations have been hindered by computational difficulties. 
Moreover, the regression parameters are interpretable only from a conditional point 
of view (conditional on either the observed subject or the observed number of positive 
responses in the group) rather than a marginal logistic regression interpretation. 
Another alternative approach is the conditional logistic regression model dis­
cussed by Bonney (1987). However, use of this model is limited to predicting the 
probability of the next binary outcome in a sequence given the observed responses of 
all previous binary outcomes. 
The bivariate logistic regression model presented here is not limited to sequential 
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events. It can be applied to situations where there is no natural sequential ordering of 
correlated responses such as sibling data, dual judging, or when responses associated 
with more than one trait per subject are observed. It permits univariate logistic 
regression models to be simultaneously fit to each trait. The model is general in 
that it is not limited to a pair of binary responses. In fact, the number of response 
categories is arbitrary and need not be the same for each margin. 
3.3 A Bivariate Logistic Distribution 
The use of the logistic distribution as an underlying distribution in the analysis 
of univariate ordered categorical data has been discussed widely in the literature (see 
Walker and Duncan (1967), Cox (1970), and Maddala (1983)) and efficient computer 
programs have been developed and implemented for evaluating maximum likelihood 
estimates. However, modeling bivariate ordered categorical responses with an un­
derlying bivariate logistic distribution has not been sufficiently examined. In probit 
regression analysis, the extension from a univariate analysis to a bivariate analysis 
is straightforward; one simply partitions a bivariate normal distribution. Logistic 
regression analysis, on the other hand, first requires the specification of a suitable 
bivariate logistic distribution. 
The distribution suggested by Cox (1970) implies independence within the bi­
variate responses. This is not a desirable choice if non-zero intraclass correlation is 
suspected. Gumbel (1961) considered two bivariate logistic distributions. The first, 
with joint cumulative distribution function 
F { x , y )  = (1 +exp{-a!} +exp{-j/})""^ (1) 
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has constant correlation of .5. The following generalization of this distribution func­
tion by Satterthwaite and Hutchinson (1978) permits a correlation coefficient that 
can range between zero and one, 
F { x , y )  -  (1 +exp{-a!} + exp{-î/})~",a > 0. (2) 
Each marginal distribution associated with (2) is a generalized logistic, introduced 
by Dubey (1969), rather than a logistic distribution. Consequently, this model would 
not provide a bivariate logistic regression model with a univariate logistic regression 
model for each margin. 
Giimbel's second bivariate logistic distribution is a Farlie-Gumbel-Morgenstern 
construction with joint cumulative distribution function 
F { x , y )  = (1 4-exp{-a:})~^(l + exp{-î/})~^ 
X [1 + aexp{-x - î/}(l + exp{-®})~^(l + exp{-7/})~^], |a| < 1. (3) 
This distribution has correlation coefficient p{a)  = with the independence 
case coinciding with the zero correlation case. Since the correlation is bounded by 
±37r~^, this approach does not allow for strong correlation. 
Cook and Johnson (1986) introduced a bivariate uniform distribution and demon­
strate how to specify families of bivariate distributions having arbitrarily chosen 
marginal distributions. By applying inverse logistic probability transformations to 
the uniform random variables in (2.1) of Cook and Johnson (1986), a bivariate distri­
bution having logistic marginals is obtained with joint cumulative distribution func­
tion 
F { x , y )  = (1 + w)[(l 4-exp{-a;})^ ^ + (1 +exp{-!/})^ ^ - 1]"^ 
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+ u;[2(l + exp{-a:})° 4-2(1 + exp{-y})" -3]~" 
- w[2(l + exp{-a:})^ + (1 + exp{-y})°^ - 2]~" 
- w[(H-exp{-a:})" + 2(1 + exp{-2/})" ^-2]~", 
|w| <1, a > 0. (4) 
Here, (4) is written in standardized form so that the means and variances associ­
ated with the marginal distributions are zero and %^/3, respectively. The correlation 
coefficient, which depends on a and w, can range from —37r~^ to one. Taking w = 0 
in (4) leaves a distribution function which is a special case of a family of bivariate 
distribution functions that can be traced to Clayton (1978) and was later discussed 
by Oakes (1982). In this case the correlation is restricted to being positive. It will be 
demonstrated how to use (4) to model bivariate ordered categorical data. 
The presence of both a and u> can cause algorithms for maximizing the likelihood 
function to become numerically unstable. This necessitates a reformulation so that 
a and w are functionally tied by a single unrestricted dependency parameter, say A. 
A continuous monotone function for u> that increases from —1 to 1 is 
u;(A) = (1 - exp{-A})(l + exp{-A})~^, -oo < A < oo, (5) 
and a nonnegative continuous monotone function for a is 
#(A) = 40((exp{—2.5A} — l)(exp{—2.5A} + 1) ^ + 1), —oo < A < oo. (6) 
As A approaches oo, a(A) approaches zero which coincides with the correlation tending 
to unity. As A approaches —oo, a(A) increases to 80 (the upper bound of 80, which is 
determined by the multiplier 40, is set to prevent possible overflow in the estimation 
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of A) and w(A) decreases to —1. This coincides with the correlation attaining a value 
very close to its theoretical lower bound of —At A = 0, a(A) = 40 and 
w(A) = 0, which coincides with a value of the correlation very close to zero. In that 
case and %2 (4) are essentially independent for all practical purposes. 
Since the correlation coefficient in (4) only depends on a and w, under (5) and (6) 
it is expressable as a function of A. This function, however, is not tractable. In lieu 
of an analytic expression, the following approximating function was fit to simulated 
values of the correlation corresponding to a selected grid of values for A, 
(U  ^  -Cl + (q + «1-^ + 02^^)2x9(03^} 
1 + (ci + a^A + ag^^jexptogA} 
(c^ = 37r~^, = —.21.31, ag = .0930, 03 = 1.3739). This smooth function provides 
a very accurate approximation for the relationship between the true correlation and 
the dependency parameter A. It attains the theoretical limits of the true correlation; 
i.e., lim;^_,gç p(A) = 1 and lim;^_. p[\) = —Also note, the approximation 
in (7) was constructed so that p(0) = 0, recalling that under (5) and (6) A'j^ and A'^2 
are essentially independent at A = 0. This function is used to obtain an estimate of 
the correlation coefficient from the maximum likelihood estimate of A and to obtain 
a standard error via the delta method. 
3.4 A Bivariate Logistic Multiple Regression Model 
A logistic regression approach to the analysis of bivariate ordered categorical data 
involves the estimation of two sets of regression parameters, one for each trait. In 
particular, the univariate logistic regression model presented by Walker and Duncan 
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(1967) can be used for each trait. 
Denote the response for the k-th trait (k = 1,2) associated with an individual 
characterized by the i-th set of covariates in the p-vector (i = 1(1)1) by The 
conditional mean of is modeled by where /3^. is a p-vector of regression 
parameters. In the latent variable approach to an ordered categorical analysis, the 
response variable can only be observed ordinally. The k-th trait for a subject 
characterized by œJ is observed to be in the j-th category (j = l(l)cj^.) when < 
% ^  ^vhere -oo = % < < ... < The boundary 
points 9ji^ are typically unknown and must be estimated. 
This specification can be standardized with respect to the mean by defining 
^ik ~ ^ik ^\^k' ^ik distribution function F, then it follows that the 
probability of observing the k-th trait in the j-th category is 
- '^(^(j-l)fc+ = Pi j k -  (8) 
Since limits of integration 9jj^ + x'^/3fg depend on both the boundary points and the 
mean of the response variable, they can be interpreted as conditional boundary points 
associated with the specific set of covariate values Xj. 
Choosing the logistic distribution function F{y )  = (1 + exp{—j/})~^ for the 
latent random variable associated with each trait provides a symmetrical sigmoidal 
shaped distribution function (desirable in many applications) with a closed form ex­
pression (facilitating easy computations). Another beneficial property of the logistic 
distribution function is that it permits a convenient interpretation for the conditional 
boundary points and the regression parameters. The log odds of observing a response 
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in the j-th category or lower is 
/  3  \  
'p I = ^jk + (9) 
where in (9) are defined in (8). It follows that is the effect on the log odds 
attributable to the individual or population characterized by 
If one wishes to analyze the marginal totals in a two-way contingency table sepa­
rately (i.e., assume for each subject the responses for the two traits are independent) 
then one can proceed by maximizing the log-likelihood function for the k-th trait 
having kernel 
I  
i = l j = l  
Many computer programs have been developed for this purpose. 
If independence is not a reasonable assumption, then joint estimation of the two 
sets of boundary points and regression coefficients must be done. This is possible 
with distribution function (4) as the choice for the distribution of the bivariate latent 
random response variable. By the same argument that led to (8), it follows that the 
probability of observing the first trait in the j^-th category and the second trait in 
the j2-th category for a subject characterized by Xj is 
= (10) 
Given a random sample of size N = T.j-i = l "Ûli2 resulting log-
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likelihood function has kernel 
I  C2  CI  
1(6) = E £ Ê (11) 
i=lJ2=1^1=1 
where is a ( +C2+2p -1 ) - vector of parameters Maximization 
of (11) is possible by direct application of the Fisher scoring procedure. 
Satisfaction of the Birch (1964) regularity conditions (see Bishop, Feinberg and 
Holland (1975)) permits asymptotic normality of maximum likelihood estimators of 
parameters in a multinomial probability function. These conditions can be extended 
to the product multinomial case and are satisfied by the model defined by (4), (7), 
(10) and (11). Therefore, denoting the maximum likelihood estimator of 6 by 6 
and  t rue  va lue  by  6o ,  i t  fo l lows  tha t  \ /N{6  — 6o )  N(0 ,V) ,  where  V = 
]Vf(6o)^l, and I [ 6 o )  is the Fisher information matrix associated with 
(11). 6o can be replaced by 6  in I { 6 o )  in order to obtain estimates of the asymptotic 
variances and covariances of the maximum likelihood estimates. An approximate 
maximum likelihood estimate for the underlying correlation is obtained by using A 
in (7), and is denoted by p(\). The asymptotic variance of the correlation can be 
approximated via the delta method. 
A test for independence within the bivariate pairs can be done with the likelihood 
ratio test on one degree of freedom by restricting A to be zero under the null hypoth­
esis. If a large number of subjects are sampled for each combination of covariate 
levels, which is plausible if all of the concomitant variables are classificatory, then a 
separate estimate of the dependency parameter can be obtained for each population. 
This would permit a host of testable hypotheses concerning the correlation structure 
by restricting some or all of the dependency parameters to be equal to each other 
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and, perhaps, equal to some constant value. In that case a test for model adequacy is 
easily done by comparing observed cell counts to expected cell counts where the ex­
pected counts are calculated from the estimated probabilities, The latter are 
obtained from (10) with the model parameters replaced by the maximum likelihood 
estimates. 
3.5 Illustrations 
Two applications of the bivariate logistic regression model are presented in this 
section. The first data to be analyzed are field ornithological data that were previously 
analyzed by Anderson and Pemberton (1985). These data consist of a color rating 
of the upper (UM) and lower (LM) mandibles recorded for each of 90 first year 
blackbirds. The rating was an ordered scale ranging from mostly black (category 
one) towards mostly yellow (category three). These birds were observed at different 
time points throughout the year. A time covariate with three levels (3.5, 9.5, 15.5) 
was formed where lower values correspond to earlier points in the year. It is known 
that as the birds mature, their mandible coloring changes from black to yellow. Since 
birds observed later in the year tend to be older than those observed earlier, time was 
suspected to be an important covariate. 
In addition to investigating the importance of time, the question of whether or 
not there are independent biological mechanisms determining the color change of the 
two mandibles is also of interest. The presence of a non-zero underlying correlation 
would suggest the mechanisms determining the coloration of the two mandibles are 
not functioning independently. The data for this field study are give in Table 3.1. 
Using notation in Section 3.3, the boundary points for the lower mandible col­
oring are du and $21 and those for the upper mandible are Û12 #22- Time is 
the single covariate in this analysis and the regression coefficients are and for 
the lower and upper mandibles, respectively. The maximum likelihood estimates for 
these parameters and the correlation coefficient are given in Table 3.2. 
The importance of the joint effect of time for each mandible can be assessed by 
testing the hypothesis Hq '• f^i = j32 = 0. This is easily done by the likelihood ratio 
test. If lo is the value of the log-likelihood function maximized under Hp and la is the 
value of the unrestricted maximized log-likelihood function, then = -2(la — lo) is 
asymptotically distributed as a chi-square random variable on two degrees of freedom. 
The observed value of the test statistic for the blackbird data is 26.7 which corresponds 
to a very small p-value. This gives a strong indication that the time of year is 
a significant covariate for at least one of the traits. To assess the importance of 
the marginal time effect on each mandible, one can calculate the ratios of the two 
regression coefficients to their respective standard errors. The ratio for the lower 
mandible is —4.7 and that for the upper mandible is —4.6. Comparing these values 
to the standard normal distribution clearly suggests that time is a highly significant 
factor for both mandibles. The negative values of the coefficients indicate that as 
time increases the conditional probability of observing yellow coloring increases for 
each mandible, which is consistent with a priori expectations. It might be of interest 
to determine if the rates at which yellowing occurs is the same for the upper and 
lower mandibles. This is easily done by testing the hypothesis Ho : 13^ — ,62 = 0. 
The maximum likelihood estimate of l3i — 02 is .039. The corresponding asymptotic 
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standard error, calculated from the asymptotic covariance matrix of the maximum 
likelihood estimates, is .053. Therefore, it appears that the upper and lower mandibles 
change from black to yellow at about the same rate. 
Table 3.1: Blackbird coloring data 
Lower Upper mandible 
Time mandible One Two Three 
One 36 0 0 36 
3.5 Two 2 1 1 4 
Three 1 0 0 1 
39 1 1 41 
One 19 0 0 19 
9.5 Two 4 2 0 6 
Three 1 1 4 6 
24 3 4 31 
One 4 0 1 5 
15.5 Two 1 1 0 2 
Three 1 1 9 11 
6 2 10 18 
69 6 15 90 
Table 3.2: Maximum likelihood estimates of the bivari-
ate logistic model parameters for the or­
nithological data 
LM UM 
hi h2 ^22 h P 
m.l.e. 2.79 3.66 -.25 3.88 4.46 -.29 .84 
std. err. .56 .62 .05 .73 .77 .06 .05 
The large value of the correlation, p  = .84, relative to its standard error suggests 
that there are not independent biological mechanisms determining the color changes 
in the two mandibles. It should be noted that the apparent strong correlation is 
present conditional on the time of year the birds are observed. If the time of year is 
ignored, the correlation between the color change of the upper and lower mandibles 
is artificially inflated by a small amount by the sampling scheme since the mandibles 
of older birds are, in general, more yellow than those for younger birds. In other sit­
uations, however, ignoring important covariates can severely distort inferences made 
about correlations. 
The second illustration considers a cross-classification of possible crimes com­
mitted in conjunction with homicides in Florida between 197.3 and 1977. Each case 
was cross-classified according to the judgements made by the police department and 
the prosecuting attorney of record as to what degree each believes a felony was com­
mitted concurrently with the homicide (no felony, possible felony, felony). The cross-
classifications are partitioned into four groups according to the race combination of 
the defendant and victim (black/white, white/white, black/black, and white/black). 
These data, initially reported in Radelet and Pierce (1983), were subsequently 
analyzed by Agresti (1984) with loglinear models. Agresti made use of the ordered 
responses with a row-effects model for the conditional race group-prosecution clas­
sification (hereafter, referred to as court classification) association given the level of 
police classification. The ordered court classification responses were treated through 
a set of arbitrary integer scores. 
Fitting the bivariate logistic regression model from Section 3.3 to these data 
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enables several issues to be addressed that cannot be considered with the log linear 
model. Some examples are a quantification of the agreement between the police and 
court classifications with the race effect removed, a quantification of the race effect on 
the log odds of classification, and a powerful way to test if these effects are the same 
for the police and court classifications. Furthermore, the bivariate logistic regression 
model avoids the use of arbitrary scores. 
Maximum likelihood estimates for model parameters are given in Table 3.4 along 
with the associated standard errors. The first set of boundary points and regres­
sion parameters correspond to the police classification (PC) while the second set 
correspond to the classification made by the prosecuting attorney (CC). A separate 
dependency parameter was fit to each of the four tables corresponding to the defen­
dant/victim race combinations. 
A comparison of the correlations for the four groups suggests there is strong 
aggreement between the police and court classifications for the three latter groups. 
The aggreement for the black/white group is noticeably lower. The log-likelihood 
ratio multiplied by —2 provides a value of 17.28 for testing equal correlations among 
the four groups. The test statistic has an asymptotic chi-square distribution with 
three degrees of freedom. The large value of the test statistic leads one to reject the 
equal correlation hypothesis. Apparently there is less agreement between police and 
court classifications for the black/white group than the other three race groups. 
The estimates of the regression coefficients provide a quantification of race ef­
fects on the log odds of classification. For example, is the log odds of a lesser 
classification of a crime in the black/white group minus the same log odds averaged 
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over all four race groups when the classification is made by the police department. In 
particular, the large negative values of fin and suggest when a homicide with a 
black defendant and white victim has occurred there is much larger probability of a 
felony classification by both the police and prosecution. 
The equality of the race effect on the log odds among the police and court 
classifications can easily be tested with this analysis. For example, to test the equality 
of the effect of the white defendant white victim group, one simply tests the null 
hypothesis Hq : /?2l ~ ^22 ~ The estimate of this difference is .261, and the 
corresponding standard error is .116. This provides strong evidence to doubt the 
equality hypothesis. This hypothesis can also be tested by comparing the estimates 
from the two separate univariate logistic regression analyses. The resulting estimate 
of /?2i — /?22 '287 with a standard error of .196. This does not provide convincing 
evidence to reject the equality hypothesis. Notice the estimates of — /^22 from the 
two different analyses are very similar (.261 and .287) but the corresponding standard 
errors differ substantially (.116 and .196). Since the parameters are estimated jointly 
in the bivariate analysis, then greater precision in estimating the difference is achieved. 
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Table 3.3: Police and court classifications of homicides 
Court classification 
Race of Police No Possible 
defendant /victim classification felony felony Felony 
No felony 7 1 3 11 
Black/white Possible felony 0 2 6 8 
Felony 5 5 109 119 
12 8 118 138 
One 236 11 26 273 
White/white Two 7 2 21 30 
Three 25 4 101 130 
268 17 148 433 
One 328 6 13 347 
Black/black Two 7 2 3 12 
Three 21 1 36 58 
356 9 52 417 
One 14 1 0 15 
White/black Two 6 1 1 8 
Three 1 0 5 6 
21 2 6 29 
657 36 324 1017 
Table 3.4: Maximum likelihood estimates of 
the bivariate logistic model param­
eters for the homicide classification 
data 
PC ^11 ^21 ^21 Al /^41 
m.l.e. .05 .40 -2.21 .50 1.53 .18 
std. err. .11 .11 .20 .13 .14 .27 
CC ^12 ^22 /^12 ^22 A2 ^42 
m.l.e. .23 .44 -2.25 .24 1.53 .49 
std. err. .12 .12 .21 .14 .15 .29 
PI P2 P4 
m.l.e. .57 .83 .89 .85 
std. err. .08 .02 .02 .07 
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3.6 Discussion 
A bivariate logistic regression model has been presented that can be applied to 
the analysis of bivariate ordered categorical responses while allowing for a wide range 
of possible correlations within the bivariate pairs. This is a latent variable approach 
based upon the partitioning of a bivariate logistic distribution with suitable proper­
ties. Each marginal distribution has a logistic distribution function so that, in effect, 
usual univariate logistic regression models are simultaneously fit to each margin. In 
fact, maximum likelihood estimates from the separate univariate analyses provide 
excellent starting values for the regression parameters in the maximum likelihood 
estimation program for the bivariate model. 
This model should provide an adequate fit to bivariate responses whose marginal 
totals actually have symmetric sigmoidal distributions. The same can be said of a 
bivariate probit model such as the Anderson and Pemberton model which is based 
upon the partitioning of the bivariate normal distribution function. Since the cumu­
lative probabilities of the univariate logistic and normal distributions are very much 
alike, one can anticipate similar estimated conditional boundary points, Ojf, -f 
from the two different models. The non-elliptical contours of constant density for 
the bivariate logistic distribution, on the other hand, are very different from those 
associated with the bivariate normal. Therefore, it is possible that the two models 
could provide noticeably different expected cell counts. 
Two decisive advantages the logistic regression model holds over the probit model 
are 1: the regression parameters in the logistic model have log odds interpretation 
where those in the probit model do not, and 2: the computations are much more 
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efficient with the logit model since a closed form expression for the bivariate logistic 
distribution exists where one does not exist for the bivariate normal, thereby neces­
sitating the use of CPU time intensive numerical integration programs. 
The model presented in the discussion is appropriate when it is desired to esti­
mate logit functions for each set of marginal totals. However, if it is desired to predict 
the probability of a categorical response given the information on a complementary 
set of responses then it is probably more appropriate to use a conditional model such 
as Rosner's. An example of the latter would be predicting the probability of incurring 
disease in the right (left) eye given the status of the left (right) eye. 
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4. A GENERALIZATION OF GUMBEL'S BIVARIATE LOGISTIC 
DISTRIBUTION 
4.1 Summary 
Satterthwaite and Hutchinson (1978) presented a generalization of one Gumbel's 
bivariate logistic distribution that includes a dependency parameter allowing the cor­
relation to range from zero to one. In the present discussion, a further generalization 
of Gumbel's distribution is presented that allows for some negative correlation. 
4.2 Introduction 
G umbel (1961) examined two bivariate logistic distributions, one of which has 
distribution function 
F{xi,X2) = (1 + exp{-a;i} + exp{-x2})~^ (1) 
Each of the marginal distributions associated with (1) has the familiar logistic distri­
bution function 
= (1  +  exp{ -a ; j } )~^  i  =  1 ,2 .  (2 )  
(1) is written in standardized form so that each marginal distribution has mean 
equal to zero and variance equal to t^/3. The correlation associated with (1) is 
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.5. The absence of a dependency parameter is a limitation on the usefulness of this 
distribution. 
Satterthwaite and Hutchinson (1978) presented a bivariate distribution which 
is a generalization of (1) and has a correlation coefficient that can range between 
zero and one. Each marginal distribution associated with their distribution has a 
distribution function that is not logistic; rather, it is the generalized logistic derived 
by Dubey (1969) 
= (1 + expl-xj)"*^, a > 0, i  = 1,2. (3) 
Properties of the Satterthwaite and Hutchinson generalization are reviewed in 
Section 4.3. A further generalization is presented in Section 4.4 along with a discussion 
of its basic properties and displays of selected contours of constant density. 
4.3 Generalization I 
Satterthwaite and Hutchinson obtained a generalization of (1) by considering 
independent extreme value random variables having joint distribution function 
G(a;i,.T2) = exp{-A(exp{-a;i} + exp{-.-C2})}- (4) 
If A in (4) is assumed to have a gamma distribution with parameters a and 1, then 
integration over A leaves 
f(a;i,a'2) = (1 + exp{-xi} + exp{-.r2})~'^ï « > 0. (5) 
Each marginal distribution associated with (5) has the generalized logistic distribution 
function given in (3). 
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The basic properties of (5) can be examined via the moment generating function 
M +<2^2}) 
oo oo 
= a(a + l) y j  exp{(«i - l)a:i + (i2 - 1)12} 
—00 —00 
X (1 + exp{-a;i} + exp{—aJ2}) dx idx2 .  (6) 
Using the substitution = -log(Vj'), i  = 1,2, it follows from (40.43) of Johnson 
and Kotz (1972) that 
0000 (2—2^1 ) ^ (2—2^2 ) 
^XiA'2(^1'^2) = a(a + l) j  J  v[  
0 0 
—2(Q:+2) 
X (uj +1*2 + 1) 2 dv idv2  
= r(i - fi)r(i - «2)r(a + ti + t2)(r(a)-i). (?) 
The first two central moments and the covariance of (5) can be obtained by 
differentiating the moment generating function. 
£;(.Yi) = r'(a)/r(a) - r '(l), i = l,2. (8) 
Var iX i )  = r"(a)/r(a) - 2 r '(l)r'(a)/r(a) + r''(l) 
- (r'(a)/r(a)-r'(i))2 
= T"{a ) /T (a )  +  r"(l) - (r'(a)/r(a))2 - (r'(l))2. (9) 
Furthermore, since r"(l) = (r'(l))^ + 7r^/6, (9) reduces to 
r"(a)/r(a)-(r'(a)/r(a))2 + 7r2/6 
= C(2,a) + TT^/e, (10) 
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where ((a,6) = is the generalized Riemann zeta function (c.f. 
Patterson (1988)). 
Co<;(Xi,X2) = r"(c.)/r(a)-2r'(i)r'(Q)/r(o) + (r'(i))2 
- (r'(a)/r(a)-r'(i))2 
= r"(a)/r(a) - (r'(a)/r(a))2 
— ^'(2,a). (11) 
The correlation is obtained from (10) and (11) and is equal to 
= ((2,a) + !2/6-
The dependency parameter a permits the correlation to range between zero (when a 
tends to oo) and one (when a tends to zero). This range can be extended to allow 
for some negative correlation with a further generalization of (5). 
4.4 Generalization II 
Consider the following bivariate uniform distribution introduced by Cook and 
Johnson (1986) 
1 
1) 
-3) -a 
2)-a  
l" +2142^ 2)-a  J 
a > 0, -1 < w < 1. (13) 
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(13) can be used to specify bivariate distribution functions with arbitrary marginal 
distribution functions, say by equating F^{xi) = u^, i = 1,2. If this is done 
using marginal distribution functions 
= (1 + ®xp{—x^}) , i = 1,2, 
then the following bivariate distribution function is obtained 
Fixi,x2) = (1 + w)(exp{-xi}+ exp{-a:2} + 1)~" 
+ w(2exp{-a;j} + 2exp{-x2} + 1)"^ 
- a;(2exp{-a:j} + exp{-a:2} + 1)~" 
- u;(exp{-a:i} + 2exp{-®2} + 1)"*^. (14) 
The density function associated with this distribution function is easily obtained upon 
differentiation and is equal to 
f{xi,x2) = o:(a + l)exp{-(xi + 12)} X 
[(1 + w)(exp{-Z2} + exp{-.T2} + 1)"~('^+^) 
-t-4u;(2exp{—+ 2exp{—^=2} + 
-2w(2exp{-zi} + exp{-®2} + 
-2w(exp{-zi} + 2exp{-x2} + 1)"('^+^)]. (15) 
By construction, the mean and variance of each marginal distribution associated with 
(14) are r '(a)/r(a) —r'(l) and C(2, a)+7r^/6, respectively. The correlation coefficient 
can be obtained from the moment generating function 
00 00 
= / / exp^Fl+ <2®2}/(®l''®2)^®l''®2- (16) 
—00 —00 
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Note that (16) reduces to a sum of four integrals each of the form 
C30 OO 
c (u j )a{a  + 1) y J  0102exp{ ( i i  -  l) x i  +  («2 -  1)22} 
— 00 —00 
X (aiexp{-®i} + a2exp{-a:2} +l)~^"'''^^c?a:it/a:2, (17) 
where aj and «2 &re constants and c(u>) is a constant depending on w. The substitu­
tion = —log(Vi/a^} reduces (17) to 
C5000 
c ( u ; ) a ( a - I - 1 ) 0 ^ ^ 0 2 ^  J j ^ ^ 2  ^ ( 1  + ^ 1  + 
0 0 
= c(u;)aj^^a2^r(l — fi)r(l — <2)r(o! + + f2)(r ^(ct)). (18) 
The moment generating function follows directly from (18) and an examination of 
the density function in (15) and is equal to 
[(l+u;) + u;(2^1+^2 -2^1 -2^2)]r(l -^i)r(l - f 2 )r(a + «i +i2)(r-^(a)). (19) 
Differentiating (19) with respect to and (2 and evaluating at = (2 = 0 provides 
an expression for the covariance 
C'ov(A'i,X2) = C(2,a) +u;(log(2))2. (20) 
Therefore, the correlation associated with (14) is 
"--'•SEfSiF-
Note the correlation is now a function of two dependency parameters which will 
allow for a wider range of values than the Satterthwaite and Hutchinson generaliza­
tion. For a given value of w, the minimum correlation occurs as a approaches infinity 
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and is equal to 
Xw) = ^ . (22) ^(log(2))^ 
7r2/6 
The maximum correlation is one and occurs as a approaches zero, regardless of 
the value of w. It follows, then, that the correlation coefficient can range between 
-6(log(2))^/7r^ and one. 
It can be shown that independence between A'j and A'2 occurs when w = 0 
and a approaches 00. However, this has no practical relevance since the family of 
distribution functions in (14), indexed by a, is not tight. Therefore, all the mass 
escapes at A'j = A'2 = 00 as a approaches 00. 
Contours of constant density (15) for selected values of a and w are shown in 
Figures 4.1a through 4.Id. The distributions have been standardized so that marginal 
means and variances are zero and one, respectively. Note the symmetry about the line 
.Tj = X2 but not about the line xi = —zg- This results in non-elliptical contours. 
Figure 4.1a was constructed with a = .5517 and w = 1, which corresponds to a 
correlation equal to .8. Figure 4.1b was constructed with a = 1.2738 and w = .5, 
which corresponds to a correlation equal to .5. It is interesting to note that the 
contours in this case are practically indistinguishable from the contours of Gumbel's 
distribution, (1), which is the special case of (14) with a = 1 and u; = 0. The 
correlation associated with Figure 4.1c is near zero (a = 30 and w = 0); however, the 
contours still lack symmetry about the line ^ = -%2- The contours in Figure 4.Id are 
from the distribution constructed with a = 17.9459 and w = —1, which determines 
a value of the correlation equal to —.25. Finally, a surface graph of the density 
corresponding to Figure 4.1b is displayed in Figure 4.2. 
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Figure 4.1: Contours of constant density for selected values of a and w 
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4.5 Discussion 
A generalization of one of Gumbel's bivariate logistic distribution is presented 
which includes as a special case the generalization given by Satterthwaite and Hutchin­
son. The generalization manifests itself in two ways. First, the range of possible 
correlations has been extended. The generalization by Satterthwaite and Hutchinson 
allows for correlations that can range from zero to one, while the present general­
ization allows for some negative correlation. Secondly, each marginal distribution 
associated with (14) has a generalized logistic distribution function rather than a 
logistic distribution. 
Although the wide range of possible correlations is advantageous for practical 
applications, the fact that the marginal distributions are generalized logistic may be 
viewed as a disadvantage when the means are modeled as linear functions ^2) 
of some explanatory variable, z .  The presence of the shape parameter, a, in the 
marginal distribution functions does not permit a simple log odds interpretation of 
the elements of either or /32- For example, suppose there is only one explanatory 
variable, z, and the conditional mean of given = is modeled as + (Suz. Then 
the log odds of observing < k is 
-log((l +exp{-k + /3,Q -1) 
under (3), but it is simply h — — /S^iz under (1). This can be resolved by 
constructing a generalization of (1) where each marginal distribution is a standard 
logistic distribution. 
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5. A NEW MULTIVARIATE UNIFORM DISTRIBUTION 
5.1 Summary 
A family of multivariate uniform distributions is presented that is indexed by 
a set of dependency parameters, {«j}. All lower dimensional marginal distributions 
maintain the same form. The pairwise correlations can range between zero and one 
and need not be equal. This family of distributions can be used to specify multivariate 
distributions with arbitrary univariate marginal distributions. This is demonstrated 
with a specification of a multivariate logistic distribution. 
5.2 Introduction 
The construction of non-normal parametric models for multivariate data has 
been hampered by the lack of convenient and flexible probability models. This pa­
per presents a method of constructing multivariate uniform distributions from which 
other multivariate distributions with arbitrary marginal distributions can be easily 
specified. Important practical considerations necessitate a multivariate distribution 
function allowing for a full range of positive, not necessarily equal, pairwise correla­
tions and all lower dimensional marginal distribution functions maintaining the same 
general form. 
The problem of specifying bivariate distributions with arbitrary marginal distri­
butions has been given an appreciable amount of consideration. For examples see 
Plackett (1965) for a discussion on Plackett's family of bivariate distributions, Gen-
est (1987) on Frank's family of bivariate distributions, Schucany et al. (1978) on 
the Farlie-Gumbel-Morgenstern system, and Cook and Johnson (1986) on general­
ized Burr-Pareto-Logistic distributions. Barnett (1980) gives an overview of several 
families of bivariate distributions. 
Much of the discussion in the aforementioned work is devoted to the correlation 
structure. Specifically, for a given family of distributions, the relationship between 
the correlation coefficient and the dependency parameter(s) as well as the range of 
possible correlations are examined. For example, with Plackett's and Frank's families 
of distributions the correlation coefficient can range from —1 to 1, with Cook and 
Johnson's distribution the correlation coefficient can range from —1/3 to 1, and with 
the Farlie-Gumbel-Morgenstern system the correlation is bounded by ±1/3. 
Families of multivariate distributions have, for the most part, been developed 
to a lesser extent than the bivariate families. A summary of many of the available 
multivariate distributions can be found in Johnson and Kotz (1972). More recent 
contributions and an extensive list of references are found in Johnson (1987). The 
following multivariate uniform distribution function is highlighted in the latter refer­
ence and was originally presented in Cook and Johnson (1981), 
F(u)  =  
n _i 
i=l 
—a 
; a > 0. (1) 
Clearly, it is seen that all lower dimensional multivariate marginal distributions main­
tain the same form and that all univariate marginal distributions are uniform. The 
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correlations can range between zero and one and are functions of the dependency pa­
rameter a. However, the presence of the solitary dependency parameter leaves all the 
pairwise correlations the same and, hence, limits the usefulness of the distribution. 
The most general family of multivariate uniform distributions is one where the only 
restrictions on the pairwise correlations are those imposed by the positive definiteness 
of the covariance matrix. Although the family introduced in the present discussion 
does not possess the most general correlation structure, it is not restricted by the 
requirement of equal pairwise correlations. 
The derivation of the multivariate uniform distribution is given in Section 5.3 and 
the correlation structure is examined in Section 5.4. Finally, an application of this 
distribution is given in Section 5.5 in the form of a multivariate logistic distribution. 
Let Yi, i = 1(1 )ra be independently and identically distributed exponential ran­
dom variables and let Gj, j = 0(1 )n be independent gamma random variables with 
scale parameters equal to one and with non-negative shape parameters aj, j = 0(l)n, 
respectively. If the exponential random variables are stochastically independent from 
the gamma random variables then the resulting joint density function is 
5.3 Derivation of the Distribution Function 
exp< - yi + S 9j 
\i=l ;=0 
' n n 
. ( 2 )  
Now, consider the following transformation of variables, 
^ , ( = 1(1)" (3)  
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and 
^n+l-hj = Gj, j = 0(l)n. (4) 
Note that Gq is present in all of the denominators of i = l(l)n. The inverse 
transformations for (3) and (4) are 
^ "  = =  1 ( 1 ) »  ( 5 )  
and 
Gj = j = 0(l)n. (6) 
The Jacobian of the transformation is 
n ^ 
det( J) = n 
( = 1  
ZZ ^n+l+j I • (^) 
Then, the joint density function of ^2»+! 
= n n 
^ ^n+l+j I 1 + S -i 
u=0 ) \ 
^ IÏ I s ^n+l+j I • (^) 
i=i ) 
The marginal density function Zi,...,Zn, obtained by integrating (8) with respect 
to ^n+1' "••'•^2n+l' be solved with the repeated application of the equality 
for integers k > I. The deviates Zj,can be translated to the unit interval with 
the transformation 
I fey»"-?"), i = i(i)n + ^ i  l(l) . (10) 
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The inverse transformation gives 
i  =  "  - 1 ,  i  =  l ( l ) n  
-z -
and the associated Jacobian is 
(iet(J) = n 
2 = 1 
(11) 
(12)  
The density function for U\,...,Un can be obtained from (11) and (12), and the 
resulting multivariate distribution function has a closed form expression 
F n [ u )  =  
i= l  
-ao 
n X n 
6=1 
- 1  
i^k 
(13) 
It is easy to see that all lower dimensional marginal distribution functions maintain 
the same functional form. Without loss of generality let un equal one in (13) to 
obtain the marginal distribution function for 
^n-l(w) 
i= l  
-ao 
n—1 
X n 
f c= l  
- 1  
i^k 
•^k 
- 1  
2 = 1 
—an 
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- 1  
i=l 
n-l 
X n 
fe=i 
-(ûQ+an) 
-1 
-(.-3) 
i^k 
(14) 
By continuation of this process the univariate marginal distribution functions can be 
obtained. Again, without loss of generality, letting «2 = ... = «« = ! in (13) provides 
the marginal distribution function for Ui, 
Fi(«i) = 
n 
n 
k=2 
= «1 (15) 
It follows from (15) that (13) is indeed a multivariate uniform distribution function. 
It is interesting to note that for aj = 0, j  = l(l)n, (13) simplifies to the Cook 
and Johnson distribution function (1). Non-zero values of aj, j = 1(1 )n, however, 
permit unequal correlations. The structure of these correlations is addressed in the 
next section. 
5.4 Correlation Structure 
To gain some insight into the correlation structure associated with (13), it is 
sufficient to consider the bivariate marginal distribution function of Ui and Uj 
—(a+a») ^ 
=  K  (a+a^-) ^ - 1 ]  —a 
aj{a+aj) ^ «-(a+a^) 
X (%; 
-1 
) ,  (16) 
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where a = j «m- (16) is derived in example 4.7 of Marshall and Olkin (1988) 
as an illustration of their technique to generate distributions by mixtures. To ob­
tain (16), Laplace transforms associated with the bivariate gamma distribution were 
considered. The bivariate marginal distribution associated with (1), initially derived 
by Clayton (1978), is also rederived using the mixture technique in their example 
4.2. Although not explicitly considered, it is clear how to use the mixture technique 
to obtain the multivariate generalization in (1). This is because the conditons un­
der which Clayton's distribution was derived are such that the multivariate Laplace 
transform degenerates to a univariate transform evaluated at the sum of the argu­
ments. However, the conditions under which (16) was derived are such that it would 
be necessary to utilize a very complicated form of the multivariate Laplace transform 
in order to generalize (16) to a multivariate form. Consequently, only the bivariate 
case was considered under these conditions. 
Note that for each bivariate pair there is a different set of shape parameters thus 
allowing for unequal correlations. The range of possible correlations between any pair 
of the uniform random variables will be determined by the following two results. 
Result 1. 
There are conditions such that 
Proof. 
Condition 1. 
Let a^, ai^, aj^ be sequences of values of the dependency parameters a, a^, aj 
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in (16) tending to infinity at the same rate up to proportion so that 
lim —— = B;, and lim —^ = B^, 
k—^cx) Oifi k—^oo otfi •' 
where and Bj are non-negative constants. Then, 
lim F2(«i,u,) = lim exp 
k—^OO k. — on o
log[u 
-(l+5j)-la-l i —1^—'1 
-l/ofc 
x u 
and an application of L'Hospital's rule gives 
exp{[« 
— 1,^ — 1 
+ u 
+ 
x 
, -(l+g,)-lar^ 1 
x [u. ^ ^ (l + 5j)-mog(«,-) 
U-1 
u (l + Birllog(»j)|} 
2 ] 
exp{(l + 5j-)~^log(«j) + (1 + 5^-)~hog(«j)} 
= Ul x Uj. 
Condition 2. 
Let aj^ be sequences of values of the dependency parameters and at­
tending to non-negative contants, say and A^-, respectively. Let a.j^ be a sequence 
of values of the dependency parameter a tending to infinity. The proof under this 
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condition is similar to the proof given under condition 1. 
Condition 3. 
Let be a sequence of values of the dependency parameter tending to 
infinity and let aj be equal to an arbitrary non-negative value, say Aj. Let 
be a sequence of values of the dependency parameter a tending to a non-negative 
constant, say Ag. The result is valid regardless of the value of Aj. The proof under 
this condition is similar to the proof given under condition 1. 
Condition 4. 
Let be a sequence of values of the dependency parameter tending to a 
non-zero constant, say A^, and let aj be equal to an arbitrary non-negative value, 
say Aj. Let af^ be a sequence of values of the dependency parameter a tending to 
zero. The result is valid regardless of the value of Aj. The proof under this condition 
is similar to the proof given under condition 1. 
Result 2. 
There are conditions such that 
= min(u^,uj). 
Proof 
Let aj^ be sequences of values of the dependency parameters in (16) 
tending to zero such that 
a;, «7, 
lim — = lim — = 0, 
k^oo Oif^ + aj fc—»oo Oifi + Oij 
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so that 
Um Fo(ti ;,«-•)= lim exp < 
k-^oo ^ ^ n^O I 
fiogKr<"> 
— 1/n 
Application of L'Hospital's rule gives 
lim^^O exp log(«j) 
n - 1  
1 +  I  ^  — u n 
+ log(u,-) u 
. \ n -1  
— I +1 — «!? 
- 1  
H 
-1 
Now, consider case 1: < uj. Then 
/  u \ "  ^ / u ^ \ ^  ^  
lim I — I =0 and lim ( — ) 
n—^OyujJ n-^0 yw;/ 
so that 
lim = Wj. 
k—^oo 
Next, consider case 2: Uj < tiy Then 
11: \ /w. 
lim — I = oo and lim | — 
n—'0 \ 
n - 1  
n—^0 \ i t  I  
so that 
It follows that 
lim F2(upW,) = u,-. 
k—i-oo •' •' 
^lim F2(Î/j,Uj) = min{tii ,Uj).  
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The range of possible correlations between and Uj follows immediately from 
results 1 and 2. Result 1 gives conditions for independence which implies a zero 
correlation. Result 2 gives conditions for the Frechet upper bound where all the 
probability assigned by F2(«j,Uj) lies on the line = Uj which clearly implies a 
correlation of one. Even though all pairwise correlations can range between zero and 
one there is a restriction on the joint correlation structure when the dimensionality of 
the distribution is at least four. It follows from condtions 1 and 2 that all correlations 
are zero when q ^ oo. It follows from condition 3 that all correlations involving Ui 
are zero when a, —> oo. It follows from condition 4 and result 2 that when a —> 0, 
then a partition will exist consisting of a set of mutually independent random variables 
and another set of perfectly correlated random variables. Any random variable from 
the independent group will be uncorrelated with all the random variables from the 
dependent group. Generally speaking, if conditions exist for independence between 
two random variables, then a partition will exist consisting of a set of mutually 
independent random variables and another set of correlated random variables. Any 
random variable from the independent group will be uncorrelated with all the random 
variables from the dependent group. 
5.5 A Multivariate Logistic Distribution 
Multivariate distribution functions with arbitrary marginal distribution function 
can be easily specified with the use of the uniform distribution function given in 
(13). This point will be illustrated with the specification of a multivariate logistic 
distribution function. 
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Consider the substitution = F^{x^)^ i  = l(l)n in (13) where 
Fiixi) = (1 + exp{-(z^ - Hi)/(Ti}) ^ 
is the familiar standard logistic distribution function. It follows that the joint distri­
bution function for is 
where = (z^ — )u^)/(Tj. All the univariate marginal distributions have the logistic 
follows from Section 5.4 that all the pairwise correlations can range between zero and 
one, and are, in general, not equal. 
The relationship between the correlation and the dependency parameters implied 
by results 1 and 2 of Section 5.4 can be illustrated graphically with contours of 
constant density. In particular, consider the bivariate marginal density function for 
Xi and ^2 from the multivariate logistic distribution function in (IT). Figures 5.1a 
through 5.Id show the corresponding contours for selected values of a, aj, and ag" 
A'j and %2 s^re standardized so that each has mean equal to zero and variance equal to 
one. Figure 5.Id corresponds to a near independence case in that all the dependency 
parameters are set to the same large value. The resulting contours are, as expected, 
almost perfectly symmetrical. Figures 5.1c through 5.1a correspond to decreasing 
values of the dependency parameters such that and ag decrease faster than a. Note 
i=l 
X n 
k=l  i^k 
n 
distribution function so that E ( X j )  = and Var(Xi) = i = l(l)7i. It 
that the contours for all three figures lie in a positive orientation and the correlation 
associated with Figure 5.lb is larger than the correlation associated with Figure 5.1c. 
As expected from result 2, Figure 5.1a is associated with a high degree of correlation. 
It is interesting to note that these contours are certainly non-elliptical. Moreover, 
when there is a high degree of correlation, the contours do not have concentric shapes. 
In Figure 5.1a the contours of higher density are tear-shaped whereas the contours 
of lower density have bulges along either side. 
Figures 5.2a through 5.2d demonstrate the possibility of skewness with distribu­
tion (17), which occurs whenever aj ^  02. Figure 5.2a is most severely skewed and 
corresponds to a = .1, aj = .01 and ag = .001. Figure 5.2d has a slight degree 
of skewness and corresponds to a = .5, aj = .1 and «2 = 05. A graph of the 
density surface is displayed in Figure 5.3. 
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Contours of constant density for selected values of a, and «2 
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Figure 5.2: Skewed contours of constant density for selected values of a, and 02 
mm 
Figure 5.3: Graph of density surface for a = .5, 0=2 = •! and ag = .1 
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5.6 Discussion 
A new multivariate uniform distribution has been presented such that the pair-
wise correlations are, in general, unequal and can all range from zero to one. All lower 
dimensional marginal distribution functions maintain the same functional form. This 
distribution can be used to specify other multivariate distribution functions having 
arbitrary marginal distributions. An illustration is presented in the form of multi­
variate logistic distribution function. It can be seen that the contours of constant 
density of the bivariate marginal logistic distributions are non-elliptical. 
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6. SUMMARY AND DISCUSSION 
Development of models for multivariate ordered categorical responses is the main 
focus of this dissertation. The approach taken here is a multivariate latent variable 
approach. Generally speaking, it is assumed that multiple traits are observed on each 
subject; however, it is only possible to observe the response for each trait categorically. 
The response associated with the k-th trait is observed to fall in the j-th category 
when an unobservable continuous random variable takes on a value in the j-th interval 
on the real line. If the responses are observed with no covariate information, then 
identifiable functions of the marginal means, variances and boundary points can be 
estimated. If covariate information is available the associated regression parameters 
can be estimated jointly with the boundary points. 
Anderson and Pemberton (1985) develop these types of models based on an 
underlying multivariate normal distribution. The Gaussian based model, however, 
does not permit feasible maximum likelihood estimation beyond the bivariate case 
nor do the regression parameters possess log odds interpretation. The emphasis in 
this dissertation is to specify suitable multivariate logistic distributions upon which 
to develop models for categorical responses. 
The bivariate case is considered first. A continuous bivariate distribution is 
specified such that each univariate marginal distribution has the standard logistic 
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distribution function. A formulation is presented that expresses the correlation coef­
ficient, which can range between —and one, as a function of a single dependency 
parameter. Models for bivariate ordered categorical responses are developed based 
on this distribution. The first model, herein named the mean shift model, uses no 
covariate information. This model permits direct comparisons of the marginal means 
and variances of the underlying distribution. The second model incorporates covari­
ate information and is referred to as a bivariate logistic regression model. The fitting 
of this model to bivariate data is tantamount to fitting univariate logistic regression 
models to each margin while accounting for the within subject correlation; therefore, 
the regression parameters possess the log odds interpretation. Unfortunately a direct 
extension of this model to the multivariate case does not appear promising. 
A multivariate uniform distribution is introduced such that all pairwise corre­
lation coefficients can range between zero and one, and are, in general, not equal. 
All lower dimensional marginal distributions maintain the same general form. This 
distribution is used to specify a multivariate logistic distribution that can serve as 
the basis for future research. After the basic properties have been fully examined a 
multivariate logistic regression model based on this, or perhaps a further generaliza­
tion of this distribution can be developed in a manner analogous to the way in which 
the bivariate model is developed. It might be possible to generalize the multivariate 
uniform distribution further by incorporating more dependency parameters into the 
model; thereby allowing independence between any two random variables while not 
restricting the remainder of the correlation structure. 
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9. APPENDIX A 
A verification of the asymptotic normality of the maximum likelihood estimators 
resulting from a product multinomial likelihood function is presented in this appendix. 
The approach taken here is an extension of the Birch (1964) regularity conditions 
for the asymptotic normality of the maximum likelihood estimators resulting from 
a multinomial likelihood function. See Bishop, Fienberg and Holland (1975) and 
Cox (1984) for discussion related to the multinomial case. 
Background: 
Consider the product multinomial log likelihood function 
I J 
f ( ^ )  =  E  ^  ni j \ ogP i j {B) ,  ( 1 )  
1=1 i=l 
where 0 < PijiB) < 1, i  = 1(1)7, j  = 1(1)J, and e/=i Aj(«) = 1, i = 1(1)/. 
Denote iVj = i = 1(1)/ and N = Assume 0 is contained 
in 0, which is an open p-dimensional subset in RP, p < I(J — 1). Denote the 
true multinomial probabilities by and assume there exists a p-dimensional vec­
tor in 0, denoted do, such that Il^j = Pij{0o). Let 11 be the IJ x 1 vector 
(nii,-,nij,...,II/j)', P(ô) be the IJ xl vector {Puid), PjjiO))', 
and P be the IJ x 1 vector of observed sample proportions ...,Pjj)'. 
Denote the maximum likelihood estimator of Oq, based on the sample n = 
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J, by 0. Assume the Birch (1964) regularity conditions hold 
with respect to 0o, H, and P{0). Now, consider sequences of sample sizes, all 
tending to infinity such that 
^iu 
«->00 
where 0 < Aj- < 1, i  = 1(1)/, and = 1-
Claim: 
sjNl(è-»o) N(0 ,V) ,  
where 
V = 
(2)  
i' (a \ \  
^6 
(3)  
(4)  
where djj(0o) = — 
Proof; 
—  1 / 2  Since P = iT+Op(-^^. ), then it follows from lemma 2.2 of Van Schaik ( 1985) 
that 
0 — 0n + 
- 1  
Z  Z  
V"=ij=i 
/  I  J N: 
Pij(»o) 
Applying (5) to theorem 14.8-4 of Bishop, Fienberg and Holland (1975), it follows 
that 
L 
(5)  
^{0-0o) N(0,H), 
where 
H = lim Nu 
k—oo 
'  ^  Nifyie„)dLieo) - 1  
(6 )  
(7)  
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It follows from (2) that JFf in (7) is equal to V in (4), and hence, the claim is proven. 
For large samples an application of (3) is the following approximate relation 
where 
V{0) = [ h  h  
(8) 
(9)  
It will be shown in Appendix B that F((9) in (9) is the inverse of the Fisher informa­
t i o n  m a t r i x  a s s o c i a t e d  w i t h  ( 1 )  e v a l u a t e d  a t  0 .  
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10. APPENDIX B 
The Fisher information matrix associated with the product multinomial likeli­
hood function plays a critical role in the computations of the maximum likelihood 
estimators and subsequent asymptotic inference for models for ordered categorical 
data considered in this dissertation. In this appendix a simple formula for the Fisher 
information matrix is derived. 
Consider the product multinomial log likelihood function 
/ J 
'(«)=.E S-v'osJ'ijW, (1) 
i=lj=l 
where 0 < Pij(9) < 1, i  = 1(1)/, j  = 1(1)J, and = 1, i  = 1(1)/. 
Denote i = 1(1)/, N = and dij{9) = —The 
Fisher information matrix is defined by the following expectation 
(2) 
Evaluation of the differential inside the summation leaves 
^ ^  d.ij{B) / J 
4. I J, J 
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J J I dij(e)^.,. ,(6)\ 
+ Z E Z g 
J—iy=i  Wp..,e)p.,.,,e)j- (3) 
The second part of the expression in (3) is equal to, upon evaluation of the expecta­
tion, 
J J 
Z ^i^i> E E dy(e)4,-/(8) 
3=lj>=l '  
J J 
= Z «i'V Z «'.;(») Z <',/(»)• (4) 
;// ;=1 j'=i •" 
Now, consider the middle expression in (4) 
Z ^ C )  =  Z ^  
;=1 j=l 
= 0. (5) 
Therefore, the second expression in (3) is zero. Next, evaluation of the expectations 
reduces the first expression in (3) to 
i /i 9 9 diAe)d'..{e) 
Z Z {NiPijmi -  PijW) + N?p^(e)) ' '•> 
1=1 \; = 1 ij '  '  
dy (»)</',(9) 
^ ^ '  N: 
I 
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JL N- , I J J 
= E  E  + E  E  E  Ni[Ni-l)dij{0)d' ,{9). (6 )  
By the same argument leading to (5), the second expression in (6) is equal to zero. 
Therefore, a simple expression for the Fisher information matrix is 
Pim 
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APPENDIX C: COMPUTER CODE FOR THE MEAN SHIFT 
MODEL 
101 
***************************************************** 
* 
* Mean-Shift Model 
* 
***************************************************** 
* 
* Coded in the SAS MATRIX language 
* Date of last revision: 6/89 
* 
***************************************************** 
* 
* User supplied variables: 
* 
* CATl: the number of response categories 
* IMD: the incidence matrix used to 
* construct boundary points 
* BZ: the matrix of categorical responses 
* LAM: starting value of lambda 
* Tl: starting values of boundary points 
* ET: starting value of mean-shift parameter 
* OM: starting value of ratio of standard 
* 
* 
deviaton 
***************************************************** 
TITLEl 'Mean shift model for bivariate ordered categorical data'; 
TITLE2 ' '; 
PROC MATRIX FUZZ; 
SP=1;SD=1.0; 
CAT1= ; 
CAT2=CAT1; 
CAT12=CAT1#CAT2; 
PAR=CATl+2; 
PN=J.(CAT12.1,0)i 
DLPN=J.(PAR,CAT12,0); 
IND= ; 
BZ= ; 
UPCHK=0; 
Vl=(3 - (5##.5))#/2; 
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V2=((5##.5)  -  l )#/2;  
C0UNT=0; 
D=J.(PAR,1,0); 
DD=J.(PAR,PAR,0);  
FSC1=J.(PAR,PAR,0); 
FSC2=J.(PAR,PAR,0); 
NOTE 'Table of observed counts' ; 
PRINT BZ; 
NOTE PAGE ' '; 
LAM= ;  
Tl= ; 
ET= ; 
0M= ; 
SOL=J.(PAR,1,0); 
S0L(1,1)=LAM; 
S0L(2:CAT1,1)=T1; 
S0L((CAT1+1),1)=ET; 
S0L((CAT1+2),1)=0M; 
LINK LIKE; 
0LL=-2#DUM; 
NOTE '-2*log-likelihood at starting values'; 
PRINT OLL; 
GOTO START; 
AGAN: D=J.(PAR,1,0); 
FSC1=J.(PAR,PAR,0); 
FSC2=J.(PAR,PAR,0); 
C0UNT=C0UNT+1; IF(COUNT GT 10) THEN GOTO OUT; 
LINK LIKE; 
NLL=-2#DUM; 
IF(NLL GE OLL) THEN DO; 
0A=0; 
0B=1; 
GOTO SEVEN; 
END; 
0GAM=0; 
ORHO-OLL; 
FOUR: NGAM=0GAM+1; 
SOL=(LAM//T1//ET//0M)+NGAM#DIR; 
LINK LIKE; 
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NRH0=-2#DUM; 
IF(NRHQ GE ORHO) THEN DO; 
GA=PGAM; 
OB=NGAM; 
GOTO SEVEN; 
END; 
PGAM=OGAM; 
OGAM=NGAM; 
ORHO=HRHO; 
GOTO FOUR; 
SEVEN: OL=OB-OA; 
IF(OL LE .1) THEN GOTO 0UT2; 
DELT=OA + V1#0L; 
SIG=0A + V2#0L; 
SOL=(LAM//T1//ET//0M)+DELT#DIR; 
LINK LIKE; 
DRH0=-2#DUM; 
SOL=(LAM//T1//ET//0M)+SIG#DIR; 
LINK LIKE; 
SRH0=-2#DUM; 
IF(DRH0 LT SRHO) THEN DO; 
0A=0A; 
OB=SIG; 
GOTO SEVEN; 
END; 
OA=DELT; 
OB=OB; 
GOTO SEVEN; 
0UT2: ALPHA=(OA+OB)#/2; 
SOL=(LAM//Tl//ET//OM)+ALPHA#DIR; 
LINK LIKE; 
NLL=-2#DUM; 
IF(NLL GT OLD THEN DO; 
UPCHK=UPCHK+1; 
END; 
LAM=S0L(1.1); 
T1=S0L(2:CAT1,1); 
ET=S0L((CAT1+1),1); 
0M=S0L((CAT1+2),1); 
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DIFF=ABS(OLL-NLL); 
IF(DIFF LT .0000001) THEN GOTO OUT; 
OLL=NLL; 
START: MLL=0; 
B=(1-EXP(-LAM))#/(1+EXP(-LAM)); 
DB=2#EXP(-LAM)#/((1+EXP(-LAM))##2); 
A=40#(((EXP(-2.5#LAM)-1)#/(EXP(-2.5#LAM)+1))+1); 
DA=-200#EXP(-2.5#LAM)#/((EXP(-2.5#LAM)+1)##2); 
PCOUNT=0; 
XA=A;XB=B;XT1=T1;XET=ET;XOM=OM; 
CUT=J. ((CATl-D.l.O); 
CUT(1,1)=T1(1,1); 
CUT(2:(CAT1-1),1)=T1(2:(CAT1-1),1)##2; 
DO II = 1 TO CATl; 
DO 12 = 1 TO CAT2; 
PCOUHT = PCOUNT + 1; 
IlL = II - 1; 
I2L = 12 - 1; 
LINK SEXPU; 
IF((I1L NE 0) AND (I2L NE 0)) THEN DO; 
XL1=IND(I1L.); 
XL2=IND(I2L,); 
EXPIL = (1+EXP(-SD#XL1#CUT))##(SP#/A); 
EXP2L = (1+EXP(-SD#(XL2*CUT-ET)#/0M##2))##(SP#/A); 
LINK SEA; 
LINK SEB; 
LINK SEC; 
LINK SED; 
LINK SPA; 
LINK SPB; 
LINK SPC; 
LINK SPD; 
PN(PCOUNT,1) = PA - PB - PC + PD; 
LINK SDLPNl; 
DLPN(,PCOUNT) = TMPDER; 
END; 
ELSE DO; 
IFdlL NE 0) THEN DO; 
XL1=IND(I1L,); 
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EXPIL = (1+EXP(-SD#XL1*CUT))##(SP#/A); 
LINK SEA; 
LINK SEB; 
LINK SPA; 
LINK SPB; 
PN(PCOUNT,1) = PA - PB; 
LINK SDLPN2; 
DLPN(,PCOUNT) = TMPDER; 
END; 
IF(I2L NE 0) THEN DO; 
XL2=IND(I2L,); 
EXP2L = (1+EXP(-SD#(XL2*CUT-ET)#/0M##2))##(SP#/A); 
LINK SEA; 
LINK SEC; 
LINK SPA; 
LINK SPC; 
PN(PCOUNT,1) = PA - PC; 
LINK SDLPN3; 
DLPN(,PCOUNT) = TMPDER; 
END; 
IF((I1L EQ 0) AND (I2L EQ 0)) THEN DO; 
LINK SEA; 
LINK SPA; 
PN(PCOUNT,!) = PA; 
LINK SDLPN4; 
DLPN(,PCOUNT) = TMPDER; 
END; 
END; 
D = D + BZ(II,12)#DLPN(.PCOUNT)#/PN(PCOUNT,1); 
END; 
END; 
DO I = 1 TO CAT12; 
FSCl = FSCl + (DLPN(,I)*DLPN(,I)')#/PN(I,1); 
END; 
FSCl = BZ(+,+)#FSCl; 
DD=FSC1; 
ASYMVAR=INV(DD); 
DIR=ASYMVAR*D: 
S0L=(LAM//T1//ET//0M)+DIR; 
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GOTO AGAN; 
OUT: BIGN=BZ(+,+); 
CUTPOT=J.(CATl-1,1,0); 
DO 10=1 TO CATl-1; 
IF(10 EQ 1) THEN DO; 
CUTP0T(I0,1)=T1(I0,1); 
END; 
ELSE DO; 
CUTPOT(IO,1)=CUTPOT(IO-1,1)+T1(IO,1)##2; 
END; 
END; 
PHI=0M##2; 
PI=3.1415927; 
Cl=-3#/(PI##2); 
C2=3#/(PI##2); 
al=-.213094916; 
a2=.092987754; 
a3=l.373870096; 
TMPLAM=LAM; 
LINK RHO; 
RHAT=TMPRHAT; 
TMPLAM=LAM-.00001; 
LINK RHO; 
DERLAM=(RHAT-TMPRHAT)#/(.00001); 
DERVAR=J.(PAR,PAR,0); 
DERVAR(PAR-1,PAR-1)=1 ; 
DERVAR(PAR,PAR)=2#0M; 
DERVAR(2 :CATl,2)=J.(CATl-1,1.1); 
DO 10=3 TO CATl; 
DERVAR(10 :CATl,10)=J.(CATl-IO+1,1,2#T1(10-1,1)); 
END; 
DERVAR(1.1)=DERLAM; 
VARPRM=DERVAR*ASYMVAR*DERVAR'; 
SRHO=J.(1,2,0); 
SBOUNDRY=J.(CATl-1,2,0); 
SET=J.(1,2,0); 
SPHI=J.(1,2,0); 
SRH0(1,1)=RHAT; 
SRHO(1,2) = (VARPRH(1,1))##.5 ; 
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SBOUWDRY(1 :CATl-1,1)=CUTPOT; 
DO 10 = 1 TO CATl-1; 
SBOUNDRYCIO,2) = (VARPRM(I0+1,lO+l))##.5 ; 
END; 
SET(1,1)=ET; 
SETd, 2) = (VARPRM(PAR-1 ,PAR-1) )##. 5 ; 
SPHI(1,1)=PHI; 
SPHI(1,2) = (VARPRM(PAR.PAR))##.5 ; 
NOTE '-2*log-likelihood at MLEs'; 
PRINT NLL; 
NOTE 'Last decrease in value of -2*log-likelihood'; 
PRINT DIFF; 
NOTE 'Number of iterations'; 
PRINT COUNT; 
NOTE 'Number of iterations yielding no improvement'; 
PRINT UPCHK; 
NOTE 'MLEs of boundary points and standard errors'; 
PRINT SBOUNDRY; 
NOTE PAGE ' '; 
NOTE 'MLE of mean-shift parameter and standard error'; 
PRINT SET; 
NOTE 'MLE of relative standard deviation and stemdard error'; 
PRINT SPHI; 
NOTE 'MLE of correlation coefficent and standard error'; 
PRINT SRHO; 
CUMP=0; 
C0UNT=O; 
EXPCNT=J.(CAT1,CAT2.0); 
DO II = 1 TO CATl; 
DO 12 = 1 TO CAT2; 
C0UNT=C0UNT+1; 
LB=CUMP; 
CUMP=CUMP+XPN(COUNT.1); 
UB=CUMP; 
EXPCNT(I1,I2)=BIGN#(UB-LB); 
END; 
END; 
CHKRW=EXPCNT(+,); 
CHKCL=EXPCNT(,+); 
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CHKTO=EXPCNT(+,+); 
DEGF=CAT12-1-PAR; 
DIFCNT=BZ-EXPCNT: 
DIFCNT=DIFCNT##2; 
DIFCNT=DIFCNT#/EXPCWT; 
CHISq=DIFCWT(+,+); 
PCHISQ=1-PR0BCHI(CHISQ,DEGF); 
DEV=0; 
DO II = 1 TO CATl; 
DO 12 = 1 TO CAT2; 
IF(BZ(I1.I2) GT 0) THEN DO; 
DEV=DEV+2#(BZ(I1,I2)#(L0G(BZ(I1,I2)#/EXPCNT(I1,I2)))); 
END; 
END; 
END; 
PDEV=1-PR0BCHI(DEV,DEGF); 
NOTE 'Total sample size'; 
PRINT BIGN; 
NOTE 'Row totals of expected counts' ; 
PRINT CHKRtf; 
NOTE 'Column totals of expected counts'; 
PRINT CHKCL; 
NOTE PAGE ' '; 
NOTE 'Table of expected counts' ; 
PRINT EXPCNT; 
NOTE 'Degrees of freedom for testing goodness of fit'; 
PRINT DEGF; 
NOTE 'Value of Pearson Chi-square goodness of fit statistic'; 
PRINT CHISQ; 
NOTE 'Probability of observing larger value'; 
PRINT PCHISq; 
NOTE 'Value of -2*log-likelihood ratio statistic'; 
PRINT DEV; 
NOTE 'Probability of observing larger value'; 
PRINT PDEV; 
OUTPUT VARPRM OUT=VMAT; 
STOP; 
RHO: L1=TMPLAM; 
L2=TMPLAM##2; 
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TMPRHAT=(C1+(C2+A1#L1+A2#L2)#EXP(A3#L1))#/ 
(1+(C2+A1#L1+A2#L2)#EXP(A3#L1)); 
RETURN; 
SEXPU: IF(I1 EQ GATl) THEN EXP1U=1; 
ELSE DO; 
XU1=IND(I1.); 
EXPIU = (1+EXP(-SD#XU1*CUT))##(SP#/XA); 
END; 
IF(12 EQ CAT2) THEN EXP2U=1; 
ELSE DO; 
XU2=IND(I2,); 
EXP2U = (1+EXP(-SD#(XU2*CUT-XET)#/X0M##2))##(SP#/XA); 
END; 
RETURN; 
SEA: EllA = (EXPIU + EXP2U - 1)##(-XA); 
E22A = (2#EXP1U + 2#EXP2U -3)##(-XA); 
E21A = (2#EXP1U + EXP2U - 2)##(-XA); 
E12A = (EXPIU + 2#EXP2U - 2)##(-XA); 
RETURN; 
SEE: EllB = (EXPIL + EXP2U - 1)##(-XA); 
E22B = (2#EXP1L + 2#EXP2U -3)##(-XA); 
E21B = (2#EXP1L + EXP2U - 2)##(-XA); 
E12B = (EXPIL + 2#EXP2U - 2)##(-XA); 
RETURN ; 
SEC: EllC = (EXPIU + EXP2L - 1)##(-XA); 
E22C = (2#EXP1U + 2#EXP2L -3)##(-XA); 
E21C = (2#EXP1U + EXP2L - 2)##(-XA); 
E12C = (EXPIU + 2#EXP2L - 2)##(-XA); 
RETURN; 
SED: EllD = (EXPIL + EXP2L - 1)##(-XA); 
E22D = (2#EXP1L + 2#EXP2L -3)##(-XA); 
E21D = (2#EXP1L + EXP2L - 2)##(-XA); 
E12D = (EXPIL + 2#EXP2L - 2)##(-XA); 
RETURN; 
SPA: PA = (1 + XB)#E11A + XB#(E22A - E21A - E12A); RETURN; 
SPB: PB = (1 + XB)#E11B + XB#(E22B - E21B - E12B); RETURN; 
SPC: PC = (1 + XB)#E11C + XB#(E22C - E21C - E12C); RETURN; 
SPD: PD = (1 + XB)#E11D + XB#(E22D - E21D - E12D); RETURN; 
LIKE: DUM=0; 
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CUT=J.((CAT1-1),1,0); 
CUT(1.1)=S0L(2,1); 
CUT(2:(CAT1-1),1)=S0L(3:CAT1,1)##2; 
XPN=J.(CAT12,1.0); 
XB=(1-EXP(-SQL(1,1)))#/(1+EXP(-S0L(1,1))); 
*IF(S0L(1,1) GE 0) THEN DO; 
* XA=40#EXP(-6#S0L(1,1)); 
XA=40#(((EXP(-2.5#S0L(1,1))-1)#/(EXP(-2.5#S0L(1,1))+1))+1); 
•END; 
*IF(S0L(1,1) LT 0) THEN DO; 
* XA=40 - (240#/.01) + (240#/.01)#EXP(-.01#SOL(1,1)); 
*END; 
XT1=S0L(2:CAT1,1); 
XET=S0L((CAT1+1),1); 
X0M=S0L((CAT1+2),1); 
SC0UNT=0; 
DO II = 1 TO CATl; 
DO 12 = 1 TO CAT2; 
SC0UNT=SCQUNT+1; 
I l L  = 1 1 - 1 ;  
I2L = 12 - 1; 
LINK SEXPU; 
IF((I1L NE 0) AND (I2L NE 0)) THEN DO; 
XL1=IND(I1L,); 
XL2=IND(I2L,); 
EXPIL = (1+EXP(-SD#XL1*CUT))##(SP#/XA); 
EXP2L = (1+EXP(-SD#(XL2*CUT-XET)#/X0M##2))##(SP#/XA); 
LINK SEA; 
LINK SEE; 
LINK SEC; 
LINK SED; 
LINK SPA; 
LINK SPB; 
LINK SPC; 
LINK SPD; 
XPN(SCOUNT.1)=PA-PB-PC+PD; 
END; 
ELSE DO; 
IFdlL NE 0) THEN DO; 
I l l  
XL1=IND(I1L,); 
EXPIL = (l+EXP(-SDmi*CUT))##(SP#/XA); 
LINK SEA; 
LINK SEB; 
LINK SPA; 
LINK SPE; 
XPN(SC0UNT,1)=PA-PB; 
END; 
IF(I2L NE 0) THEN DO; 
XL2=IND(I2L,); 
EXP2L = (1+EXP(-SD#(XL2*CUT-XET)#/X0M##2))##(SP#/XA); 
LINK SEA; 
LINK SEC; 
LINK SPA; 
LINK SPC; 
XPN(SC0UNT,1)=PA-PC; 
END; 
IF((I1L EQ 0) AND (I2L EQ 0)) THEN DO; 
LINK SEA; 
LINK SPA; 
XPN(SC0UNT,1)=PA; 
END; 
END; 
END; 
END; 
TCHK=XPN(+.l); 
IF((TCHK GT 1.00001) OR (MIN(XPN) LE 0) OR (MAX(XPN) GE 1) 
OR (TCHK LT .99999)) THEN DO; 
NOTE 'Program failed. Check starting values'; 
PRINT TCHK XPN SOL; 
GOTO OUT; 
END; 
SCOUNT = 0; 
DO II = 1 TO CAT!; 
DO 12 = 1 TO CAT2; 
SCOUNT = SCOUNT + 1; 
DUM = DUM + BZ(I1,I2)#(L0G(XPN(SC0UNT,1))); 
END; 
END; 
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RETURN; 
SDLPNl: 
TMPDER=J.(PAR,1,0); 
SCL=J.((CATl-1),(CATl-1),0); 
SCL(1,1)=1; 
DO ISGL=2 TO CATl-1; 
SCL(ISCL,ISCL)=2#T1(ISCL,1); 
END; 
IF(II EQ CATl) THEN DE1UT1=J.((CATl-1),1,0); 
ELSE DO; DEIUTI = (SP#/A)#(1+EXP(-SD#XU1*CUT))##(SP#/A-1); 
SXU=SCL*XU1'; 
DElUTl = DE1UT1#((EXP(-SD#XU1*CUT))#(-SD#SXU)); 
END; 
IF(12 EQ CAT2) THEN DE2UT1=J.((CATl-1),1,0); 
ELSE DO; DE2UT1 = (SP#/A)#(1+EXP(-SD#(XU2»CUT-ET)#/0M##2))## 
(SP#/A-1); 
SXU=SCL*XU2'; 
DE2UT1 = DE2UT1#((EXP(-SD#(XU2*CUT-ET)#/0M##2))# 
(-SD#SXU#/0M##2)); 
END; 
DEILTI = (SP#/A)#(1+EXP(-SD#XL1*CUT))##(SP#/A-1); 
SXL=SCL*XL1'; 
DEILTI = DE1LT1#((EXP(-SD#XL1*CUT))#(-SD#SXL)); 
DE2LT1 = (SP#/A)#(1+EXP(-SD#(XL2*CUT-ET)#/0M##2))## 
(SP#/A-1); 
SXL=SCL*XL2'; 
DE2LT1 = DE2LT1#((EXP(-SD#(XL2*CUT-ET)#/0M##2))# 
(-SD#SXL#/0M##2)); 
DEI1AT1=-A#(EXP1U+EXP2U-1)##(-A-l)#(DE1UT1+DE2UT1); 
DE22ATl=-A#(2#EXPlU+2#EXP2U-3)##(-A-l)#(2#DElUTl+2#DE2UTl); 
DE21AT1=-A#(2#EXPlU+EXP2U-2)##(-A-1)#(2#DE1UT1+DE2UT1); 
DEI2AT1=-A#(EXP1U+2#EXP2U-2)##(-A-1)#(DE1UT1+2#DE2UT1); 
DE11BT1=-A#(EXP1L+EXP2U-1)##(-A-1)#(DE1LT1+DE2UT1); 
DE22BT1=-A#(2#EXPlL+2#EXP2U-3)##(-A-1)#(2#DE1LT1+2#DE2UT1); 
DE21BTl=-A#(2#EXPlL+EXP2U-2)##(-A-l)#(2#DElLTl+DE2UTl); 
DE12BTl=-A#(EXPlL+2#EXP2U-2)##(-A-l)#(DElLTl+2#DE2UTl); 
DEI1CT1=-A#(EXP1U+EXP2L-1)##(-A-1)#(DE1UT1+DE2LT1); 
DE22CTl=-A#(2#EXPlU+2#EXP2L-3)##(-A-l)#(2#DElUTl+2#DE2LTl); 
DE21CTl=-A#(2#EXPlU+EXP2L-2)##(-A-l)#(2#DElUTl+DE2LTl); 
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DE12CTl=-A#(EXPlU+2#EXP2L-2)##(-A-l)#(DElUTl+2#DE2LTl); 
DEI1DT1=-A#(EXP1L+EXP2L-1)##(-A-1)#(DE1LT1+DE2LT1); 
DE22DTl=-A#(2#EXPlL+2#EXP2L-3)##(-A-l)#(2#DElLTl+2#DE2LTl); 
DE21DTl=-A#(2#EXPlL+EXP2L-2)##(-A-l)#(2#DElLTl+DE2m) ; 
DE12DTl=-A#(EXPlL+2#EXP2L-2)##(-A-l)#(DElLTl+2#DE2LTl); 
DPAT1=(1+B)#DE1lATl+B#(DE22AT1-DE21AT1-DE12AT1); 
DPBT1=(1+B)#DE11BT1+B#(DE22BT1-DE21BT1-DE12BT1); 
DPCT1=(1+B)#DE1ICTl+B#(DE22CT1-DE21CT1-DE12CT1); 
DPDT1=(1+B)#DE1IDTl+B#(DE22DT1-DE21DT1-DE12DT1); 
********************************************************. 
IF(12 EQ CAT2) THEN DE2UET=0; 
ELSE DO; DE2UET = (SP#/A)#(1+EXP(-SD#(XU2*CUT-ET)#/0M##2))## 
(SP#/A-1); 
DE2UET = 
DE2UET#((EXP(-SD#(XU2*CUT-ET)#/0M##2))#(SD#/0M##2)); 
END; 
DE2LET = (SP#/A)#(1+EXP(-SD#(XL2*CUT-ET)#/0M##2))## 
(SP#/A-1); 
DE2LET = 
DE2LET#((EXP(-SD#(XL2*CUT-ET)#/0M##2))#(SD#/0M##2)); 
DEI1AET=-A#(EXP1U+EXP2U-1)##(-A-1)#(DE2UET); 
DE22AET=-A#(2#EXPlU+2#EXP2U-3)##(-A-1)#(2#DE2UET); 
DE21AET=-A#(2#EXPlU+EXP2U-2)##(-A-l)#(DE2UET); 
DEI2AET=-A#(EXPlU+2#EXP2U-2)##(-A-1)#(2#DE2UET); 
DEI1BET=-A#(EXP1L+EXP2U-1)##(-A-1)#(DE2UET); 
DE22BET=-A#(2#EXPlL+2#EXP2U-3)##(-A-1)#(2#DE2UET); 
DE21BET=-A#(2#EXPlL+EXP2U-2)##(-A-1)#(DE2UET); 
DE12BET=-A#(EXPlL+2#EXP2U-2)##(-A-l)#(2#DE2UET); 
DEI1CET=-A#(EXP1U+EXP2L-1)##(-A-1)#(DE2LET); 
DE22CET=-A#(2#EXPlU+2#EXP2L-3)##(-A-1)#(2#DE2LET); 
DE21CET=-A#(2#EXP1U+EXP2L-2)##(-A-1)#(DE2LET); 
DE12CET=-A#(EXPlU+2#EXP2L-2)##(-A-l)#(2#DE2LET); 
DE11DET=-A#(EXP1L+EXP2L-1)##(-A-1)#(DE2LET); 
DE22DET=-A#(2#EXPlL+2#EXP2L-3)##(-A-1)#(2#DE2LET); 
DE21DET=-A#(2#EXPlL+EXP2L-2)##(-A-l)#(DE2LET); 
DE12DET=-A#(EXPlL+2#EXP2L-2)##(-A-l)#(2#DE2LET); 
DPAET=(1+B)#DE1lAET+B#(DE22AET-DE21AET-DE12AET); 
DPBET=(1+B)#DE1IBET+B#(DE22BET-DE21BET-DE12BET); 
DPCET=(1+B)#DE11CET+B#(DE22CET-DE21CET-DE12CET); 
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DPDET=(1+B)#DE1IDET+B#(DE22DET-DE21DET-DE12DET); 
********************************************************. 
IF(12 EQ CAT2) THEM DE2U0M=O; 
ELSE DO; DE2UQM = (SP#/A)#(1+EXP(-SD#(XU2*CUT-ET)#/0M##2))## 
(SP#/A-1); 
DE2U0M = DE2U0M#(EXP(-SD#(XU2*CUT-ET)#/0M##2)); 
DE2U0M = DE2U0M#(SD#(XU2*CUT-ET)#/0M##3)#2; 
END; 
DE2L0M = (SP#/A)#(1+EXP(-SD#(XL2*CUT-ET)#/0M##2))## 
(SP#/A-1); 
DE2L0M = DE2L0M#(EXP(-SD#(XL2*CUT-ET)#/0M##2)); 
DE2L0M = DE2LOM#(SD#(XL2*CUT-ET)#/OM##3)#2; 
DEI1A0M=-A#(EXP1U+EXP2U-1)##(-A-1)#(DE2U0M); 
DE22A0M=-A#(2#EXPlU+2#EXP2U-3)##(-A-l)#(2#DE2U0M); 
DE21A0M=-A#(2#EXPlU+EXP2U-2)##(-A-1)#(DE2U0M); 
DEI2A0M=-A#(EXPlU+2#EXP2U-2)##(-A-1)#(2#DE2U0M); 
DEI1B0M=-A#(EXP1L+EXP2U-1)##(-A-1)#(DE2U0M); 
DE22B0M=-A#(2#EXPlL+2#EXP2U-3)##(-A-l)#(2#DE2U0M); 
DE21B0M=-A#(2#EXP1L+EXP2U-2)##(-A-1)#(DE2U0M); 
DE12B0M=-A#(EXPlL+2#EXP2U-2)##(-A-l)#(2#DE2U0M); 
DEI1C0M=-A#(EXP1U+EXP2L-1)##(-A-1)#(DE2LQM); 
DE22C0M=-A#(2#EXPlU+2#EXP2L-3)##(-A-l)#(2#DE2L0M); 
DE21C0M=-A#(2#EXP1U+EXP2L-2)##(-A-1)#(DE2LQM); 
DE12C0M=-A#(EXPlU+2#EXP2L-2)##(-A-1)#(2#DE2L0M); 
DEI1D0M=-A#(EXP1L+EXP2L-1)##(-A-1)#(DE2L0M); 
DE22D0M=-A#(2#EXPlL+2#EXP2L-3)##(-A-l)#(2#DE2L0M); 
DE21D0M=-A#(2#EXPlL+EXP2L-2)##(-A-1)#(DE2L0M); 
DE12D0M=-A#(EXPlL+2#EXP2L-2)##(-A-1)#(2#DE2L0M); 
DPAQM=(1+B)#DE11A0M+B#(DE22A0M-DE21A0M-DE12A0M); 
DPBQM=(1+B)#DE1IBOM+B#(DE22B0M-DE2IBOM-DEl2B0M); 
DPCQM=(1+B)#DE11C0M+B#(DE22C0M-DE21C0M-DE12C0M); 
DPDOM=(1+B)#DE1IDOM+B#(DE22D0M-DE2IDOM-DEl2D0M); 
********************************************************' 
IF(II EQ CATl) THEN DE1UA=0; 
ELSE DE1UA=EXP1U#L0G(1+EXP(-SD#XU1*CUT))#(-SP#/A##2); 
IF(12 EQ CAT2) THEN DE2UA=0; 
ELSE DE2UA=EXP2U#L0G(1+EXP(-SD#(XU2*CUT-ET)#/0M##2))#(-SP#/A##2); 
DE1LA=EXP1L#L0G(1+EXP(-SD#XL1*CUT))#(-SP#/A##2); 
DE2LA=EXP2L#L0G(1+EXP(-SD#(XL2*CUT-ET)#/0M##2))#(-SP#/A##2); 
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TMPAA=-L0G(EXP1U+EXP2U-1)-((A#(DE1UA+DE2UA))#/(EXP1U+EXP2U-1)); 
DEI1AA=TMPAA#E11A#DA; 
TMPAA=-LOG(2#EXPlU+2#EXP2U-3)-((A#(2#DE1UA+2#DE2UA))#/ 
(2#EXPlU+2#EXP2U-3)); 
DE22AA=TMPAA#E22A#DA; 
TMPAA=-L0G(2#EXPlU+EXP2U-2)-((A#(2#DE1UA+DE2UA))#/ 
(2#EXPlU+EXP2U-2)); 
DE21AA=TMPAA#E21A#DA; 
TMPAA=-L0G(EXPlU+2#EXP2U-2)-((A#(DElUA+2#DE2UA))#/ 
(EXPlU+2#EXP2U-2)); 
DE12AA=TMPAA#E12A#DA; 
TMPAA=(E11A + E22A - E21A - E12A)#DB; 
DPAA=(TMPAA+(1+B)#DE11AA+B#DE22AA-B#DE21AA-B#DE12AA); 
TMPBA=-L0G(EXP1L+EXP2U-1)-((A#(DE1LA+DE2UA))#/(EXP1L+EXP2U-1)); 
DEI1BA=TMPBA#E11B#DA; 
TMPBA=-L0G(2#EXPlL+2#EXP2U-3)-((A#(2#DE1LA+2#DE2UA))#/ 
(2#EXPlL+2#EXP2U-3)); 
DE22BA=TMPBA#E22B#DA; 
TMPBA=-L0G(2#EXPlL+EXP2U-2)-((A#(2#DE1LA+DE2UA))#/ 
(2#EXPlL+EXP2U-2)); 
DE21BA=TMPBA#E21B#DA; 
TMPBA=-LOG(EXPlL+2#EXP2U-2)-((A#(DE1LA+2#DE2UA))#/ 
(EXPlL+2#EXP2U-2)); 
DE12BA=TMPBA#E12B#DA; 
TMPBA=(E11B + E22B - E21B - E12B)#DB; 
DPBA=(TMPBA+(1+B)#DE11BA+B#DE22BA-B#DE21BA-B#DE12BA); 
TMPCA=-LQG(EXP1U+EXP2L-1)-((A#(DE1UA+DE2LA))#/(EXP1U+EXP2L-1)); 
DEI1CA=TMPCA#E11C#DA; 
TMPCA=-L0G(2#EXPlU+2#EXP2L-3)-((A#(2#DE1UA+2#DE2LA))#/ 
(2#EXPlU+2#EXP2L-3)); 
DE22CA=TMPCA#E22C#DA; 
TMPCA=-LOG(2#EXPlU+EXP2L-2)-((A#(2#DE1UA+DE2LA))#/ 
(2#EXPlU+EXP2L-2)): 
DE21CA=TMPCA#E21C#DA; 
TMPCA=-L0G(EXPlU+2#EXP2L-2)-((A#(DElUA+2#DE2LA))#/ 
(EXPlU+2#EXP2L-2)); 
DEI2CA=TMPCA#E12C#DA; 
TMPCA=(E11C + E22C - E21C - E12C)#DB; 
DPCA=(TMPCA+(1+B)#DE11CA+B#DE22CA-B#DE21CA-B#DE12CA); 
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THPDA=-L0G(EXP1L+EXP2L-1)-((A#(DE1LA+DE2LA))#/(EXP1L+EXP2L-1)); 
DEI1DA=TMPDA#E11D#DA; 
TMPDA=-LQG(2#EXPlL+2#EXP2L-3)-((A#(2#DElLA+2#DE2LA))#/ 
(2#EXPlL+2#EXP2L-3)); 
DE22DA=TMPDA#E22D#DA; 
TMPDA=-L0G(2#EXPlL+EXP2L-2)-((A#(2#DElLA+DE2LA))#/ 
(2#EXPlL+EXP2L-2)); 
DE21DA=TMPDA#E21D#DA; 
TMPDA=-L0G(EXPlL+2#EXP2L-2)-((A#(DElLA+2#DE2LA))#/ 
(EXPlL+2#EXP2L-2)); 
DE12DA=TMPDA#E12D#DA; 
TMPDA=(E11D + E22D - E21D - E12D)#DB; 
DPDA=(THPDA+(1+B)#DE11DA+B#DE22DA-B#DE21DA-B#DE12DA); 
********************************************************. 
TMPDER(1,1)=DPAA-DPBA-DPCA+DPDA; 
TMPDER(2:CATl,1)=DPAT1-DPBT1-DPCT1+DPDT1; 
TMPDER((CATl+1),1)=DPAET-DPBET-DPCET+DPDET; 
TMPDERC(CATl+2),1)=DPAOM-DPBOM-DPCOM+DPDOM; 
RETURN; 
SDLPM2: 
TMPDER=J.CPAR.l.O); 
SCL=J.CCCATl-1),(CATl-1),0); 
SCL(1,1)=1; 
DO ISCL=2 TO CATl-1; 
SCL(ISCL,ISCL)=2#T1(ISCL,1); 
END; 
IFCll EQ CATl) THEN DE1UT1=J.(CCATl-1),1,0); 
ELSE DO; DElUTl = (SP#/A)#(1+EXP(-SD#XU1*CUT))##(SP#/A-1); 
SXU=SCL*XU1'; 
DEIUTI = DE1UT1#(CEXPC-SD#XU1*CUT))#C-SD#SXU)); 
END; 
IF(I2 EQ CAT2) THEN DE2UT1=J.((CATl-1).1,0); 
ELSE DO; DE2UT1 = (SP#/A)#(1+EXP(-SD#(XU2*CUT-ET)#/0M##2))## 
(SP#/A-1); 
SXU=SCL*XU2'; 
DE2UT1 = DE2UT1#((EXP(-SD#(XU2*CUT-ET)#/0M##2))# 
(-SD#SXU#/0M##2)); 
END; 
DEILTI = (SP#/A)#(1+EXP(-SD#XL1*CUT))##(SP#/A-1); 
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SXL=SCL*XL1'; 
DEILTI = DE1LT1#((EXP(-SD#XL1*CUT))#(-SD#SXL)); 
DE11AT1=-A#(EXP1U+EXP2U-1)##(-A-1)#(DE1UT1+DE2UT1); 
DE22AT1=-A#(2#EXPlU+2#EXP2U-3)##(-A-1)#(2#DE1UT1+2#DE2UT1); 
DE21ATl=-A#(2#EXPlU+EXP2U-2)##(-A-l)#(2#DElUTl+DE2UTl); 
DE12AT1=-A#(EXPlU+2#EXP2U-2)##(-A-1)#(DE1UT1+2#DE2UT1); 
DE11BT1=-A#(EXP1L+EXP2U-1)##(-A-1)#(DE1LT1+DE2UT1); 
DE22BTl=-A#(2#EXPlL+2#EXP2U-3)##(-A-l)#(2#DElLTl+2#DE2UTl); 
DE21BTl=-A#(2#EXPlL+EXP2U-2)##(-A-l)#(2#DElLTl+DE2UTl); 
DE12BT1=-A#(EXPlL+2#EXP2U-2)##(-A-1)#(DE1LT1+2#DE2UT1); 
DPAT1=(1+B)#DE11AT1+B#(DE22AT1-DE21AT1-DE12AT1); 
DPBT1=(1+B)#DE11BT1+B#(DE22BT1-DE21BT1-DE12BT1); 
********************************************************• 
IF(12 EQ CAT2) THEN DE2UET=0; 
ELSE DO; DE2UET = (SP#/A)#(1+EXP(-SD#(XU2*CUT-ET)#/0M##2))## 
(SP#/A-1); 
DE2UET = DE2UET#((EXP(-SD#(XU2*GUT-ET)#/0M##2))# 
(SD#/0M##2)); 
END; 
DEI1AET=-A#(EXP1U+EXP2U-1)##(-A-1)#(DE2UET); 
DE22AET=-A#(2#EXPlU+2#EXP2U-3)##(-A-l)#(2#DE2UET); 
DE21AET=-A#(2#EXPlU+EXP2U-2)##(-A-l)#(DE2UET); 
DE12AET=-A#(EXPlU+2#EXP2U-2)##(-A-l)#(2#DE2UET); 
DEI1BET=-A#(EXP1L+EXP2U-1)##(-A-1)#(DE2UET); 
DE22BET=-A#(2#EXPlL+2#EXP2U-3)##(-A-1)#(2#DE2UET); 
DE21BET=-A#(2#EXPlL+EXP2U-2)##(-A-1)#(DE2UET); 
DE12BET=-A#(EXPlL+2#EXP2U-2)##(-A-l)#(2#DE2UET); 
DPAET=(1+B)#DE11AET+B#(DE22AET-DE21AET-DE12AET); 
DPBET=(1+B)#DE1IBET+B#(DE22BET-DE21BET-DE12BET); 
******************************************************** ; 
IF(12 EQ CAT2) THEN DE2U0M=0; 
ELSE DO; DE2U0M = (SP#/A)#(1+EXP(-SD#(XU2*CUT-ET)#/0M##2))## 
(SP#/A-1); 
DE2U0M = DE2U0M#(EXP(-SD#(XU2*CUT-ET)#/0M##2)); 
DE2UQM = DE2U0M#(SD#(XU2*CUT-ET)#/0M##3)#2; 
END; 
DEI1A0M=-A#(EXP1U+EXP2U-1)##(-A-1)#(DE2U0M); 
DE22A0M=-A#(2#EXPlU+2#EXP2U-3)##(-A-l)#(2#DE2U0M); 
DE21A0M=-A#(2#EXP1U+EXP2U-2)##(-A-1)#(DE2U0M); 
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DE12A0M=-A#(EXPlU+2#EXP2U-2)##(-A-1)#(2#DE2U0M); 
DEl1B0M=-A#(EXP1L+EXP2U-1)##(-A-1)#(DE2U0M); 
DE22B0M=-A#(2#EXPlL+2#EXP2U-3)##(-A-1)#(2#DE2U0M); 
DE21B0M=-A#(2#EXPlL+EXP2U-2)##(-A-1)#(DE2U0M); 
DE12BOM=-A#(EXPlL+2#EXP2U-2)##(-A-l)#(2#DE2UOM); 
DPAOM=(1+B)#DE11A0M+B#(DE22A0M-DE21A0M-DE12A0M); 
DPBOM=(1+B)#DE11BOM+B#(DE22BOM-DE21BOM-DE12BOM); 
********************************************************• 
IF(I1 EQ CATl) THEN DE1UA=0; 
ELSE DE1UA=EXP1U#L0G(1+EXP(-SD#XU1*CUT))#(-SP#/A##2); 
IF(12 Eq CAT2) THEN DE2UA=0; 
ELSE DE2UA=EXP2U#L0G(1+EXP(-SD#(XU2*CUT-ET)#/0M##2))#(-SP#/A##2); 
DE1LA=EXP1L#L0G(1+EXP(-SD#XL1*CUT))#(-SP#/A##2); 
TMPAA=-LOG(EXP1U+EXP2U-1)-((A#(DE1UA+DE2UA))#/(EXP1U+EXP2U-1)); 
DEl1AA=TMPAA#E11A#DA; 
TMPAA=-LOG(2#EXPlU+2#EXP2U-3)-((A#(2#DE1UA+2#DE2UA))#/ 
(2#EXPlU+2#EXP2U-3)); 
DE22AA=TMPAA#E22A#DA; 
TMPAA=-L0G(2#EXPlU+EXP2U-2)-((A#(2#DE1UA+DE2UA))#/ 
(2#EXPiU+EXP2U-2)); 
DE21AA=TMPAA#E21A#DA; 
TMPAA=-LOG(EXPlU+2#EXP2U-2)-((A#(DE1UA+2#DE2UA))#/ 
(EXPlU+2#EXP2U-2)); 
DE12AA=TMPAA#E12A#DA; 
TMPAA=(E11A + E22A - E21A - E12A)#DB; 
DPAA=(TMPAA+(1+B)#DE11AA+B#DE22AA-B#DE21AA-B#DE12AA); 
TMPBA=-L0G(EXP1L+EXP2U-1)-((A#(DE1LA+DE2UA))#/(EXP1L+EXP2U-1)); 
DEl1BA=TMPBA#E11B#DA; 
TMPBA=-L0G(2#EXPlL+2#EXP2U-3)-((A#(2#DE1LA+2#DE2UA))#/ 
(2#EXPlL+2#EXP2U-3)); 
DE2 2BA=TMPBA#E22B#DA; 
TMPBA=-L0G(2#EXPlL+EXP2U-2)-((A#(2#DElLA+DE2UA))#/ 
(2#EXPlL+EXP2U-2)); 
DE21BA=TMPBA#E21B#DA; 
TMPBA=-LOG(EXPlL+2#EXP2U-2)-((A#(DE1LA+2#DE2UA))#/ 
(EXPlL+2#EXP2U-2)); 
DE12BA=TMPBA#E12B#DA; 
TMPBA=(E11B + E22B - E21B - E12B)#DB; 
DPBA=(TMPBA+(1+B)#DE11BA+B#DE22BA-B#DE21BA-B#DE12BA); 
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********************************************************. 
TMPDER(1,1)=DPAA-DPBA; 
TMPDER(2:CAT1,1)=DPAT1-DPBT1; 
TMPDER((CATl+1),1)=DPAET-DPBET; 
TMPDER((CATl+2),1)=DPA0M-DPB0M; 
RETURN; 
SDLPN3: 
TMPDER=J.(PAR,1,0); 
SCL=J.((CATl-1),(CATl-1),0); 
SCL(1,1)=1; 
DO ISCL=2 TO CATl-1; 
SCL(ISCL,ISCL)=2#T1(ISGL,1); 
END; 
IF(I1 EQ CATl) THEN DE1UT1=J.((CATl-1),1,0); 
ELSE DO; DEIUTI = (SP#/A)#(1+EXP(-SD#XU1*CUT))##(SP#/A-1); 
SXU=SCL*XU1'; 
DElUTl = DE1UT1#((EXP(-SD#XU1*CUT))#(-SD#SXU)): 
END; 
IF(I2 EQ CAT2) THEN DE2UT1=J.((CATl-1),1,0); 
ELSE DO; DE2UT1 = (SP#/A)#(1+EXP(-SD#(XU2*CUT-ET)#/0M##2))## 
(SP#/A-1); 
SXU=SCL*XU2'; 
DE2UT1 = DE2im#((EXP(-SD#(XU2*CUT-ET)#/0M##2))# 
(-SD#SXU#/0M##2)); 
END; 
DE2LT1 = (SP#/A)#(1+EXP(-SD#(XL2*CUT-ET)#/0M##2))## 
(SP#/A-1); 
SXL=SCL*XL2'; 
DE2LT1 = DE2LT1#((EXP(-SD#(XL2*CUT-ET)#/0M##2))# 
(-SD#SXL#/0M##2)); 
DEIlATl=-A#(EXP1U+EXP2U-1)##(-A-1)#(DE1UT1+DE2UT1); 
DE22ATl=-A#(2#EXPlU+2#EXP2U-3)##(-A-l)#(2#DElUTl+2#DE2UTl); 
DE21AT1=-A#(2#EXPlU+EXP2U-2)##(-A-1)#(2#DE1UT1+DE2UT1); 
DEI2AT1=-A#(EXPlU+2#EXP2U-2)##(-A-1)#(DE1UT1+2#DE2UT1); 
DEIICTl=-A#(EXP1U+EXP2L-1)##(-A-1)#(DE1UT1+DE2LT1); 
DE22CTl=-A#(2#EXPlU+2#EXP2L-3)##(-A-l)#(2#DElUTl+2#DE2LTl); 
DE21CTl=-A#(2#EXPlU+EXP2L-2)##(-A-l)#(2#DElUTl+DE2LTl); 
DE12CTl=-A#(EXPlU+2#EXP2L-2)##(-A-l)#(DElUTl+2#DE2LTl); 
DPAT1=(1+B)#DE11AT1+B#(DE22AT1-DE21AT1-DE12AT1); 
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DPCT1=(1+B)#DE11CT1+B#(DE22CH-DE21CT1-DE12CT1) ; 
********************************************************. 
IF(12 EQ CAT2) THEN DE2UET=0; 
ELSE DO; DE2UET = (SP#/A)#(1+EXP(-SD#(XU2*CUT-ET)#/0M##2))## 
(SP#/A-1); 
DE2UET = DE2UET#((EXP(-SD#(XU2*CUT-ET)#/0M##2))# 
(SD#/0M##2)); 
END; 
DE2LET = (SP#/A)#(1+EXP(-SD#(XL2*CUT-ET)#/0M##2))## 
(SP#/A-1); 
DE2LET = DE2LET#((EXP(-SD#(XL2*CUT-ET)#/0M##2))# 
(SD#/0M##2)); 
DEI1AET=-A#(EXP1U+EXP2U-1)##(-A-1)#(DE2UET); 
DE22AET=-A#(2#EXPlU+2#EXP2U-3)##(-A-l)#(2#DE2UET); 
DE21AET=-A#(2#EXPlU+EXP2U-2)##(-A-l)#(DE2UET); 
DE12AET=-A#(EXPlU+2#EXP2U-2)##(-A-l)#(2#DE2UET); 
DEI1CET=-A#(EXP1U+EXP2L-1)##(-A-l)#(DE2LET); 
DE22CET=-A#(2#EXPlU+2#EXP2L-3)##(-A-1)#(2#DE2LET); 
DE21CET=-A#(2#EXPlU+EXP2L-2)##(-A-1)#(DE2LET); 
DE12CET=-A#(EXPlU+2#EXP2L-2)##(-A-1)#(2#DE2LET); 
DPAET=(1+B)#DE11AET+B#(DE22AET-DE21AET-DE12AET); 
DPCET=(1+B)#DE11CET+B#(DE22CET-DE21CET-DE12CET); 
********************************************************• 
IF(12 EQ CAT2) THEN DE2U0M=O; 
ELSE DO; DE2U0M = (SP#/A)#(1+EXP(-SD#(XU2*CUT-ET)#/0M##2))## 
(SP#/A-1); 
DE2U0M = DE2U0M#(EXP(-SD#(XU2*CUT-ET)#/0M##2)); 
DE2U0M = DE2U0M#(SD#(XU2*CUT-ET)#/0M##3)#2; 
END; 
DE2L0M = (SP#/A)#(1+EXP(-SD#(XL2*CUT-ET)#/0M##2))## 
(SP#/A-1); 
DE2L0M = DE2L0M#(EXP(-SD#(XL2*CUT-ET)#/0M##2)); 
DE2L0M = DE2L0M#(SD#(XL2*CUT-ET)#/0M##3)#2; 
DEI1A0M=-A#(EXP1U+EXP2U-1)##(-A-1)#(DE2U0M); 
DE22A0M=-A#(2#EXPlU+2#EXP2U-3)##(-A-l)#(2#DE2U0M); 
DE21A0M=-A#(2#EXP1U+EXP2U-2)##(-A-l)#(DE2U0M); 
DE12A0M=-A#(EXPlU+2#EXP2U-2)##(-A-1)#(2#DE2U0M); 
DEI1C0M=-A#(EXP1U+EXP2L-1)##(-A-1)#(DE2L0M); 
DE22C0M=-A#(2#EXPlU+2#EXP2L-3)##(-A-l)#(2#DE2L0M); 
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DE21C0M=-A#(2#EXPlU+EXP2L-2)##(-A-l)#(DE2L0M); 
DE12C0M=-A#(EXPlU+2#EXP2L-2)##(-A-1)#(2#DE2L0M); 
DPA0M=(1+B)#DE11A0M+B#(DE22A0H-DE21A0M-DE12A0M); 
DPCOM=(1+B)#DE1ICOM+B#(DE22C0M-DE21C0M-DE12C0M); 
******************************************************** ; 
IF(II EQ CATl) THEN DE1UA=0; 
ELSE DE1UA=EXP1U#L0G(1+EXP(-SD#XU1*CUT))#(-SP#/A##2); 
IF(I2 EQ CAT2) THEN DE2UA=0; 
ELSE DE2UA=EXP2U#L0G(1+EXP(-SD#(XU2*CUT-ET)#/0M##2))#(-SP#/A##2); 
DE2LA=EXP2L#L0G(1+EXP(-SD#(XL2*CUT-ET)#/0M##2))#(-SP#/A##2); 
TMPAA=-L0G(EXP1U+EXP2U-1)-((A#(DE1UA+DE2UA))#/(EXPlU+EXP2U-l)); 
DEI1AA=TMPAA#E11A#DA; 
THPAA=-L0G(2#EXPlU+2#EXP2U-3)-((A#(2#DE1UA+2#DE2UA))#/ 
(2#EXPlU+2#EXP2U-3)); 
DE22AA=TMPAA#E22A#DA; 
TMPAA=-LaG(2#EXPlU+EXP2U-2)-((A#(2#DE1UA+DE2UA))#/ 
(2#EXPlU+EXP2U-2)); 
DE21AA=TMPAA#E21A#DA; 
TMPAA=-L0G(EXPlU+2#EXP2U-2)-((A#(DE1UA+2#DE2UA))#/ 
(EXPlU+2#EXP2U-2)); 
DE12AA=TMPAA#E12A#DA; 
TMPAA=(E11A + E22A - E21A - E12A)#DB; 
DPAA=(TMPAA+(1+B)#DE11AA+B#DE22AA-B#DE21AA-B#DE12AA); 
TMPGA=-L0G(EXP1U+EXP2L-1)-((A#(DE1UA+DE2LA))#/(EXP1U+EXP2L-1)); 
DEI1CA=TMPCA#E11C#DA; 
TMPCA=-LOG(2#EXPlU+2#EXP2L-3)-((A#(2#DE1UA+2#DE2LA))#/ 
(2#EXPlU+2#EXP2L-3)); 
DE2 2CA=TMPCA#E22C#DA; 
TMPCA=-L0G(2#EXPlU+EXP2L-2)-((A#(2#DE1UA+DE2LA))#/ 
(2#EXPlU+EXP2L-2)); 
DE21CA=TMPCA#E21C#DA; 
TMPCA=-L0G(EXPlU+2#EXP2L-2)-((A#(DE1UA+2#DE2LA))#/ 
(EXPlU+2#EXP2L-2)); 
DE12CA=TMPCA#E12C#DA; 
TMPCA=(E11C + E22C - E21C - E12C)#DB; 
DPCA=(TMPCA+(1+B)#DE11CA+B#DE22CA-B#DE21CA-B#DE12CA); 
******************************************************** J 
TMPDER(1,1)=DPAA-DPCA; 
TMPDER(2:CATl,1)=DPAT1-DPCT1; 
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TMPDER((CATl+1),1)=DPAET-DPCET; 
TMPDER((CATl+2),1)=DPA0M-DPC0M; 
RETURN; 
SDLPN4: 
TMPDER=J.(PAR,1,0); 
SCL=J.((CATl-1),(CATl-1),0); 
SCL(1.1)=1; 
DO ISCL=2 TO CATl-1; 
SCL(ISCL,ISCL)=2#T1(ISCL, 1 ) ;  
END; 
IF(II EQ CATl) THEN DE1UT1=J.((CATl-1),1,0); 
ELSE DO; DEIUTI = (SP#/A)#(1+EXP(-SD#XU1*CUT))##(SP#/A-1); 
SXU=SCL*XU1'; 
DEIUTI = DE1UT1#((EXP(-SD#XU1*CUT))#(-SD#SXU)); 
END; 
IF(I2 EQ CAT2) THEN DE2UT1=J.((CATl-1),1.0); 
ELSE DO; DE2UT1 = (SP#/A)#(1+EXP(-SD#(XU2*CUT-ET)#/0M##2))## 
(SP#/A-1); 
SXU=SCL*XU2'; 
DE2UT1 = DE2UT1#((EXP(-SD#(XU2*CUT-ET)#/0M##2))# 
(-SD#SXU#/0M##2)); 
END; 
DEIlATl=-A#(EXP1U+EXP2U-1)##(-A-1)#(DEIUTI+DE2UT1); 
DE22AT1=-A#(2#EXPlU+2#EXP2U-3)##(-A-l)#(2#DE1UT1+2#DE2UT1); 
DE21ATl=-A#(2#EXPlU+EXP2U-2)##(-A-l)#(2#DElUTl+DE2UTl); 
DE12ATl=-A#(EXPlU+2#EXP2U-2)##(-A-l)#(DElUTl+2#DE2UTl); 
DPAT1=(1+B)#DE11AT1+B#(DE22AT1-DE21AT1-DE12AT1); 
********************************************************• 
IF(12 EQ CAT2) THEN DE2UET=0; 
ELSE DO; DE2UET = (SP#/A)#(l+EXP(-SD#(XU2*CUT-ET)#/0M##2))## 
(SP#/A-1); 
DE2UET = DE2UET#((EXP(-SD#(XU2*CUT-ET)#/0M##2))# 
(SD#/0M##2)); 
END; 
DE11AET=-A#(EXP1U+EXP2U-1)##(-A-1)#(DE2UET); 
DE22AET=-A#(2#EXPlU+2#EXP2U-3)##(-A-l)#(2#DE2UET); 
DE21AET=-A#(2#EXPlU+EXP2U-2)##(-A-l)#(DE2UET); 
DE12AET=-A#(EXPlU+2#EXP2U-2)##(-A-l)#(2#DE2UET); 
DPAET=(1+B)#DE11AET+B#(DE22AET-DE21AET-DE12AET); 
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********************************************************. 
IF(12 EQ CAT2) THEN DE2U0M=O; 
ELSE DO; DE2U0M = (SP#/A)#(1+EXP(-SD#(XU2*CUT-ET)#/0M##2))## 
(SP#/A-1); 
DE2U0M = DE2U0M#(EXP(-SD#(XU2*CUT-ET)#/0M##2)); 
DE2U0M = DE2U0M#(SD#(XU2*CUT-ET)#/0M##3)#2; 
END; 
DEI1A0M=-A#(EXP1U+EXP2U-1)##(-A-1)#(DE2U0M); 
DE22A0M=-A#(2#EXPlU+2#EXP2U-3)##(-A-1)#(2#DE2U0M); 
DE21A0M=-A#(2#EXP1U+EXP2U-2)##(-A-1)#(DE2U0M); 
DEI2A0M=-A#(EXP1U+2#EXP2U-2)##(-A-1)#(2#DE2U0M); 
DPAOM=(1+B)#DE1lAOM+B#(DE22AOM-DE21AOM-DE12AOM); 
********************************************************• 
IF(I1 EQ CATl) THEN DE1UA=0; 
ELSE DE1UA=EXP1U#L0G(1+EXP(-SD#XU1*CUT))#(-SP#/A##2); 
IF(12 EQ CAT2) THEN DE2UA=0; 
ELSE DE2UA=EXP2U#L0G(1+EXP(-SD#(XU2*CUT-ET)#/0M##2))#(-SP#/A##2); 
TMPAA=-LOG(EXP1U+EXP2U-1)-((A#(DE1UA+DE2UA))#/(EXP1U+EXP2U-1)); 
DEI1AA=TMPAA#E11A#DA; 
TMPAA=-L0G(2#EXPlU+2#EXP2U-3)-((A#(2#DE1UA+2#DE2UA))#/ 
(2#EXPlU+2#EXP2U-3)); 
DE22AA=TMPAA«E22A#DA; 
TMPAA=-L0G(2#EXPlU+EXP2U-2)-((A#(2#DE1UA+DE2UA))#/ 
(2#EXPlU+EXP2U-2)); 
DE21AA=TMPAA#E21A#DA; 
TMPAA=-LOG(EXPlU+2#EXP2U-2)-((A#(DE1UA+2#DE2UA))#/ 
(EXPlU+2#EXP2U-2)); 
DE12AA=TMPAA#E12A#DA; 
TMPAA=(E11A + E22A - E21A - E12A)#DB; 
DPAA=(TMPAA+(1+B)#DE11AA+B#DE22AA-B#DE21AA-B#DE12AA); 
******************************************************** J 
TMPDER(1,1)=DPAA; 
TMPDER(2 :CATl,1)=DPAT1; 
TMPDER((CAT1+1),1)=DPAET; 
TMPDER((CATl+2),1)=DPA0M; 
RETURN; 
PROC PRINT DATA=VMAT; 
TITLE2 'Asymptotic covariance matrix of MLEs'; 
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APPENDIX D: COMPUTER CODE FOR THE BIVARIATE 
LOGISTIC REGRESSION MODEL 
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***************************************************** 
* 
* Bivariate Logistic Multiple Regression Model 
* 
***************************************************** 
* 
* Coded in the SAS MATRIX language 
* Date of last revision: 6/89 
* 
***************************************************** 
• 
* User supplied variables: 
* 
* NPQP: the number of distinct rows in 
* matrix of covariates 
* NCATl: the number of response categories 
* for the row margin 
* NCAT2: the number of response categories 
* for the column margin 
* NRE6: the number of covariates 
* POPIND: the matrix of covariates 
* CATINDl: the incidence matrix used to 
* construct boundary points for row 
* margin 
* CATIND2: the incidence matrix used to 
* construct boundary points for column 
* margin 
* BZ: the matrix of categorical responses 
* LAM: starting value of lambda 
* REGI: starting value(s) of row regression 
* variable(s) 
* REG2: starting value(S) of column 
* regression variable(s) 
* CATl: starting values of row boundary 
* points 
* CAT2: starting values of column boundary 
* 
* 
points 
***************************************************** 
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TlTLEl 'Bivariate logistic regression model for ordered 
categorical data'; 
TITLE2 ' '; 
PROG MATRIX FUZZ; 
SP=1; 
SD=1; 
NPOP= ; 
NCAT1= ; 
NCAT2= ; 
NCAT12 = NCAT1#MCAT2; 
WREG= ; 
NPRM = 2#NREG + NCATl - 1 + NCAT2 -1+1; 
POPIND = ; 
CATINDl = ; 
CATIND2 = ; 
BZ = ; 
NOTE 'Table of observed counts'; 
PRINT BZ; 
NOTE PAGE ' '; 
EXPCNT = J.(NPOP#NCAT1,NCAT2,0); 
COUNT = 0; 
UPCHK = 0; 
D=J.(NPRM,1.0); 
DD=J.(NPRM.NPRM,0); 
FSC1=J.(NPRM.NPRM.0); 
FSC2=J.(NPRM.NPRM.0); 
FSC3=J.(NPRM.NPRM.0); 
PN = J.(NCAT12.1.0); 
DLPN = J.(NPRM,NCAT12.0); 
DLPN2 = DLPN; 
LAM = ; 
REGI = ; 
REG2 = ; 
CATl = ; 
CAT2 = ; 
B=(1-EXP(-LAM))#/(1+EXP(-LAM)) ; 
A=40#(((EXP(-2.5#LAM)-1)#/(EXP(-2.5#LAM)+1))+1) ; 
SOL=J.(NPRM,1,0); 
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S0L(1.1)=LAM; 
S0L(2:NCAT1,1)=CAT1; 
SOL(NCATl+1:NCATl+NCAT2-1,1)=CAT2; 
SOL(NCATl+NCAT2:NCAT1+NCAT2+NREG-1,1)=REG1; 
SOL(NCATl+NCAT2+NREG:NCAT1+NCAT2+NREG+NREG-1,1)=REG2; 
Vl=(3 - (5##.5))#/2; 
V2=((5##.5) - l)#/2; 
LINK LIKE; 
0LL=-2#DUM; 
NOTE '-2*log-likelihood at starting values'; 
PRINT OLL; 
GOTO START; 
AGAN: D=J.(NPRM,1,0); 
FSC1=J.(NPRM.NPRM,0); 
FSC2=J.(NPRM,NPRM,0); 
FSC3=J.(NPRM,NPRM,0); 
C0UNT=C0UNT+1; 
LINK LIKE; 
NLL=-2#DUM; 
IF(NLL GE OLL) THEN DO; 
0A=0; 
0B=1; 
GOTO SEVEN; 
END; 
0GAM=0; 
ORHO=OLL; 
FOUR: NGAM=0GAM+1; 
S0L=(LAM//CAT1//CAT2//REG1//REG2)+NGAM#DIR; 
LINK LIKE; 
NRH0=-2#DUM; 
IF(NRHO GE ORHO) THEN DO; 
OA=PGAM; 
OB=NGAM; 
GOTO SEVEN; 
END; 
PGAM=OGAM; 
OGAM=NGAM; 
ORHO=NRHO; 
GOTO FOUR; 
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SEVEN: OL=OB-OA; 
IF(OL LE .00001) THEN GOTO 0UT2; 
DELT=OA + V1#0L; 
SIG=0A + V2#0L; 
S0L=(LAM//CAT1//CAT2//REG1//REG2)+DELT#DIR; 
LINK LIKE; 
DRH0=-2#DUM; 
S0L=(LAM//CAT1//CAT2//REG1//REG2)+SIG#DIR; 
LINK LIKE; 
SRH0=-2#DUM; 
IF(DRHO LT SRHO) THEN DO; 
OA=OA; 
OB=SIG; 
GOTO SEVEN; 
END; 
OA=DELT; 
OB=OB; 
GOTO SEVEN; 
0UT2: ALPHA=(0A+0B)#/2; 
S0L=(LAH//CAT1//CAT2//REG1//REG2)+ALPHA#DIR; 
LINK LIKE; 
NLL=-2#DUM; 
IF(NLL GT OLD THEN DO; 
UPCHK=UPCHK+1; 
END; 
LAM = S0L(1,1); 
CATl = S0L(2:NCAT1,1) ; 
CAT2 = S0L(NCAT1+1:NCAT1+NCAT2-1,1); 
REGI = S0L(NCAT1+NCAT2:NCAT1+NCAT2+NREG-1,1); 
REG2 = S0L(NCAT1+NCAT2+NREG:NCAT1+NCAT2+NREG+NREG-1,1); 
B=(l-EXP(-LAM))#/(1+EXP(-LAM)); 
A=40#(((EXP(-2.5#LAM)-1)#/(EXP(-2.5#LAM)+1))+1); 
DIFF=ABS(OLL-NLL); 
IF((DIFF LT .0000001) OR (COUNT EQ 15)) THEN GOTO OUT; 
OLL=NLL; 
START: NLL=0; 
DA=-200#EXP(-2.5#LAM)#/((EXP(-2.5#LAM)+1)##2); 
DB=2#EXP(-LAM)#/((1+EXP(-LAM))##2); 
DO I = 1 TO NPOP; 
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X=POPIND(I,); 
PC0UNT=O; 
TMPBZ=BZ(((I-1)#NCATI)+1:(I#NCAT1),); 
XA=A;XB=B;XCAT1=CAT1;XCAT2=CAT2;XREG1=REG1;XREG2=REG2; 
CUT1=J.((NCAT1-1),1.0); 
CUT1(1,1)=CAT1(1,1); 
CUTl(2 :(NCATl-1),1)=CAT1(2 :(NCATl-l),l)##2; 
CUT2=J.((NCAT2-1),1,0); 
CUT2(1,1)=CAT2(1,1); 
CUT2(2 :(NCAT2-1),1)=GAT2(2 :(NCAT2-1).1)##2 ; 
DO II = 1 TO NCATl; 
DO 12 = 1 TO NCAT2; 
PCOUNT = PCOUNT + 1; 
111 = II - 1; 
I2L = 12 - 1; 
LINK SEXPU; 
IF((I1L NE 0) AND (I2L NE 0)) THEN DO; 
XL1=CATIND1(I1L,); 
XL2=CATIND2(I2L,); 
EXPIL = (1+EXP(-SD#(XL1*CUT1+X*REG1)))##(SP#/A); 
EXP2L = (1+EXP(-SD#(XL2*CUT2+X*REG2)))##(SP#/A); 
LINK SEA; 
LINK SEB; 
LINK SEC; 
LINK SED; 
LINK SPA; 
LINK SPB; 
LINK SPC; 
LINK SPD; 
PN(PC0UMT,1) = PA - PB - PC + PD; 
LINK SDLPNl; 
DLPN(,PCOUNT) = TMPDER; 
END; 
ELSE DO; 
IFdlL NE 0) THEN DO; 
XL1=CATIND1(I1L.); 
EXPIL = (1+EXP(-SD#(XL1*CUT1+X*REG1)))##(SP#/A); 
LINK SEA; 
LINK SEB; 
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LINK SPA; 
LINK SPB; 
PN(PC0UNT,1) = PA - PB; 
LINK SDLPN2; 
DLPN(,PCOUNT) = TMPDER; 
END; 
IF(I2L NE 0) THEN DO; 
XL2=CATIND2(I2L,); 
EXP2L = (1+EXP(-SD#(XL2*CUT2+X*REG2)))##(SP#/A); 
LINK SEA; 
LINK SEC; 
LINK SPA; 
LINK SPC; 
PN(PC0UNT,1) = PA - PC; 
LINK SDLPN3; 
DLPN(,PCOUNT) = TMPDER; 
END; 
IF((I1L EQ 0) AND (I2L EQ 0)) THEN DO; 
LINK SEA; 
LINK SPA; 
PN(PC0UNT,1) = PA; 
LINK SDLPN4; 
DLPN(,PCOUNT) = TMPDER; 
END; 
END; 
D = D + TMPBZ(Il,I2)#DLPN(,PC0UNT)#/PN(PC0UNT.l); 
END; 
END; 
EIJ=J.(NPRM,NPRM,0); 
EIJJ=EIJ; 
DO II = 1 TO NCAT12; 
EIJ = EIJ + (DLPN(.I1)*DLPN(,I1)')#/PN(I1,1): 
END; 
FSCl = FSCl + TMPBZ(+,+)#EIJ; 
END; 
DD=FSC1; 
EVAL=EIGVAL(DD); 
SEVAL=EVAL(NPRM,1): 
IF(SEVAL LE 0) THEN DO; 
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ADJST=-1#SEVAL + .01; 
DD=DD + ADJST#I.(NPRM); 
NOTE 'The Fisher information matrix is not positive definite'; 
MOTE 'The smallest eigenvalue is'; 
PRINT SEVAL; 
END; 
ASYMVAR=INV(DD); 
DIR=ASYMVAR*D; 
S0L=(LAM//CAT1//CAT2//REG1//REG2)+DIR; 
GOTO AGAN; 
OUT; BIGN=BZ(+,+); 
PI=3.1415927; 
Cl=-3#/(PI##2); 
C2=3#/(PI##2); 
al=-.213094916; 
a2=. 092987754; 
a3=1.373870096; 
TMPLAM=LAM; 
LINK RHO; 
RHAT=TMPRHAT; 
TMPLAM=LAM-.00001; 
LINK RHO; 
DERLAM=(RHAT-TMPRHAT)#/(.00001); 
DERVAR=J.(NPRM,NPRM,0); 
DERVAR(1,1)=DERLAM; 
DO 10=1 TO NREG; 
DERVAR(NCAT1+NCAT2-1+I0,NCATl+NCAT2-1+I0)=1; 
DERVAR(NCAT1+NCAT2+NREG-1+I0,NCAT1+NCAT2+NREG-1+I0) =1 ; 
END; 
DERVAR(2:NCATl,2)=J.(NCATl-1,1,1); 
DERVAR(NCAT1+1:NCAT1+NCAT2-1,NCAT1+1)=J.(NCAT2-1,1,1); 
DO 10=3 TO NCATl; 
DERVAR(10 :NCATl,IO)=J.(NCATl-IO+1,1,2#CAT1(lO-l,1)); 
END; 
DO I0=NCATl+2 TO NCAT1+NCAT2-1; 
DERVAR(10 :NCAT1+NCAT2-1,10) = 
J.(NCAT1+NCAT2-I0,1,2#CAT2(I0-NCAT1,1)); 
END; 
VARPRM=DERVAR*ASYMVAR*DERVAR'; 
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SRHO=J.(1,2,0); 
SRH0(1.1)=RHAT; 
SRH0(1,2)=(VARPRM(1,1))##.5; 
B0UNDRY1=J.(NCATl-1,2,0); 
B0UNDRY2=J.(MCAT2-1,2,0); 
BOUNDRYl(1,1)=CAT1(1,1); 
BOUMDRYl(1,2)=(VARPRM(2,2))##.5; 
DO 10=2 TO NCATl-1; 
B0UNDRY1(I0,1)=B0UNDRY1(I0-1,1) + (CAT1(I0,1))##2; 
BOUNDRYl(10,2)=(VARPRM(lO+l,10+1))##.5; 
END; 
B0UNDRY2(1,1)=CAT2(1,1); 
B0UNDRY2(1,2) = (VARPRM(NCATl+1,NCATl+1))##.5 ; 
DO 10=2 TO NCAT2-1; 
B0UNDRY2(I0,1)=B0UNDRY2(I0-1,1) + (CAT2(I0,1))##2; 
B0UNDRY2(I0,2)=(VARPRM(NCAT1+I0,NCAT1+I0))##.5; 
END; 
SREG1=J.(NREG,2,0); 
SREG2=J.(NREG,2.0); 
SREG1(1:NREG,1)=REG1; 
SREG2(1:NREG,1)=REG2; 
DO 10=1 TO NREG; 
SRE61(10,2)=(VARPRM(NCAT1+NCAT2-1+I0,NCAT1+NCAT2-1+I0))##.5 ; 
SREG2(I0,2)= 
(VARPRM(NCATl+NCAT2+NREG-1+I0,NCAT1+NCAT2+NREG-1+I0))##.5 ; 
END; 
NOTE '-2*log-likelihood at MLEs'; 
PRINT NLL; 
NOTE 'Last decrease in value of -2*log-likelihood'; 
PRINT DIFF; 
NOTE 'Number of iterations' ; 
PRINT COUNT; 
NOTE 'Number of iterations yielding no improvement'; 
PRINT UPCHK; 
NOTE PAGE ' '; 
NOTE 'MLEs of boundary points and standard errors of row variable'; 
PRINT BOUNDRYl; 
NOTE 'MLEs of regression parameters euid standard errors of 
row variable'; 
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PRINT SREGl; 
NOTE 'MLEs of boundary points emd standard errors of coluinn variable' ; 
PRINT B0UNDRY2; 
NOTE 'MLEs of regression parameters and standard errors of 
column variable'; 
PRINT SREGl; 
NOTE 'MLE of correlation coefficient emd standard error'; 
PRINT SRHO; 
NOTE PAGE ' '; 
NOTE 'Total seimple size'; 
PRINT BIGN; 
NOTE 'Table of expected counts' ; 
PRINT EXPCNT; 
DEGF=NP0P#(NCAT12 - 1) - NPRM; 
DIFCNT=BZ-EXPCNT; 
DIFCNT=DIFCNT##2; 
DIFCMT=DIFCNT#/EXPCNT; 
CHISq=DIFCNT(+,+); 
PCHIP=1-PRQBCHI(CHISQ,DEGF); 
DEV=0; 
DO II = 1 TO NPGP#NCAT1; 
DO 12 = 1 TO NCAT2; 
IF(BZ(I1,I2) GT 0) THEN DO; 
DEV=DEV+2#(BZ(I1,I2)#(L0G(BZ(I1.I2)#/EXPCNT(I1,I2)))); 
END; 
END; 
END; 
PCHIG=1-PR0BCHI(DEV,DEGF); 
* If appropriate, goodness of fit statistics may be printed; 
* PRINT DEGF CHISQ PCHIP DEV PCHIG; 
OUTPUT VARPRM OUT=VMAT; 
STOP; 
RHO: L1=TMPLAM; 
L2=TMPLAM##2; 
TMPRHAT=(C1+(C2+A1#L1+A2#L2)#EXP(A3#L1))#/ 
(1+(C2+A1#L1+A2#L2)#EXP(A3#L1)); 
RETURN; 
SEXPU; IF(I1 EQ NCATl) THEM EXP1U=1; 
ELSE DO ; 
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XU1=CATIND1(I1,); 
EXPIU = (1+EXP(-SD#(XU1*CUT1+X*XREG1)))##(SP#/XA); 
END; 
IF(12 EQ NCAT2) THEN EXP2U=1; 
ELSE DO; 
XU2=CATIND2(I2,); 
EXP2U = (1+EXP(-SD#(XU2*CUT2+X*XREG2)))##(SP#/XA); 
END; 
RETURN; 
SEA: EllA = (EXPIU + EXP2U - 1)##(-XA); 
E22A (2#EXP1U + 2#EXP2U -3)##(-XA); 
E21A = (2#EXP1U + EXP2U - 2)##(-XA); 
E12A — (EXPIU + 2#EXP2U - 2)##(-XA); 
RETURN; 
SEB: EllB = (EXPIL + EXP2U - 1)##(-XA); 
E22B (2#EXP1L + 2#EXP2U -3)##(-XA); 
E21B = (2#EXP1L + EXP2U - 2)##(-XA); 
E12B (EXPIL + 2#EXP2U - 2)##(-XA); 
RETURN; 
SEC: EllC (EXPIU + EXP2L - 1)##(-XA); 
E22C = (2#EXP1U + 2#EXP2L -3)##(-XA); 
E21C (2#EXP1U + EXP2L - 2)##(-XA); 
E12C (EXPIU + 2#EXP2L - 2)##(-XA); 
RETURN; 
SED: ElID (EXPIL + EXP2L - 1)##(-XA); 
E22D (2#EXP1L + 2#EXP2L -3)##(-XA); 
E21D = (2#EXP1L + EXP2L - 2)##(-XA); 
E12D = (EXPIL + 2#EXP2L - 2)##(-XA); 
RETURN; 
SPA: PA = (1 + XB)#E11A + XB#(E22A - E21A - E12A); RETURN 
SPB: PB = (1 + XB)#E11B + XB#(E22B - E21B - E12B); RETURN 
SPC: PC = (1 + XB)#E11C + XB#(E22C - E21C - E12C); RETURN 
SPD: PD = (1 + XB)#E11D + XB#(E22D - E21D - E12D); RETURN 
LIKE: DUM=0; 
CUT1=J.((NCAT1-1),1,0); 
CUT1(1.1)=S0L(2,1); 
CUTl(2 :(NCATl-1).1)=SOL(3 :NCATl.1)##2 ; 
CUT2=J.((NCAT2-1),1.0); 
CUT2(1,1)=SOL(NCATl+1,1); 
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CUT2(2:(NCAT2-1),l)=S0L(NCATl+2:NCAT1+NCAT2-1.1)##2; 
XPII=J. (NCAT12,1,0); 
XB=(1-EXP(-S0L(1,1)))#/(1+EXP(-S0L(1,1))); 
XA=40#(((EXP(-2.5#S0L(1,1))-1)#/(EXP(-2.5#S0L(1.1))+!))+!): 
XREG1=S0L(NCAT1+MCAT2:NCAT1+NCAT2+NREG-1,1); 
XREG2=S0L(NCAT1+KCAT2+NREG: 1ICAT1+NCAT2+NREG+NREG-1,1); 
DO I = 1 TO NPOP; 
X = POPINDCI,); 
SC0UMT=0; 
DO II = 1 TO NCATl; 
DO 12 = 1 TO NCAT2; 
SC0UKT=SC0UNT+1; 
IlL = II - 1; 
I2L = 12 - 1; 
LINK SEXPU; 
IF((I1L NE 0) AND (I2L NE 0)) THEN DO; 
XL1=CATIND1(I1L,); 
XL2=CATIND2(I2L.); 
EXPIL = (1+EXP(-SD#(XL1*CUT1+X*XREG1)))##(SP#/XA); 
EXP2L = (1+EXP(-SD#(XL2*CUT2+X*XREG2)))##(SP#/XA): 
LINK SEA; 
LINK SEE; 
LINK SEC; 
LINK SED; 
LINK SPA; 
LINK SPB; 
LINK SPC; 
LINK SPD; 
XPN(SCOUNT,1)=PA-PB-PC+PD; 
END; 
ELSE DO; 
IFdlL NE 0) THEN DO; 
XL1=CATIND1(I1L,); 
EXPIL = (1+EXP(-SD#(XL1*CUT1+X*XREG1)))##(SP#/XA); 
LINK SEA; 
LINK SEB; 
LINK SPA; 
LINK SPB; 
XPN(SC0UNT,1)=PA-PB; 
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IF(I2L NE 0) THEN DO; 
XL2=CATIND2(I2L,); 
EXP2L = (1+EXP(-SD#(XL2*CUT2+X#XREG2)))##(SP#/XA); 
LINK SEA; 
LINK SEC; 
LINK SPA; 
LINK SPC; 
XPN(SCOUNT,1)=PA-PC; 
END; 
IF((I1L EQ 0) AND (I2L EQ 0)) THEN DO; 
LINK SEA; 
LINK SPA; 
XPN(SC0UNT,1)=PA; 
END; 
END; 
END; 
END; 
TCHK=XPN(+,1); 
IF((TCHK GT 1.00001) OR (MIN(XPN) LE 0) OR (MAX(XPN) GE 1) 
OR (TCHK LT .99999)) THEN DO; 
NOTE 'Program failed. Check starting values'; 
PRINT I TCHK XPN SOL; 
GOTO OUT; 
END; 
SCOUNT = 0; 
TMPBZ=BZ(((I-1)#NCAT1)+1:(I#NCAT1),); 
DO II = 1 TO NCATl; 
DO 12 = 1 TO NGAT2; 
SCOUNT = SCOUNT + 1; 
DUM = DUM + TMPBZ(I1,I2)#(L0G(XPN(SC0UNT,1))); 
EXPCNT(((I-1)#NCAT1)+I1,I2) = TMPBZ(+,+)#XPN(SCOUNT,l); 
END; 
END; 
END; 
RETURN; 
SDLPNl; 
TMPDER=J.(NPRM,1,0); 
******************************************************** « 
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SCL=J.((NCATl-1),(MCATl-1),0); 
SCL(1,1)=1; 
DO ISCL=2 TO NCATl-1,• 
SCL(ISCL.ISCL)=2#CATl(ISCL.l); 
END; 
IF(II EQ NCATl) THEN DE1UT1=J.((NCATl-1).1.0); 
ELSE DO; DEIUTI = (SP#/A)#(1+EXP(-SD#(XU1*CUT1+X*REG1)))## 
(SP#/A-1); 
SXU=SCL*XU1'; 
DElUTl = DE1UT1#((EXP(-SD#(XU1*CUT1+X*REG1)))#(-SD#SXU)); 
END; 
DEILTI = 
(SP#/A)#(1+EXP(-SD#(XL1*CUT1+X*REG1)))##(SP#/A-1); 
SXL=SCL*XL1'; 
DEILTI = DE1LT1#((EXP(-SD#(XL1*CUT1+X*REG1)))#(-SD#SXL)); 
DEI1AT1=-A#(EXP1U+EXP2U-1)##(-A-1)#(DEIUTI); 
DE22ATl=-A#(2#EXPlU+2#EXP2U-3)##(-A-l)#(2#DElUTl): 
DE21AT1=-A#(2#EXPlU+EXP2U-2)##(-A-1)#(2#DE1UT1); 
DE12ATl=-A#(EXPlU+2#EXP2U-2)##(-A-l)#(DElUTl); 
DEI1BT1=-A#(EXP1L+EXP2U-1)##(-A-1)#(DEILTI); 
DE22BT1=-A#(2#EXPlL+2#EXP2U-3)##(-A-1)#(2#DE1LT1); 
DE21BT1=-A#(2#EXPlL+EXP2U-2)##(-A-l)#(2#DE1LT1); 
DE12BTl=-A#(EXPlL+2#EXP2U-2)##(-A-l)#(DElLTl); 
DEI1CT1=-A#(EXP1U+EXP2L-1)##(-A-1)#(DEIUTI); 
DE22CTl=-A#(2#EXPlU+2#EXP2L-3)##(-A-l)#(2#DElUTl); 
DE21CT1=-A#(2#EXPlU+EXP2L-2)##(-A-1)#(2#DE1UT1); 
DE12CTl=-A#(EXPlU+2#EXP2L-2)##(-A-l)#(DElUTl); 
DEI1DT1=-A#(EXP1L+EXP2L-1)##(-A-1)#(DEILTI); 
DE22DTl=-A#(2#EXPlL+2#EXP2L-3)##(-A-1)#(2#DE1LT1); 
DE21DTl=-A#(2#EXPlL+EXP2L-2)##(-A-l)#(2#DElLTl); 
DE12DTl=-A#(EXPlL+2#EXP2L-2)##(-A-l)#(DElLTl); 
DPAC1=(1+B)#DE11AT1+B#(DE22AT1-DE21ATI-DE12AT1); 
DPBC1=(1+B)#DE11BT1+B#(DE22BT1-DE21BT1-DE12BT1); 
DPCC1=(1+B)#DE11CT1+B#(DE22CT1-DE21CT1-DE12CT1); 
DPDC1=(1+B)#DE11DT1+B#(DE22DT1-DE21DT1-DE12DT1); 
********************************************************• 
SCL=J.((NCAT2-1),(NCAT2-1).0); 
SCL(1,1)=1; 
DO ISCL=2 TO NCAT2-1; 
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SCL(ISCL,ISCL)=2#CAT2(ISCL,1); 
END; 
IF(I2 EQ NCAT2) THEN DE2UT1=J.((NCAT2-1),1.0); 
ELSE DO ; DE2UT1=(SP#/A)#(1+EXP(-SD#(XU2*CUT2+X*REG2)))##(SP#/A-1); 
SXU=SCL*XU2'; 
DE2UT1 = DE2UT1#((EXP(-SD#(XU2*CUT2+X*REG2)))#(-SD#SXU)); 
END; 
DE2LT1=(SP#/A)#(1+EXP(-SD#(XL2*CUT2+X*REG2)))##(SP#/A-1); 
SXL=SCL*XL2'; 
DE2LT1 = DE2LT1#((EXP(-SD#(XL2*CUT2+X*REG2)))#(-SD#SXL)); 
DE11AT1=-A#(EXP1U+EXP2U-1)##(-A-1)#(DE2UT1); 
DE22AT1=-A#(2#EXPlU+2#EXP2U-3)##(-A-1)#(2#DE2UT1); 
DE21ATl=-A#(2#EXPlU+EXP2U-2)##(-A-l)#(DE2UTl); 
DE12ATl=-A#(EXPlU+2#EXP2U-2)##(-A-l)#(2#DE2im); 
DEI1BT1=-A#(EXP1L+EXP2U-1)##(-A-1)#(DE2UT1); 
DE22BT1=-A#(2#EXPlL+2#EXP2U-3)##(-A-1)#(2#DE2UTl); 
DE21BTl=-A#(2#EXPlL+EXP2U-2)##(-A-l)#(DE2UTl); 
DE12BTl=-A#(EXPlL+2#EXP2U-2)##(-A-l)#(2#DE2UTl); 
DEI1CT1=-A#(EXP1U+EXP2L-1)##(-A-1)#(DE2LT1); 
DE22CTl=-A#(2#EXPlU+2#EXP2L-3)##(-A-l)#(2#DE2LTl); 
DE21CT1=-A#(2#EXPlU+EXP2L-2)##(-A-1)#(DE2LT1); 
DEI2CT1=-A#(EXPlU+2#EXP2L-2)##(-A-1)#(2#DE2LT1); 
DEI1DT1=-A#(EXP1L+EXP2L-1)##(-A-1)#(DE2LT1); 
DE22DTl=-A#(2#EXPlL+2#EXP2L-3)##(-A-l)#(2#DE2LTl); 
DE21DTl=-A#(2#EXPlL+EXP2L-2)##(-A-l)#(DE2LTl); 
DE12DTl=-A#(EXPlL+2#EXP2L-2)##(-A-l)#(2#DE2LTl); 
DPAC2=(1+B)#DEHAT1+B#(DE22AT1-DE21AT1-DE12AT1) ; 
DPBC2=(1+B)#DE1IBTl+B#(DE22BT1-DE21BT1-DE12BT1); 
DPCC2=(1+B)#DE11CT1+B#(DE22CT1-DE21CT1-DE12CT1); 
DPDC2=(1+B)#DE1IDTl+B#(DE22DT1-DE21DT1-DE12DT1); 
******************************************************** ; 
IF(II EQ NCATl) THEN DE1UT1=J.(NREG.1.0); 
ELSE DO ; DE1UT1=(SP#/A)#(1+EXP(-SD#(XU1*CUT1+X*REG1)))##(SP#/A-1); 
DEIUTI = DE1UT1#((EXP(-SD#(XU1*CUT1+X*REG1)))#(-SD#X')); 
END; 
DE1LT1=(SP#/A)#(1+EXP(-SD#(XL1*CUT1+X*REG1)))##(SP#/A-1); 
DEILTI = DE1LT1#((EXP(-SD#(XH*CUT1+X*REG1)))#(-SD#X')); 
DE11AT1=-A#(EXP1U+EXP2U-1)##(-A-1)#(DE1UT1); 
DE22ATl=-A#(2#EXPlU+2#EXP2U-3)##(-A-l)#(2#DElUTl); 
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DE21AT1=-A#(2#EXPlU+EXP2U-2)##(-A-1)#(2#DE1UT1); 
DE12ATl=-A#(EXPlU+2#EXP2U-2)##(-A-l)#(DElUTl); 
DEI1BT1=-A#(EXP1L+EXP2U-1)##(-A-1)#(DEILTI); 
DE22BT1=-A#(2#EXPlL+2#EXP2U-3)##(-A-1)#(2#DE1LT1); 
DE21BTl=-A#(2#EXPlL+EXP2U-2)##(-A-l)#(2#DElLTl); 
DE12BTl=-A#(EXPlL+2#EXP2U-2)##(-A-l)#(DElLTl); 
DEI1CT1=-A#(EXP1U+EXP2L-1)##(-A-1)#(DEIUTI); 
DE22CTl=-A#(2#EXPlU+2#EXP2L-3)##(-A-l)#(2#DElUTl): 
DE21CT1=-A#(2#EXP1U+EXP2L-2)##(-A-1)#(2#DE1UT1); 
DE12CTl=-A#(EXPlU+2#EXP2L-2)##(-A-l)#(DElUTl); 
DEI1DT1=-A#(EXP1L+EXP2L-1)##(-A-1)#(DEILTI); 
DE22DT1=-A#(2#EXPlL+2#EXP2L-3)##(-A-1)#(2#DE1LT1); 
DE21DTl=-A#(2#EXPlL+EXP2L-2)##(-A-l)#(2#DElLTl); 
DE12DT1=-A#(EXPlL+2#EXP2L-2)##(-A-1)#(DEILTI); 
DPAR1=(1+B)#DE11AT1+B#(DE22AT1-DE21AT1-DE12AT1); 
DPBR1=(1+B)#DE11BT1+B#(DE22BT1-DE21BT1-DE12BT1); 
DPCRl=(l+B)#DEllCTl+B#(DE22CTi-DE21CTl-DE12CTl); 
DPDR1=(1+B)#DE11DT1+B#(DE22DT1-DE21DT1-DE12DT1); 
********************************************************• 
IF(I2 EQ NCAT2) THEN DE2UT1=J.(NREG.l.O); 
ELSE DO; DE2UT1 = (SP#/A)#(1+EXP(-SD#(XU2*CUT2+X*REG2)))##(SP#/A-1); 
DE2UT1 = DE2UT1#((EXP(-SD#(XU2*CUT2+X*REG2)))#(-SD#X')); 
END; 
DE2LT1 = (SP#/A)#(1+EXP(-SD#(XL2*CUT2+X*REG2)))##(SP#/A-1); 
DE2LT1 = DE2LT1#((EXP(-SD#(XL2*CUT2+X*REG2)))#(-SD#X')); 
DEI1AT1=-A#(EXP1U+EXP2U-1)##(-A-1)#(DE2UT1); 
DE22ATl=-A#(2#EXPlU+2#EXP2U-3)##(-A-l)#(2#DE2UTl); 
DE21ATl=-A#(2#EXPlU+EXP2U-2)##(-A-l)#(DE2UTl); 
DEI2AT1=-A#(EXPlU+2#EXP2U-2)##(-A-1)#(2#DE2UT1); 
DEI1BT1=-A#(EXP1L+EXP2U-1)##(-A-1)#(DE2UT1); 
DE22BT1=-A#(2#EXPlL+2#EXP2U-3)##(-A-1)#(2#DE2UT1); 
DE21BT1=-A#(2#EXPlL+EXP2U-2)##(-A-1)#(DE2UT1); 
DE12BT1=-A#(EXPlL+2#EXP2U-2)##(-A-1)#(2#DE2UT1); 
DEI1CT1=-A#(EXP1U+EXP2L-1)##(-A-l)#(DE2LT1); 
DE22CTl=-A#(2#EXPlU+2#EXP2L-3)##(-A-l)#(2#DE2LTl); 
DE21CTl=-A#(2#EXPlU+EXP2L-2)##(-A-l)#(DE2LTl); 
DEI2CT1=-A#(EXPlU+2#EXP2L-2)##(-A-1)#(2#DE2LT1); 
DEI1DT1=-A#(EXP1L+EXP2L-1)##(-A-1)#(DE2LT1); 
DE22DTl=-A#(2#EXPlL+2#EXP2L-3)##(-A-l)#(2#DE2LTl); 
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DE21DTl=-A#(2#EXPlL+EXP2L-2)##(-A-l)#(DE2LTl); 
DE12DT1=-A#(EXPlL+2#EXP2L-2)##(-A-1)#(2#DE2LT1); 
DPAR2=(1+B)#DE11AT1+B#(DE22AT1-DE21AT1-DE12AT1); 
DPBR2=(1+B)#DE1IBTl+B#(DE22BT1-DE21BT1-DE12BT1); 
DPCR2=(1+B)#DE11CT1+B#(DE22CT1-DE21CT1-DE12CT1); 
DPDR2=(1+B)#DE11DT1+B#(DE22DT1-DE21DT1-DE12DT1); 
********************************************************• 
IF(II EQ KCATl) THEN DE1UA=0; 
ELSE DE1UA=EXP1U#L0G(1+EXP(-SD#(XU1*CUT1+X*REG1)))#(-SP#/A##2); 
IF(12 EQ NCAT2) THEN DE2UA=0; 
ELSE DE2UA=EXP2U#L0G(1+EXP(-SD#(XU2*CUT2+X*REG2)))#(-SP#/A##2); 
DE1LA=EXP1L#L0G(1+EXP(-SD#(XL1*CUT1+X*REG1)))#(-SP#/A##2); 
DE2LA=EXP2L#L0G(1+EXP(-SD#(XL2*CUT2+X*REG2)))#(-SP#/A##2); 
TMPAA=-L0G(EXP1U+EXP2U-1)-((A#(DE1UA+DE2UA))#/(EXP1U+EXP2U-1)); 
DEI1AA=TMPAA#E11A#DA; 
TMPAA=-L0G(2#EXPlU+2#EXP2U-3)-((A#(2#DE1UA+2#DE2UA))#/ 
(2#EXPlU+2#EXP2U-3)); 
DE22AA=TMPAA#E22A#DA; 
TMPAA=-L0G(2#EXPlU+EXP2U-2)-((A#(2#DE1UA+DE2UA))#/ 
(2#EXPlU+EXP2U-2)); 
DE21AA=TMPAA#E21A#DA; 
TMPAA=-L0G(EXPlU+2#EXP2U-2)-((A#(DE1UA+2#DE2UA))#/ 
(EXPlU+2#EXP2U-2)); 
DE12AA=TMPAA#E12A#DA; 
TMPAA=(E11A + E22A - E21A - E12A)#DB; 
DPAA=(TMPAA+(1+B)#DE11AA+B#DE22AA-B#DE21AA-B#DE12AA); 
TMPBA=-L0G(EXP1L+EXP2U-1)-((A#(DE1LA+DE2UA))#/(EXP1L+EXP2U-1)); 
DEI1BA=TMPBA#E11B#DA; 
TMPBA=-L0G(2#EXPlL+2#EXP2U-3)-((A#(2#DElLA+2#DE2UA))#/ 
(2#EXPlL+2#EXP2U-3)); 
DE22BA=TMPBA#E22B#DA; 
THPBA=-LOG(2#EXPlL+EXP2U-2)-((A#(2#DE1LA+DE2UA))#/ 
(2#EXPlL+EXP2U-2)); 
DE21BA=TMPBA#E21B#DA; 
THPBA=-L0G(EXPlL+2#EXP2U-2)-((A#(DE1LA+2#DE2UA))#/ 
(EXPlL+2#EXP2U-2)); 
DE12BA=TMPBA#E12B#DA; 
TMPBA=(E11B + E22B - E21B - E12B)#DB; 
DPBA=(TMPBA+(1+B)#DE11BA+B#DE22BA-B#DE21BA-B#DE12BA); 
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TMPCA=-L0G(EXP1U+EXP2L-1)-((A#(DE1UA+DE2LA))#/(EXP1U+EXP2L-1)); 
DEI1CA=TMPCA#E11C#DA; 
TMPCA=-L0G(2#EXPlU+2#EXP2L-3)-((A#(2#DElUA+2#DE2LA))#/ 
(2#EXPlU+2#EXP2L-3)); 
DE22CA=TMPCA#E22C#DA: 
TMPCA=-L0G(2#EXPlU+EXP2L-2)-((A#(2#DElUA+DE2LA))#/ 
(2#EXPlU+EXP2L-2)); 
DE21CA=TMPCA#E21C#DA; 
TMPCA=-LQG(EXPlU+2#EXP2L-2)-((A#(DE1UA+2#DE2LA))#/ 
(EXPlU+2#EXP2L-2)); 
DEI2CA=TMPCA#E12C#DA; 
TMPCA=(E11C + E22C - E21C - E12C)#DB; 
DPCA=(TMPCA+(1+B)#DE11CA+B#DE22CA-B#DE21CA-B#DE12CA); 
TMPDA=-L0G(EXP1L+EXP2L-1)-((A#(DE1LA+DE2LA))#/(EXP1L+EXP2L-1)); 
DEI1DA=TMPDA#E11D#DA; 
TMPDA=-LQG(2#EXPlL+2#EXP2L-3)-((A#(2#DElLA+2#DE2LA))#/ 
(2#EXPlL+2#EXP2L-3)); 
DE22DA=TMPDA#E22D#DA; 
TMPDA=-L0G(2#EXPlL+EXP2L-2)-((A#(2#DElLA+DE2LA))#/ 
(2#EXPlL+EXP2L-2)); 
DE21DA=TMPDA#E21D#DA; 
TMPDA=-LOG(EXPlL+2#EXP2L-2)-((A#(DE1LA+2#DE2LA))#/ 
(EXPlL+2#EXP2L-2)); 
DE12DA=TMPDA#E12D#DA; 
TMPDA=(E11D + E22D - E21D - E12D)#DB; 
DPDA=(TMPDA+(1+B)#DE11DA+B#DE22DA-B#DE21DA-B#DE12DA); 
******************************************************** J 
TMPDER(1,1)=DPAA-DPBA-DPCA+DPDA; 
TMPDER(2:NCATl.1)=DPAC1-DPBC1-DPCC1+DPDC1; 
TMPDER((NCATl+1):(NCATl+NCAT2-1),1)=DPAC2-DPBC2-DPCC2+DPDC2; 
TMPDER((NCATl+NCAT2):(NCAT1+NCAT2+NREG-1),1)=DPAR1-DPBR1-
DPCRl+DPDRl; 
TMPDER(NCAT1+NCAT2+NREG:NCAT1+NCAT2+2#KREG-1,1)=DPAR2-DPBR2-DPCR2 + 
DPDR2; 
RETURN; 
SDLPN2: 
TMPDER=J.(NPRM.l.O); 
******************************************************** J 
SCL=J.((NCATl-1),(NCATl-1),0); 
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SCL(1,1)=1; 
DO ISCL=2 TO NCATl-1; 
SCL(ISCL,ISCL)=2#CAT1(ISCL,1); 
END; 
IF(I1 EQ NCATl) THEN DE1UT1=J.((NCATl-1),1,0); 
ELSE DO; DEIUTI = (SP#/A)#(1+EXP(-SD#(XU1*CUT1+X*REG1)))##(SP#/A-1); 
SXU=SCL*XU1'; 
DElUTl = DE1UT1#((EXP(-SD#(XU1*CUT1+X*REG1)))#(-SD#SXU)); 
END; 
DEILTI = (SP#/A)#(1+EXP(-SD#(XL1»CUT1+X*REG1)))##(SP#/A-1); 
SXL=SCL*XL1'; 
DEILTI = DE1LT1#((EXP(-SD#(XL1*CUT1+X*REG1)))#(-SD#SXL)); 
DE11AT1=-A#(EXP1U+EXP2U-1)##(-A-1)#(DE1UT1); 
DE22AT1=-A#(2#EXPlU+2#EXP2U-3)##(-A-l)#(2#DE1UT1); 
DE21ATl=-A#(2#EXPlU+EXP2U-2)##(-A-l)#(2#DElUTl); 
DE12ATl=-A#(EXPlU+2#EXP2U-2)##(-A-l)#(DElUTl); 
DE11BT1=-A#(EXP1L+EXP2U-1)##(-A-1)#(DE1LT1); 
DE22BT1=-A#(2#EXPlL+2#EXP2U-3)##(-A-1)#(2#DE1LT1 ) ; 
DE21BTl=-A#(2#EXPlL+EXP2U-2)##(-A-l)#(2#DElLTl); 
DE12BTl=-A#(EXPlL+2#EXP2U-2)##(-A-l)#(DElLTl); 
DPAC1=(1+B)#DE11AT1+B#(DE22AT1-DE21AT1-DE12AT1); 
DPBC1=(1+B)#DE11BT1+B#(DE22BT1-DE21BT1-DE12BT1); 
********************************************************• 
SCL=J.((NCAT2-1),(NCAT2-1),0); 
SCL(1,1)=1; 
DO ISCL=2 TO NCAT2-1; 
SCL(ISCL,ISCL)=2#CAT2(ISCL,1); 
END; 
IF(I2 EQ NCAT2) THEN DE2UT1=J.((NCAT2-1),1,0); 
ELSE DO; DE2UT1 = (SP#/A)#(l+EXP(-SD#(XU2*CUT2+X*REG2)))##(SP#/A-l); 
SXU=SCL*XU2'; 
DE2UT1 = DE2UT1#((EXP(-SD#(XU2*CUT2+X*REG2)))#(-SD#SXU)); 
END; 
DE11AT1=-A#(EXP1U+EXP2U-1)##(-A-1)#(DE2UT1); 
DE22ATl=-A#(2#EXPlU+2#EXP2U-3)##(-A-l)#(2#DE2UTl); 
DE21AT1=-A#(2#EXPlU+EXP2U-2)##(-A-1)#(DE2UT1); 
DE12ATl=-A#(EXPlU+2#EXP2U-2)##(-A-l)#(2#DE2UTl); 
DEI1BT1=-A#(EXP1L+EXP2U-1)##(-A-1)#(DE2UT1) ; 
DE22BTl=-A#(2#EXPlL+2#EXP2U-3)##(-A-l)#(2#DE2UTl); 
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DE21BTl=-A#(2#EXPlL+EXP2U-2)##(-A-l)#(DE2UTl); 
DE12BT1=-A#(EXPlL+2#EXP2U-2)##(-A-1)#(2#DE2UT1) ; 
DPAC2=(1+B)#DE11AT1+B#(DE22AT1-DE21AT1-DE12AT1); 
DPBC2=(1+B)#DE11BT1+B#(DE22BT1-DE21BT1-DE12BT1); 
********************************************************. 
IF(I1 EQ NCATl) THEN DE1UT1=J.(NREG.l.O); 
ELSE DO; DEIUTI = (SP#/A)#(1+EXP(-SD#(XU1*CUT1+X*REG1)))##(SP#/A-1); 
DEIUTI = DE1UT1#((EXP(-SD#(XU1*CUT1+X*REG1)))#(-SD#X')); 
END; 
DEILTI = (SP#/A)#(1+EXP(-SD#(XL1*CUT1+X*REG1)))##(SP#/A-1); 
DEILTI = DE1LT1#((EXP(-SD#(XL1*CUT1+X*REG1)))#(-SD#X')); 
DEI1AT1=-A#(EXP1U+EXP2U-1)##(-A-1)#(DEIUTI); 
DE22AT1=-A#(2#EXPlU+2#EXP2U-3)##(-A-1)#(2#DE1UT1) ; 
DE21ATl=-A#(2#EXPlU+EXP2U-2)##(-A-l)#(2#DElUTl); 
DE12ATl=-A#(EXPlU+2#EXP2U-2)##(-A-l)#(DElUTl); 
DEI1BT1=-A#(EXP1L+EXP2U-1)##(-A-1)#(DEILTI); 
DE22BTl=-A#(2#EXPlL+2#EXP2U-3)##(-A-l)#(2#DElLTl); 
DE21BTl=-A#(2#EXPlL+EXP2U-2)##(-A-l)#(2#DElLTl); 
DE12BTl=-A#(EXPlL+2#EXP2U-2)##(-A-l)#(DElLTl); 
DPAR1=(1+B)#DE11AT1+B#(DE22AT1-DE21AT1-DE12AT1); 
DPBR1=(1+B)#DE1IBTl+B#(DE22BT1-DE21BT1-DE12BT1); 
********************************************************. 
IF(I2 EQ NCAT2) THEN DE2UT1=J.(NREG.l.O); 
ELSE DO; DE2UT1 = (SP#/A)#(1+EXP(-SD#(XU2*CUT2+X*REG2)))##(SP#/A-1); 
DE2UT1 = DE2UT1#((EXP(-SD#(XU2*CUT2+X*REG2)))#(-SD#X')): 
END; 
DE2LT1 = (SP#/A)#(1+EXP(-SD#(XL2*CUT2+X*REG2)))##(SP#/A-1); 
DE2LT1 = DE2LT1#((EXP(-SD#(XL2*CUT2+X*REG2)))#(-SD#X')); 
DEI1AT1=-A#(EXP1U+EXP2U-1)##(-A-1)#(DE2UT1); 
DE22AT1=-A#(2#EXPlU+2#EXP2U-3)##(-A-1)#(2#DE2UT1); 
DE21ATl=-A#(2#EXPlU+EXP2U-2)##(-A-l)#(DE2UTl); 
DE12ATl=-A#(EXPlU+2#EXP2U-2)##(-A-l)#(2#DE2UTl); 
DEI1BT1=-A#(EXP1L+EXP2U-1)##(-A-1)#(DE2UT1); 
DE22BT1=-A#(2#EXPlL+2#EXP2U-3)##(-A-1)#(2#DE2UT1); 
DE21BT1=-A#(2#EXPlL+EXP2U-2)##(-A-1)#(DE2UT1); 
DE12BT1=-A#(EXPlL+2#EXP2U-2)##(-A-1)#(2#DE2UT1); 
DPAR2=(1+B)#DE11AT1+B#(DE22AT1-DE21AT1-DE12AT1); 
DPBR2=(1+B)#DE11BT1+B#(DE22BT1-DE21BT1-DE12BT1); 
********************************************************. 
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IF(Il EQ NCATi) THEN DE1UA=0; 
ELSE DE1UA=EXP1U#L0G(1+EXP(-SD#(XU1*CUT1+X*REG1)))#(-SP#/A##2); 
IF(12 EQ NCAT2) THEN DE2UA=0; 
ELSE DE2UA=EXP2U#L0G(1+EXP(-SD#(XU2*CUT2+X*REG2)))#(-SP#/A##2); 
DE1LA=EXP1L#L0G(1+EXP(-SD#(XL1*CUT1+X*REG1)))#(-SP#/A##2); 
DE2LA=EXP2L#L0G(1+EXP(-SD#(XL2*CUT2+X*REG2)))#(-SP#/A##2) ; 
THPAA=-LOG(EXP1U+EXP2U-1)-((A#(DE1UA+DE2UA))#/(EXP1U+EXP2U-1)); 
DEI1AA=TMPAA#E11A#DA; 
TMPAA=-L0G(2#EXPlU+2#EXP2U-3)-((A#(2#DE1UA+2#DE2UA))#/ 
(2#EXPlU+2#EXP2U-3)); 
DE22AA=TMPAA#E22A#DA; 
TMPAA=-LGG(2#EXPlU+EXP2U-2)-((A#(2#DE1UA+DE2UA))#/ 
(2#EXPlU+EXP2U-2)); 
DE21AA=TMPAA#E21A#DA; 
TMPAA=-L0G(EXPlU+2#EXP2U-2)-((A#(DElUA+2#DE2UA))#/ 
(EXPlU+2#EXP2U-2)); 
DE12AA=TMPAA#E12A#DA; 
TMPAA=(E11A + E22A - E21A - E12A)#DB; 
DPAA=(TMPAA+(1+B)#DE11AA+B#DE22AA-B#DE21AA-B#DE12AA); 
TMPBA=-LOG(EXP1L+EXP2U-1)-((A#(DE1LA+DE2UA))#/(EXP1L+EXP2U-1)); 
DEI1BA=TMPBA#E11B#DA; 
TMPBA=-LDG(2#EXPlL+2#EXP2U-3)-((A#(2#DE1LA+2#DE2UA))#/ 
(2#EXPlL+2#EXP2U-3)); 
DE22BA=TMPBA#E22B#DA; 
TMPBA=-L0G(2#EXPlL+EXP2U-2)-((A#(2#DE1LA+DE2UA))#/ 
(2#EXPlL+EXP2U-2)); 
DE21BA=TMPBA#E21B#DA; 
TMPBA=-LOG(EXPlL+2#EXP2U-2)-((A#(DE1LA+2#DE2UA))#/ 
(EXPlL+2#EXP2U-2)); 
DEI2BA=TMPBA#E12B#DA; 
TMPBA=(E11B + E22B - E21B - E12B)#DB; 
DPBA=(TMPBA+(1+B)#DE11BA+B#DE22BA-B#DE21BA-B#DE12BA); 
********************************************************• 
TMPDER(1,1)=DPAA-DPBA; 
TMPDER(2:NCATI,1)=DPAC1-DPBC1; 
TMPDER((NCATl+1):(MCAT1+NCAT2-1),1)=DPAC2-DPBC2; 
TMPDER((NCAT1+NCAT2):(MCAT1+NCAT2+NREG-1),1)=DPAR1-DPBR1; 
TMPDER(NCAT1+NCAT2+NREG:MCAT1+MCAT2+2#NREG-1,1)=DPAR2-DPBR2; 
RETURN; 
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SDLPN3: 
TMPDER=J.(NPRM.l.O); 
********************************************************• 
SCL=J.((NCATl-1),(NCATl-1),0); 
SCL(1.1)=1; 
DO ISCL=2 TO NCATl-1; 
SCL(ISCL,ISCL)=2#CAT1(ISCL,1); 
END; 
IF(I1 EQ NCATl) THEN DE1UT1=J.((NCATl-1),1,0); 
ELSE DO; DEIUTI = (SP#/A)#(1+EXP(-SD#(XU1*CUT1+X*REG1)))##(SP#/A-1); 
SXU=SCL*XU1'; 
DElUTl = DE1UT1#((EXP(-SD#(XU1*CUT1+X*REG1)))#(-SD#SXU)); 
END; 
DEI1AT1=-A#(EXP1U+EXP2U-1)##(-A-1)#(DEIUTI); 
DE22AT1=-A#(2#EXPlU+2#EXP2U-3)##(-A-1)#(2#DE1UT1); 
DE2lATl=-A#(2#EXPlU+EXP2U-2)##(-A-1)#(2#DE1UT1); 
DE12AT1=-A#(EXPlU+2#EXP2U-2)##(-A-1)#(DEIUTI); 
DEI1CT1=-A#(EXP1U+EXP2L-1)##(-A-1)#(DEIUTI); 
DE22CT1=-A#(2#EXPlU+2#EXP2L-3)##(-A-1)#(2#DE1UT1); 
DE2ICTl=-A#(2#EXPlU+EXP2L-2)##(-A-1)#(2#DE1UT1); 
DE12CTl=-A#(EXPlU+2#EXP2L-2)##(-A-l)#(DElUTl); 
DPAC1=(1+B)#DE1lATl+B#(DE22AT1-DE21AT1-DE12AT1); 
DPCC1=(1+B)#DE11CT1+B#(DE22CT1-DE21CT1-DE12CT1); 
********************************************************• 
SCL=J.((NGAT2-1),(NCAT2-1).0); 
SCL(1,1)=1; 
DO ISCL=2 TO NCAT2-1; 
SCL(ISCL,ISCL)=2#CAT2(ISCL,1); 
END; 
IF(I2 EQ NCAT2) THEN DE2UT1=J.((NCAT2-1),1,0); 
ELSE DO; DE2UT1 = (SP#/A)#(l+EXP(-SD#(XU2*CUT2+X*REG2)))##(SP#/A-l) ; 
SXU=SCL*XU2'; 
DE2UT1 = DE2UT1#((EXP(-SD#(XU2*CUT2+X*REG2)))#(-SD#SXU)); 
END; 
DE2LT1 = (SP#/A)#(1+EXP(-SD#(XL2*CUT2+X*REG2)))##(SP#/A-1); 
SXL=SCL*XL2'; 
DE2LT1 = DE2LT1#((EXP(-SD#(XL2*CUT2+X*REG2)))#(-SD#SXL)); 
DEI1AT1=-A#(EXP1U+EXP2U-1)##(-A-1)#(DE2UT1); 
DE22ATl=-A#(2#EXPlU+2#EXP2U-3)##(-A-l)#(2#DE2UTl); 
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DE21ATl=-A#(2#EXPlU+EXP2U-2)##(-A-l)#(DE2UTl); 
DE12ATl=-A#(EXPlU+2#EXP2U-2)##(-A-l)#(2#DE2UTl); 
DEI1CT1=-A#(EXP1U+EXP2L-1)##(-A-1)#(DE2LT1); 
DE22CT1=-A#(2#EXPlU+2#EXP2L-3)##(-A-1)#(2#DE2LT1); 
DE21CTl=-A#(2#EXPlU+EXP2L-2)##(-A-l)#(DE2LTl); 
DEI2CT1=-A#(EXPlU+2#EXP2L-2)##(-A-1)#(2#DE2LT1); 
DPAC2=(1+B)#DE11AT1+B#(DE22AT1-DE21AT1-DE12AT1); 
DPCC2=(1+B)#DE11CT1+B#(DE22CT1-DE21CT1-DE12CT1); 
********************************************************• 
IF(I1 EQ NCATl) THEN DE1UT1=J.(NREG,1,0); 
ELSE DO; DEIUTI = (SP#/A)#(1+EXP(-SD#(XU1*CUT1+X*REG1)))##(SP#/A-1); 
DEIUTI = DE1UT1#((EXP(-SD#(XU1*CUT1+X*REG1)))#(-SD#X')); 
END; 
DEI1AT1=-A#(EXP1U+EXP2U-1)##(-A-1)#(DElUTl); 
DE22ATl=-A#(2#EXPlU+2#EXP2U-3)##(-A-l)#(2#DElUTl); 
DE21AT1=-A#(2#EXPlU+EXP2U-2)##(-A-1)#(2#DE1UT1); 
DE12ATl=-A#(EXPlU+2#EXP2U-2)##(-A-l)#(DEiUTl); 
DE11CT1=-A#(EXP1U+EXP2L-1)##(-A-1)#(DE1UT1); 
DE22CTl=-A#(2#EXPlU+2#EXP2L-3)##(-A-l)#(2#DElUTl); 
DE21CTl=-A#(2#EXPlU+EXP2L-2)##(-A-l)#(2#DElUTl); 
DE12CTl=-A#(EXPlU+2#EXP2L-2)##(-A-l)#(DElUTl); 
DPAR1=(1+B)#DE11AT1+B#(DE22AT1-DE21AT1-DE12AT1); 
DPCR1=(1+B)#DE11CT1+B#(DE22CT1-DE21CT1-DE12CT1); 
******************************************************** ; 
IF(I2 EQ NCAT2) THEN DE2UT1=J.(NREG,1,0); 
ELSE DO; DE2UT1 = (SP#/A)#(1+EXP(-SD#(XU2*CUT2+X*REG2)))##(SP#/A-1); 
DE2m = DE2UT1#((EXP(-SD#(XU2*CUT2+X*REG2)))#(-SD#X')) ; 
END; 
DE2LT1 = (SP#/A)#(1+EXP(-SD#(XL2*CUT2+X*REG2)))##(SP#/A-1); 
DE2LT1 = DE2LT1#((EXP(-SD#(XL2*CUT2+X*REG2)))#(-SD#X')); 
DE11AT1=-A#(EXP1U+EXP2U-1)##(-A-1)#(DE2UT1); 
DE22AT1=-A#(2#EXPlU+2#EXP2U-3)##(-A-l)#(2#DE2UT1); 
DE21AT1=-A#(2#EXP1U+EXP2U-2)##(-A-1)#(DE2UT1); 
DEI2AT1=-A#(EXPlU+2#EXP2U-2)##(-A-1)#(2#DE2UT1); 
DEI1CT1=-A#(EXP1U+EXP2L-1)##(-A-1)#(DE2LT1); 
DE22CTl=-A#(2#EXPlU+2#EXP2L-3)##(-A-l)#(2#DE2LTl); 
DE21CTl=-A#(2#EXPlU+EXP2L-2)##(-A-l)#(DE2LTl); 
DEI2CT1=-A#(EXPlU+2#EXP2L-2)##(-A-1)#(2#DE2LT1); 
DPAR2=(1+B)#DE11AT1+B#(DE22AT1-DE21AT1-DE12AT1); 
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DPCR2=(1+B)#DE1ICTl+B#(DE22CT1-DE21CT1-DE12CT1); 
******************************************************** ; 
IF(II EQ NCATl) THEM DE1UA=0; 
ELSE DE1UA=EXP1U#LQG(1+EXP(-SD#(XU1*CUT1+X*REG1)))#(-SP#/A##2); 
IF(12 EQ MCAT2) THEN DE2UA=0; 
ELSE DE2UA=EXP2U#L0G(1+EXP(-SD#(XU2*CUT2+X*REG2)))#(-SP#/A##2); 
DE1LA=EXP1L#L0G(1+EXP(-SD#(XL1*CUT1+X*REG1)))#(-SP#/A##2); 
DE2LA=EXP2L#L0G(1+EXP(-SD#(XL2*CUT2+X*REG2)))#(-SP#/A##2); 
TMPAA=-L0G(EXPlU+EXP2U-l)-((A#(DE1UA+DE2UA))#/(EXP1U+EXP2U-1)); 
DEI1AA=TMPAA#E11A#DA; 
TMPAA=-L0G(2#EXPlU+2#EXP2U-3)-((A#(2#DE1UA+2#DE2UA))#/ 
(2#EXPlU+2#EXP2U-3)); 
DE22AA=TMPAA#E22A#DA; 
TMPAA=-LOG(2#EXPlU+EXP2U-2)-((A#(2#DE1UA+DE2UA))#/ 
(2#EXPlU+EXP2U-2)); 
DE21AA=TMPAA#E21A#DA; 
TMPAA=-L0G(EXPlU+2#EXP2U-2)-((A#(DElUA+2#DE2UA))#/ 
(EXPlU+2#EXP2U-2)); 
DE12AA=TMPAA#E12A#DA; 
TMPAA=(E11A + E22A - E21A - E12A)#DB; 
DPAA=(TMPAA+(1+B)#DE11AA+B#DE22AA-B#DE21AA-B#DE12AA); 
TMPCA=-LDG(EXP1U+EXP2L-1)-((A#(DE1UA+DE2LA))#/(EXP1U+EXP2L-1)); 
DEI1CA=TMPCA#E11C#DA; 
TMPCA=-L0G(2#EXPlU+2#EXP2L-3)-((A#(2#DElUA+2#DE2LA))#/ 
(2#EXPlU+2#EXP2L-3)); 
DE22CA=TMPCA#E22C#DA; 
TMPCA=-L0G(2#EXPlU+EXP2L-2)-((A#(2#DElUA+DE2LA))#/ 
(2#EXPlU+EXP2L-2)); 
DE21CA=TMPCA#E21C#DA; 
TMPCA=-L0G(EXPlU+2#EXP2L-2)-((A#(DElUA+2#DE2LA))#/ 
(EXPlU+2#EXP2L-2)); 
DEI2CA=TMPCA#E12C#DA; 
TMPCA=(E11C + E22C - E21C - E12C)#DB; 
DPCA=(TMPCA+(1+B)#DE11CA+B#DE22CA-B#DE21CA-B#DE12CA); 
********************************************************• 
TMPDER(1,1)=DPAA-DPCA; 
TMPDER(2:NCATl,1)=DPAC1-DPCC1; 
TMPDER((NCAT1+1);(NCAT1+NCAT2-1),1)=DPAC2-DPCC2; 
TMPDER((NCATl+NCAT2):(NCAT1+NCAT2+NREG-1).1)=DPAR1-DPCR1; 
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TMPDER(NCAT1+NCAT2+NREG:NGAT1+NGAT2+2#NREG-1,1)=DPAR2-DPCR2; 
RETURN; 
SDLPN4: 
TMPDER=J.(NPRM,1,0); 
********************************************************; 
SCL=J.((NCATl-1),(NCATl-1),0); 
SCL(1,1)=1; 
DO ISCL=2 TO NCATl-1; 
SCL(ISCL,ISCL)=2#CAT1(ISCL,1); 
END; 
IFdl EQ NCATl) THEN DE1UT1=J.( (NCATl-1) ,1,0) ; 
ELSE DO; DElUTl = (SP#/A)#(1+EXP(-SD#(XU1*CUT1+X*REG1)))##(SP#/A-1); 
SXU=SCL*XU1'; 
DEIUTI = DE1UT1#((EXP(-SD#(XU1*CUT1+X*REG1)))#(-SD#SXU)); 
END; 
DE11AT1=-A#(EXP1U+EXP2U-1)##(-A-1)#(DE1UT1) ; 
DE22AT1=-A#(2#EXPlU+2#EXP2U-3)##(-A-l)#(2#DE1UT1); 
DE21ATl=-A#(2#EXPlU+EXP2U-2)##(-A-l)#(2#DElUTl); 
DE12ATl=-A#(EXPlU+2#EXP2U-2)##(-A-l)#(DElUTl); 
DPAC1=(1+B)#DE11AT1+B#(DE22AT1-DE21AT1-DE12AT1); 
********************************************************• 
SCL=J.((NCAT2-1),(NCAT2-1),0); 
SCL(1.1)=1; 
DO ISCL=2 TO NCAT2-1; 
SCL(ISCL,ISCL)=2#CAT2(ISCL,1); 
END; 
IF(I2 EQ NCAT2) THEN DE2UT1=J.((NCAT2-1).1,0); 
ELSE DO; DE2UT1 = (SP#/A)#(1+EXP(-SD#(XU2*CUT2+X*REG2)))##(SP#/A-1); 
SXU=SCL*XU2'; 
DE2UT1 = DE2UT1#((EXP(-SD#(XU2*CUT2+X*REG2)))#(-SD#SXU)); 
END; 
DEI1AT1=-A#(EXP1U+EXP2U-1)##(-A-1)#(DE2UT1); 
DE22AT1=-A#(2#EXPlU+2#EXP2U-3)##(-A-1)#(2#DE2UT1); 
DE21ATl=-A#(2#EXPlU+EXP2U-2)##(-A-l)#(DE2UTl); 
DE12ATl=-A#(EXPlU+2#EXP2U-2)##(-A-l)#(2#DE2UTl); 
DPAC2=(1+B)#DE11AT1+B#(DE22AT1-DE21AT1-DE12AT1); 
********************************************************• 
IFdl EQ NCATl) THEN DE1UT1=J. (NREG.l.O) ; 
ELSE DO; DEIUTI = (SP#/A)#(1+EXP(-SD#(XU1*CUT1+X*REG1)))##(SP#/A-1); 
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DEIUTI = DE1UT1#((EXP(-SD#(XU1*CUT1+X*REG1)))#(-SD#X')); 
END; 
DEI1AT1=-A#(EXP1U+EXP2U-1)##(-A-1)#(DElUTl); 
DE22AT1=-A#(2#EXPlU+2#EXP2U-3)##(-A-1)#(2#DE1UT1); 
DE21ATl=-A#(2#EXPlU+EXP2U-2)##(-A-l)#(2#DElUTl); 
DE12ATl=-A#(EXPlU+2#EXP2U-2)##(-A-l)#(DElUTl); 
DPAR1=(1+B)#DE11AT1+B#(DE22AT1-DE21AT1-DE12AT1); 
********************************************************• 
IF(I2 EQ NCAT2) THEN DE2UT1=J.(NREG.1,0); 
ELSE DO; DE2UT1 = (SP#/A)#(1+EXP(-SD#(XU2*CUT2+X»REG2)))##(SP#/A-1); 
DE2UT1 = DE2UT1#((EXP(-SD#(XU2*CUT2+X*REG2)))#(-SD#X')); 
END; 
DEI1AT1=-A#(EXP1U+EXP2U-1)##(-A-1)#(DE2UT1); 
DE22AT1=-A#(2#EXPlU+2#EXP2U-3)##(-A-1)#(2#DE2UT1); 
DE21ATl=-A#(2#EXPlU+EXP2U-2)##(-A-l)#(DE2UTl); 
DEI2AT1=-A#(EXP1U+2#EXP2U-2)##(-A-1)#(2#DE2UT1); 
DPAR2=(1+B)#DE11AT1+B#(DE22AT1-DE21AT1-DE12AT1); 
******************************************************** J 
IF(II EQ NCATl) THEN DE1UA=0; 
ELSE DE1UA=EXP1U#L0G(1+EXP(-SD#(XU1*CUT1+X*REG1)))#(-SP#/A##2); 
IF(I2 EQ NCAT2) THEN DE2UA=0; 
ELSE DE2UA=EXP2U#L0G(1+EXP(-SD#(XU2*CUT2+X*REG2)))#(-SP#/A##2); 
DE1LA=EXP1L#L0G(1+EXP(-SD#(XL1*CUT1+X»RE61)))#(-SP#/A##2); 
DE2LA=EXP2L#L0G(1+EXP(-SD#(XL2*CUT2+X*REG2)))#(-SP#/A##2); 
TMPAA=-LOG(EXP1U+EXP2U-1)-((A#(DE1UA+DE2UA))#/(EXP1U+EXP2U-1)); 
DEI1AA=TMPAA#E11A#DA; 
TMPAA=-L0G(2#EXPlU+2#EXP2U-3)-((A#(2#DE1UA+2#DE2UA))#/ 
(2#EXPlU+2#EXP2U-3)); 
DE22AA=TMPAA#E22A#DA; 
TMPAA=-LOG(2#EXPlU+EXP2U-2)-((A#(2#DE1UA+DE2UA))#/ 
(2#EXPlU+EXP2U-2)); 
DE21AA=TMPAA#E21A#DA; 
TMPAA=-LOG(EXPlU+2#EXP2U-2)-((A#(DE1UA+2#DE2UA))#/ 
(EXPlU+2#EXP2U-2)); 
DE12AA=TMPAA#E12A#DA; 
TMPAA=(E11A + E22A - E21A - E12A)#DB; 
DPAA=(TMPAA+(1+B)#DE11AA+B#DE22AA-B#DE21AA-B#DE12AA); 
********************************************************• 
TMPDER(1.1)=DPAA; 
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TMPDER(2:NCAT1,1)=DPAC1; 
TMPDER((NCATl+1):(NCAT1+NCAT2-1),1)=DPAC2; 
TMPDER((NCAT1+NCAT2):(NCAT1+NCAT2+NREG-1).1)=DPAR1; 
TMPDER(NCAT1+NCAT2+NREG:NCAT1+NCAT2+2#NREG-1,1)=DPAR2; 
RETURN; 
PROC PRINT DATA=VMAT; 
TITLE2 'Asymptotic covariance matrix of MLEs'; 
